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PART I 

The Qur'an and the 
Islamic legal sciences 



1 Introduction 

Classical Islam, as it is referred to by European scholars, 

may be dated from the stage when Islam first saw itself as a 

religio-legal system wholly rooted in a divine revelation. 

As in Judaism the heart of the system was the Law and it has 

long been a truism for Western scholars that the Law which 

Islam proclaimed was held by the Muslims to have derived from 

two co-equal sources, the Islamic Scripture and the Islamic 

Tradition. 

The derivation of the Law had resulted from the 

labours of a series of individual scholars active in the 

course of the first two centuries after Mugammad. To this 

Law was given the name ~ari'a, while the science concerned 

with its elaboration was called the Figh. 

At an identifiable moment in recent history God had 

spoken to and through a prophet, Mugammad (A.D. 570-632). 

To Mugammad God had addressed His Holy Boo~, the Qur'an, the 

written law of Islam, kitab allah. Simultaneously through 

the Prophet's words and actions, lovingly recorded by 

Mugammad's contemporaries, God had further communicated to 

mankind the unwritten law of Islam, the perfect pattern of 

divinely approved human conduct, the Sunna. The scholars 

of the classical age of Islam saw themselves as having 

inheritsd n rovealed Law securely preserved in two literary 
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sources, the Sunna which had circulated in primarily oral 

transmissions and the Qur'an which had been cherished in both 

oral and written form. 

The texts of the Qur'an had been preserved in two 

ways. The better to express the Qur'an's quality as a direct 

divine revelation independent of earlier revealed religions, 

Islam portrayed its prophet as doubly illiterate. Despite 

his personal inability to read and write, during the twenty

odd years of his public activity Mu~ammad had employed the 

services of a series of amanuenses to record at his dictation 

each of the individual fragments of the revelation immediately 

he received it. 

Others of his followers had devotedly committed the 

revealed texts to memory. On the death of the Prophet and 

before the written texts had been assembled, edited and 

promulgated his Companions had disseminated their knowledge 

of the Qur'an texts among the Muslims of the Islamic lands. 

They simultaneously instructed them in the minutiae of the 

Sunna. This double body of knowledge became the common 

heritage of the Muslim faithful. 

In time there had arisen throughout the Islamic 

empire a number of specialists, the scholars of the Figh to 

whom especially belongs the merit of having produced a 

manageable statement of the Law, devising for the purpose a 

set of techniques known as usul al fiqh. 

These were the rules governing the extraction of the 

Luw t"rum the twin sources of Qur'an and Tradition. 

::uholurtl mny M<1VIInco Lltu gtmtH'lll nt.uck 11r knuwledgH 1n n 
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variety of ways: by the discovery and publication of hither

to unknown source materials; by placing their entire subject 

in a wholly novel perspective on the basis of an extensive re-

examination and analysis of available sources; or finally, 

by applying the new perspective to the elucidation of a single 

long-recognised problem. The present work is of this last 

kind. It seeks to re-open the question of the collection of 

the Qur'an as seen by the Muslims. Their accounts will be 

re-examined in the light of studies by Goldziher and Schacht, 

pre-eminent instances of works of the second type. 

Each of these scholars had the fortune and the genius 

to perceive amid the multiplicity of baffling detail presented 

in the literatures of Islam the few points of significant 

meaning which held the clue to an overall pattern and which, 

properly assessed, offered the key to its interpretation. 

Goldziher's contribution to modern Islamic studies 

lay in his observation that the literature of the Muhammadan 

Tradition, the Hadith, represented less a corpus of 

information from and about the Prophet as transmitted with 

verbal fidelity by successive generations after him than a 

reflection of the social, political and religious ideals of 

the transmitters themselves and of the societies or groups 

they served as spokesmen. By Sunna was to be understood, 

not the inherited instruction of the Prophet, but the ius 

,consuetudinis of a group or party, large or small. By 

hadith is meant the vehicle of that sunna, a report, verbal 

or written, conveying a description of the relevant practice, 

opinion or· cuotom approved by the disseminators of the 
I r·opor· t.. 
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Building upon this ingenious suggestion, Schacht has 

shown in his studies of the Muhammadan legal traditions that, 

rather than spreading out from an original centre at Medina, 

Islamic Law originated in the provinces. Reference of the 

Sunna to the Prophet was the end rather than the beginning of 

a process. Its purpose was to verify some local legal view-

point. In other words, the Sunna differed and was 

differently defined from region to region. Thus, the 

individual hadith conveys a truth that is theoretical rather 

than historical. It served as verification by documenting 

legal conclusions reached by the scholars of a particular 

locality on the individual topics of the Figh. 2 

We in our turn are now directed by the findings of 

these two scholars towards a more detailed consideration of 

the role played within the broad field of the Islamic 

Tradition by u~ul al fiqh, the Islamic source theory. 

Our aim shall be to enquire whether and how these 

u~ul al fiqh may even have fashioned part of that Tradition, 

in particular, the part that recounts the history of the 

collection of the Qur'an texts. It will be suggested that 

the available evidence indicates that the Muslim accounts of 

the history of the collection of their Scripture must now be 

re-interpreted in the light of a prolonged and highly 

technical discussion on the role (as opposed to the history) 

of the revealed book. 

The discussion concerned the relative status of 

Qur•nn and Sunna as legal sources. Although the details of 

Uw courl.'le of the discussion during t.IJo tJ!'!cond and third 

ccmt.urtoll •ft•r Mul;lammod hl'!vo long lHHHl QVD11able to ua, t.h"Y • 
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could not hitherto be properly evaluated. 

Only one version of the traditions on the collection 

of the Qur•an has until now been accepted. This is the 

version maintained and handed on by Muslim and Western 

scholars alike. European investigations into Muhammadan 

accounts of the collection of the Qur'an texts have hitherto 

been restricted to the analysis of the accounts as preserved. 

There is no sign of any realisation that it might be 

profitable to seek to relate the accounts to the wider back

ground within the totality of the Islamic sciences out of 

which they had emerged; and nor has there been any effort to 

enquire whether there might not lurk behind the wording of 

the accounts some underlying motivation. 

We now possess enough information to discover the 

ideological basis of the accounts and to expose the evolution 

of the motives which shaped the accounts. The solution lies 

in an unsuspected yet not improbable quarter. 
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Queen of the Islamic sciences and the first to achieve major 

development was the Figh. As we now know it the Figh was 

constructed mainly in the course of the second century A.H. 

Since then it has been represented in a number of separately 

developed and frequently conflicting schools or systems 

independently established in the main cities of the chief 

centres of the empire, Iraq and the ~ijaz. Syria also 

produced a system of law but this was early replaced by the 

more vigorous systems of the two neighbouring territories. 

Mecca, Medina, Ba~ra and Kufa were the homes of 

schools of law which had been the gradual creation of locally

settled scholarly groups who had inherited from their pre

decessors, in addition to their Qur'an and Sunna knowledge, 

the broad lines of a developing local Qur'an science. 

These schools of Figh had emerged nearly 

simultaneously and those who received their training in each 

local legal tradition grew up in the belief that the achieve

ment of those who had founded the local school or madhab (pl. 

madahib) had consisted in derivation, in the review in their 

entirety of the twin constituent source 'documents' of the 

local expression of Islam, the Qur'l'in, uncl the Sunna. 

lncluc1rH1 under tho houding Qur'l'in Wr>r'e r·l""" t.("lxtuHl study, 

girl'•• and tho accumulated m11uaa u£ inhrpretation of thu 
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individual verses as transmitted in the ta'wil or tafsir of 

the foregoing generations. 

The Figh, as elaborated locally by the anonymous 

founders of the several madahib, represented to their 

successors the totality of the sari'a, the normative Muslim 

'way of life' which the commands, prohibitions, exhortations 

and recommendations of the common sources could be shown to 

embody. 

This outlook of the later adherents of the madhab was 

cultivated in a secondary science, usul al fiqh, which sought 

to determine precisely which source materials the founders of 

the local Figh had consulted in deriving each clause, ~ukm 

(pl. ~) of the Law. The work was to involve the 

identification of the materials, their authentication as 

either Qur'an or Sunna and finally the definition of the 

relative primacy that the founders of the madhab had accorded 

in their derivation of the Law to each of the two primary 

sources. This, as we see, was a relatively late development 

posterior to the articulation of the Figh and presupposes 

dispute. 

Dispute had been occasioned by the fact that the 

Muslims were indefatigable travellers, frequently covering 

enormous distances for the purpose of commerce, warfare 

against the Infidel, study or pilgrimage to Mecca. These 

movements would have provided individuals with opportunities 

to realise that there were numerous disagreements between the 

madahib. The word means 'attitudes' or 'interpretations'. 

1111 Uro F1gh had been originally a local creation, so 

HJI'lu mH·Ir l!Jr~~:~l maghub ovulvod itCJ own local ucionco of u?Ql 
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al figh. Usul must therefore be seen not as a unitary ___.___ 

science cultivated in different centres, but as a series of 

local sciences regionally organised like the Figh itself, and 

continuously developing to serve the function of documenting, 

verifying and defending the Figh taught in the parent madhab. 

Naturally ~ scholars engaged in polemics and apologetics. 

As the schools of u~ul became more sophisticated 

through the discipline of disputation, it became clear that 

the madahib differed not merely in the individual ~ pro

pounded by their respective founders, but also in the use 

that these had apparently made of the basic sources - for 

that is how the observable conflict between the madahib on the 

var .ious legal topics came to be explained. The conflicting 

local schools of usul science are best seen therefore as -·-
rw.v ing been called into being to provide the necessary 

retrospective rationalisation of instances of such conflict. 

U~ul studies were not, however, restricted solely to 

points of law where the paths of the madahib had diverged. 

The entire corpus of legal conclusions now represented in the 

local body of legal knowledge was t he proper sphere of the 

~· and as the content of the science expanded the 

awa kening of interest in the technical aspects of the study 

.J.ed the way to the formulation of axioms and definitions, 

Lhoorems and rules. Refined by use and practice, and 

. improved by the lessons of debate, the framework of rules 

unublcd u~Q] al fiqh to achieve eventual academic independence 

I" lw JHir:atNl f o r i L:..; own sake wi t.h in l.ill' confines of each of 

ll~t• : ltl V•·t·:tl macl:ih Ill I onv. Llf t.r'r' Lltr • dtty:. "t' In Lr•r'-!1<:ltoo I 
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and a resigned acceptance of differentness. The Muslims 

never achieved either a unified Figh or a unified~· 

Each madhab produced its u~ul literature, the study 

of which presents the reader with a series of rationalised 

justifications of the local school Fiqh. In the analysis of 

the history and development of the school's agreed set of 

views, the rationalisations are characterised from madhab to 

madhab by the varying emphasis placed upon appeal now to the 

Qur'an, now to the Sunna. 

This differential emphasis affects, however, not only 

the~ traditionally at issue between the madahib. It 

affects also the rationalisation of the ahk~m held in common _.__ 
by all groups of Muslims. 

This is especially evident in the treatment of 

particular~ maintained by a majority of Muslims, which 

we propose to examine in detail. 

Whereas one group of u~ul writers refers the shared 

viewpoint to one source, another group refers the same ~ 

to the other source. This had interesting results for the 

further development of the ~ science. 

One seldom reads (except in the edited version of a 

debate penned by his adversary) of a scholar abandoning his 

original Figh or ~ viewpoint owing to his finding the 

representative of the rival madhab adducing more convincing 

evidence or more cogent logic • Rather one notes a sharpening 

of the debating techniques and the search for (and discovery 

of) more impressive Qur'an or Sunna or interpretative 

urgumon !.~1 l.o lJC' uoocl in future. 

'J'IJI rl prurnpiu Llw furthor que~d.i cm: whother 1 L 1~; 
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possible to understand and interpret all these developments by 

accepting at face value the insistence of the ~ that he is 

concerned solely to review the use made of the primary sources 

by his scholarly predecessors. To what extent would the 

modern student be justified in adding to Qur'an and Surma the 

local Figh, bringing the number of actual sources up to three? 

A specific case will help to bring out the relevance 

of the question, which simply proposes that the local ~ 

science, developing its own impetus, created a local methodo

logical tradition on the basis of which it proceeded to the 

examination of the sari'a in the light of its own assumptions. 

ibn al 'Arabi (A.H.543) reports from ibn Sihab that 

'Urwa said 

'I asked 'A.•isa, "What is your view of Q 2.158?: 
'There shall be no blame on him who performs~ 
between ~afa and Marwa.' Surely there can be no 
blame on anyone who does not perform this tawaf?"' 

'A'isa replied that were the case as 'urwa 

supposed, the verse would read: 'There shall be no 
blame on him who does not perform the~·' The 
~· feeling certain scruples about this ceremony, 
on account of the locality's former association with 
idols, consulted the Prophet. God revealed Q 2.158. 
The Prophet then laid down the surma of performing 

the ~· It is thus incumbent upon pilgrims not 
to omit it. 1 

In ibn al 'Arabi's view, the point of the hadith is that 

'Urwa took the verse to indicate that the tawaf was not 
..s...,__ 

obligatory. Yet he observed that the sari'a assumed that it 

rn1 p;l1t on no account be omitted by thane fu !.filling their 

r•t•llp;lotul olll.lgnlionn. 

'l'ho Uur'llnlc oxpreBtoion: 'Ll'"''" '"'no bhtm~t Jn dolnll, 
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it', implies that the performance of an act is legally neutral 

(mubah). 'Urwa understood the verse to mean that the 
--L 

omission of the act was legally neutral, but 'A'i~a informed 

him that the verse did not indicate this. Omission of the 

~ would have called for a different reading. 

Within the terms of the hadith, the discussion first 

arose following the legal conclusion, for 'Urwa noted that 

the sari'a assumed the tawaf to be required. _.____ The discussion 

occurred at a secondary stage when the Figh was already 

regarded in the circle from which the hadith stems as a 

relevant source in its own right. 

Qur'an, Sunna and Figh. 

That makes three sources: 

It is also of interest to note that whereas this 

discussion contrasts the Sunna with the Qur'an, there was in 

fact an intimate connection between the two. The surma 

appealed to by 'A'i~a is a tafsir-sunna, that is, a surma 

which had clearly originated from a comment upon the relevant 

verse. 

We mentioned above what was included under the 

heading Qur'an. We now learn that included under the heading 

Surma were materials which had originated in scholarly dis

cussions on the implications of Qur'an verses. The 

mechanical contrast between Qur'an and Sunna, arising 

originally out of the concerns and methods of the u~ulis, was 

to become absolute. Accustomed to trace this doctrine to 

the Qur'an and that doctrine to the Surma (part of which, as 

we have ,junL seen, proceeds indirectly from the Qur' an), some 

:;cho Inr:1 1'n>rn inp;ru.lrwcl hnbi t treated their two sources as 

f'orrnully t111'p111'11Ln !Hill lndnJHmdonL. 
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~·s craft ultimately both conduced to and reinforced this 

attitude to the sources of the Figh. 

We have already seen that where a ~ could not 

satisfactorily be traced in any of the statements of the 

Qur'an, it was assigned, as an element of the local Figh, to 

an origin in the Sunna. 

Where a hukm was a matter of contention between two ......._ 

or more madahib, the ~ of one school might trace the 

differing conclusions arrived at in his own and those arrived 

at in the rival groups to what he conceived to be their 

respective origins in the Islamic Tradition. This might 

point either to a Qur'an verse, or to the Sunna. The ahkam _.__ 
being at loggerheads, the two primary sources were before long 

thought to be also at loggerheads, not simply separate and 

independent. 

In cases where the general source claimed for 

competing~ was the same, but where the appeal of the 

madahib, if to the Qur'an, was to different verses, or, if to 

the Sunna, was to different hadith reports, the verses or the 

reports, as the case might be, were also thought to be at 

loggerheads. The preference apparently shown by the founders 

of the different madahib for this or that particular source on 

such occasions of conflict of source was noted and analysed. 

As disputes arose, one technique adopted by the 

u~Qlis was to question the validity or relative strength of 

the oppo~ing group's evidence. When the opponent rested his 

nrgumcnt on o hadith, the strength of h .! n ovidence could be 

cllllll!!r1p:r•r1 tty t ht~ r oup;h-und-rt'1 1rly ,.,,,, o r (:ollnt:lng hod!th 
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reports, or transmitters for a particular report, could be 

amassed in favour of his school's view. This technique 

resulted in classification of hadith reports according to 

their 'spread' as: mutawatir (universally acknowledged), 

mashur (widely attested), and khabar al wahid (isolate). 

More subtle methods of challenging evidence were 

emerging. One of the most enduring was to be isnad 

criticism. By isnad (support) is meant the list of 

guarantors which came to be demanded for all statements as to 

what constituted the Sunna. To ensure the soundness of 

information conveyed, all scholars were required to list the 

names of those persons responsible in each generation for the 

downward transmission of every individual hadith. 

From his knowledge of the magazi and sira sciences, 

which dealt respectively with the campaigns and the biography 

of the Prophet and his contemporaries, the scholar might note 

a discrepancy in the opponent's argument, such as the trans-

mission from a Companion on some topic of a report which 

could not possibly be authentic, either because the Companion 

had not been born, or had not yet been converted to Islam, or 

had already died at the time of the introduction of a 

particular ruling. The same technique served also to deter-

mine 'correctness' as between conflicting views each traced 

to a different verse of the Qur'an, for among the masses of 

information presented in the magazi works were frequently to 

be found also statements as to the date of revelation of this 

or that Qur'an passage. Such data, asbab al nuzul (the 

occ!Hllon ,>f. tile r·evelation of the verses), were eagerly 

(:O I I tW L(H!, 
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From statements linking the revelation of particular 

verses to specific events or individuals, a chronological 

profile of the Qur'an could as easily be constructed as the 

one currently being constructed for the Sunna. We have just 

seen in 'A'isa's report the confident dating of Q 2.158. 

It was then a simple matter to link both timetables 

and to argue from the relative chronologies which was the 

earlier of two hadiths, two verses, or ~adith and verse. 

The extent to which asbab al nuzul is exegetical is 

clear from the frequency of the claim that no assistance is 

greater for understanding the Qur'an than a knowledge of when 

and in what circumstances its verses were revealed. 

These techniques placed in the hands of the usulis 

invaluable instruments for measuring the relative correctness 

of the choice made between the elements of the Islamic 

Tradition by the several founders of the Figh, the fugaha', in 

determining the ~ for each legal topic. 

Central to our understanding of these developments 

was the question of the mutual status of Qur'an and Sunna in 

the event of apparent conflict between them. Just as 

information derived from a later Companion came to be held to 

supersede information from an earlier Companion, so also the 

ruling based on a later Qur'an verse came to be held to super

uede that derived from an earlier verse. 

But what view would be taken in cases where Qur'an 

rulings clashed with Sunna rulings? In some instances, the 

Uur'iin wun ucknowledged to be the l:J'Lc'r ntntoment; in others, 

l.hn lHLPr' Wl.l tl un'ld to bo the .'!unrm. '1'11111 cou 'ld be rlncld c ci by 

11'<11' I'X~Inlll o, 1111 
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Muslims now pray facing towards l'o1ecca. This is the gibla 

based on the later source, for the obligation to face the 

Ka'ba was introduced in the Qur•an. No other gibla is 

specifically imposed in the Qur'an, yet the Qur'an verse 

imposing the Meccan gibla implies change of direction. 2 

17 

The 

gibla apparently abandoned was assigned by some scholars to 

the Sunna. The verse in question was the later statement. 

Few topics were quite so universally agreed upon as the gibla. 

On other topics confusion and dispute reigned. The Muslims, 

it will be seen, even here failed to achieve a uniform view 

on the relative status of Qur'an and Sunna. 

Some scholars trusted to their ability to judge each 

case of Qur'an-Sunna conflict on its merits, but the majority 

preferred to draft formal general principles. 

Thus, as all the processes which, so far as the ~ 

judged, had led to the elaboration of the regional madahib 

were reviewed in retrospect and in the light of the 

assumptions adopted in the local science of ~· all 

instances were noted of conflict of evidence and conflict of 

sources underlying the conflicting legal views reached in 

the several Figh systems. As a result, in the context of 

discussions held within and between the several madahib, a 

significant methodological role can be seen to have been 

allotted to a number of phenomena referred to collectively as 

al nasikh wa al mansukh. 

Conflict was thought to have obtained between: some 

statement of an opponent's Figh and a relevant Qur'an or 

Lhe choicet; made by the several fugaha' as 

bol.wtlf'll Lllls tll' that <Jur'l'!n vnrUt', ih!B or Lhut. hadith, or 1:1 
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Qur'an verse and a hadith. 

From detailed studies of such conflicts there emerged 

in usul al fiqh a new sub-science on naskh or al nasikh wa al 

mansQkh, devoted to the verification and elaboration of the 

so-called Muslim theories of abrogation- 'so-called' because, 

as will be seen in what follows, the expression al nasikh wa 

al mansUkh conveyed much more to the Muslim than merely 

abrogation. 

In the nature of things, where formal principles of 

al nasikh wa al mansukh were adopted, these showed no more 

uniformity than the parent Figh had done. 

According to the Kufans, certain rulings of the 

Qur'an had superseded other rulings established either by the 

Qur'an or by the Sunna. Safi'I and his followers held that 

the Qur•an had superseded the Qur•an, but had not superseded 

the Sunna; and that the Sunna had superseded the Sunna, but 

had not superseded the Qur'an.3 

Very important influences were at play in the shaping 

of these theories which are directly relevant to our study of 

the Muslim accounts of the history of the collection of the 

Qur' 1i.n texts. 

The issues involved in the disputes on naskh are 

identified in the slogans circulated: inna al sunna qadiya 

'ala al kitab (the Sunna is the judge of the Qur'an); al 

qur'~n ahwaju ila al sunna min al sunna ila al qur'1i.n (the 

Qur'lin has greater need of the Sunna for its elucidation than 

the :.unnu has of the Qur'lin). 4 Thrt:P clonrly enough express 

llll!l pnlnt. nf' v:IPW on thr quPstlon "!' lltn t•nlnl.lve primocy 

Lltou~ht. Lo huvr• U!Hlll tu.:corc1m.l by lltP Iyytl!l' tu the twu 
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sources. 

We have argued that the differing principles of al 

nasikh wa al mansukh had evolved from the studies of the 

usUlis on the twin problems of conflict of sources, as this 

had affected the genesis and development of the local Figh; 

and conflict of evidence, as this now seemed to explain the 

observable differences between the conclusions historically 

reached in their own and in the rival madahib. 

We must enquire further into the means adopted by the 

Muslims to verify the common appeal to naskh and to justify 

their differing interpretations of the term. 

The study of the application of the principle to 

specific legal problems will clarify the nature of the 

differences between the principles adopted in the various 

schools, while throwing light on the evolution of the 

principles themselves. That will lead us inevitably to ask 

what, if any, significance the principles of ~ had for 

the framing of the Muslim accounts of the history of the 

Qur'an texts, and when and in what circumstances the texts 

were envisaged as having been first assembled. 

We have suggested that the Muslims were not united 

in their view of the emphasis that had been placed on the two 

sources. Indeed, there is evidence in the ~ works that 

as late as the second half of the second century A.H. some 

questioned that there was more than one legitimate source.5 

These men insisted on the sufficiency of the Qur'an source 

and repudiated the role claimed for the Sunna, not least in 

view uf 'Lf 111 ell J'ft•t'lng ntatus ond diffl!rent histories behind 

L11u LJ'Illllillilnnl.<lll ur the two. 
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They were especially opposed to accepting evidence from else-

where on legal questions referred to in the Qur'an. In 

addition, they were inclined to regard any question not 

referred to in the Qur'an as having been left deliberately un

regulated by the divine Lawgiver. 6 

The Qur'an was a public document transmitted from 

generation to generation by the entire community. On the 

other hand, the Sunna had come down in hadith reports trans-

mitted by one, or possibly two or more individuals. The 

Sunna did not carry the absolute guarantee of authenticity 

that marked the mutawatir Qur'an texts, which, besides, were 

of divine authorship. 

All are agreed, including the Sunna supporters, that 

no human is quite free from error, not to speak of mendacity. 

Indeed, the Sunna party themselves not infrequently used this 

argument, picking and choosing among the reports in circu-

lation. The Sunna party were surely wrong in placing their 

unbounded trust in reports which they then elevated to the 

level of the Book of God, granting the Sunna the same source 

status as the Qur'an, and, in the derivation of the Law, 

using it to extend or restrict the rulings of the revealed 

Book. 

This severe attitude could not prosper. Too many 

matters of urgent concern to the fugaha' were simply un-

mentioned in the Qur'an. Other basic matters alluded to in 

the Qur'an, such as prayer, fasting, ritual purification, in-

hrr.l tnnccn, soles uncl the like, were r c fl'rrrd to perfunctorily 

IHtd Jn Let'llll; to CJ p;eneru1 ancl lmpr·•·•· l. ;w ~,,, IH' uf us;ols t uncc in 
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purposes. That these matters were mentioned in the Book 

indicated that they were intended to be acted upon. The 

earlier generations had hatl to reach for every scrap of 

exegetical and legal information available in hadiths. 

Some of us met to exchange hadith reports. One 
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fellow said, 'Enough of this! Refer to the Book of 
God.' 'Imran b. ~u~ain said, 'You're a fool! Do 

you find in the Book of God the prayers explained in 

detail? Or the Fast? The Qur'an refers to them in 

general terms only. It is the Sunna which supplies 
the detailed explanation.'7 

The tendency to exaggerate the sufficiency of the divine 

revelation provided in the Qur'an was answered by the tendency 

to exaggerate man's inability to fathom the intention under

lying the divine word without the guidance offered by the 

community's past practice. 

The arguments of the Sunna party are most clearly and 

in most detail presented in the writings of ~afi'I, their 

greatest spokesman (d. A.H. 204). Stressing the frequency 

with which Qur'an verses could be taken in more than one 

sense, and arguing from the familiar principle that, having 

taken the trouble after so many centuries of error, ignorance 

and deviation from the divinely approved path to send His 

Prophet into the world, God would not then have left mankind 

in uncertainty, ~afi'I insists that God has provided adequate 

indications of the means by which knowledge of His will on 

every topic may be secured. 

By exegetical subtlety ~afi'I wrang from his opponents 

ussent to his view that the Qur'~n imposes upon every Muslim 

l.hr- :HJ .Ir•mn old J gtd.l on to obey Mut_Jnmmad in all things. 

Heforemou to the Uikma revealed ll_long with the Book are. he 
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asserts, references to the Sunna. The Qur'an speaks of the 

Prophet instructing his people in the Book and the ~ikma and 

Safi'I is unaware that Mu~ammad had taught his people two 

things other than the Qur'an and the Sunna. 

The Muslim has therefore no option, he insists, but 

to seek out the Prophet's decisions and observe them to the 

letter. 

No one scholar is in possession of all the Sunna; 

but the collective of Sunna specialists are between them aware 

of all the Prophet's instructions. The Qur'an's command to 

obey the Prophet refers precisely to hadiths, for in no other 

way can the Prophet's teachings reach us. 

The defence and maintenance of the Figh renders sub-

mission to the Sunna inescapable. Unless we accept the 

Sunna we cannot counter the arguments of those who challenge 

certain Figh rulings on the ground of their own plausible 

exegeses. The surest exegesis is that conveyed in a Prophet-

hadith. 

This applies with even greater force to those Figh 

rulings based on the Sunna's indication of which Qur'an 

rulings were intended to be general and which specific to the 

individuals or situations referred to in the verses. That 

distinction had been vital to the patient elaboration of the 

Law. The categories of persons whom the Muslims have agreed 

to exclude from general Qur'an rulings could not otherwise 

have been identified than by the relevant rulings transmitted 

J,n trw [iunna. 

:;Lmllurly, the only i>IH't' ln<ll• ·11!.l"'' •1t' Lhc r0.peal of 

~any Uur•'lln rullng lind l.hn only r•.,)llllda J,w1nter· to tho lu1.ot·, 
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repealing ruling is that afforded by the Sunna. The Sunna 

served an even wider purpose than merely the elucidation of 

Qur'an statements. 

In Safi'I's view, it had complemented and even 

extended the Qur'an's regulations. The Sunna had independ-

ently legislated for the Muslims on matters nowhere referred 

to in the Qur'an. But it was the Qur'an by its insistence 

on acceptance of the Sunna that had sanctioned this extra-

Qur'anic legislative role of the Sunna. The Qur'an approved 

and endorsed the Sunna rulings, otherwise it would have 

repealed them. 

The soundest indication of sound Qur'an exegesis is 

the Figh on which the Muslims are unanimous. The individual 

might, but the community cannot, err in the discovery of the 

divine intention. 

No madhab permits unbeliever-believer inheritance; 

slave-free man inheritance; homicide-victim inheritance. All 

madahib accept the testimony of two male witnesses in homicide 

cases. These and many other agreed principles and procedures 

are unmentioned in the Qur'an. 

Safi'I asserts that the Sunna is guaranteed. The 

Hadith specialists impose demands on ~aditp-transmitters more 

onerous than those imposed upon witnesses. Many a Muslim, 

acceptable as witness, would be quite unacceptable as ~dith-

transmitter. Witnesses number only two, yet we act without 

hesitation on their testimony in life-and-death matters. 

Transmitters ure many and security of knowledge is assured 

when tl!oy coJTlllh>rute euch othe1·. We ought to oct without 

htHI1 t:~:~1.1on 011 t.ho 1nfot'mut1on Ll1oy uupp I y. 
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Only in certain minor matters have the Muslims been 

permitted to exercise personal judgment, as in determining 

the direction of Mecca at prayer time. Different men reach 

different conclusions. All are right. Each had honestly 

exercised his judgment. That was all that was required of 

him. The result must be valid. Only arbitrary decisions 

are prohibited in Islam. The principle itself is illustrated 

in a Prophet-hadith which ~afi'I adduces in support of his 

view. 8 

It will be noted that, in the person of Safi'I, the 

Sunna party directed their propaganda indifferently at two un

related groups: the strict Qur'an party and others who 

appealed, in addition to the Qur•an, to sources other than 

the Sunna of the Prophet. 

In his discussion of the relative primacy as source 

of Qur'an and Sunna, that is, in what would seem to be a dis

cussion on~. Safi'I shows himself particularly concerned 

to argue that the Sunna of the Prophet could not be held to 

have ever been abrogated because, as the word of a prophet, 

it could not be thought to have been superseded by the word 

of any mere mortal. This adds nothing to the discussion on 

the relative status of Qur'an and Sunna. His immediate 

oujective would seem, rather, to have been to establish a 

theoretical basis on which the special class of ~adith attri

IJU Lad to the Prophet could be securely placed above reports 

fl''-''" ul.hcr Muslims, namely the Companions and Successors. 9 

'l'l1o practice adopted in the rnodl.ihlb or ignoring 

I'PP•II'III from t.hu l'rophc'L jn favour of' ~fldlt.lill t:rom others 

llAl'tlt:tllt!l'l,Y IJI'tJVIlkod ~IH1'! 1 t1 lriVt>t llv~t. 'l'h~ ml_t<,lllhlll'n 
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weakness was in fact their inconsistency. Reference to 

Prophet-hadiths whenever these are available provides con-

sistency. 

arbitrary. 

Reference to others he unfairly characterises as 

Only Prophet reports set aside Prophet reports. 

To preserve the Sunna, Safi'I ferreted out all Qur'an 

references to the obligation to obey Mu~ammad. He finally 

so closely bound up the Sunna with the Qur•an that to question 

or reject the one was made to appear tantamount to questioning 

or rejecting the other. Safi 'I delivers assertions on the 

subject, but in fact he never came to grips with the problem 

of the relative primacy of the Qur'an and the Sunna sources. 

His aim was to establish the legitimacy of reference to the 

Sunna of rulings absent from, or treated differently, in the 

Qur'an. 

Conflict between any single Qur'an text and any single 

Prophet-hadith led to the elaboration of Safi'I's ingenious 

theory of takhsis (exclusion) which lies quite outside his 

theory of naskh. Conflict between Qur'an and Sunna is only 

apparent. To admit otherwise would have led to the whole-

sale abandon~ent of numerous Fiqh ~ sustainable only by 

referring them to the Sunna. The Sunna explains occasional 

exclusion from general rulings. 

The gravity of the challenge from the Qur'an party 

lay of course not in the justice of their claim. No Muslim 

could question the claim that the Qur'an be seen to be the 

primary source. Safi'I's work did precisely that, although 

tu, thought he was questioning the claim that the Qur' an was 

t:hc only n () lll't:P, 

::clllidd. h~;~ll nhown ln t.ho parnllal t:1u1e o!' tho impact 
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upon the madahib of the cha I I'"'~'· '' rr .. m I tr"' :-:unna party that 

the real danger to be apprehc•r~<k•l I'Y t '' "' mi:I,:Jilhlb was the 

threat of disturbance to the 1 .. ,..,<1! ,J," Ll'tna itself by the 

demands of the stricter theory. 'l'lr u m~t.:J..hi h responded to 

the challenge not by rejecting ll r" w•IJ'k •d' IJ: Illnerations and 

agreeing to jettison element s (J r llru I r· UlUJ. Like ~afi • I, 

they preserved the Figh but a d jun t ..,,, J I A do cumentation in con

formity with the novel theory. 

~afi 'I met the challenge 1,,, Lh<• 1'.:..!.!l!l represented in 

the exclusive claim advanced on bc•ht1 If of l.trt~ Qur' an by 

improving the documentation of tho ~;umr tt ' t1 claim. Addressing 

his opponents on their own terms, }l(l "xtructed from the Qur'an, 

often with scant regard for the context, every single verse of 

service to his thesis that the firnt ruling that might be 

derived from the Qur'an was that a Muslim must accept the 

Sunna of the Prophet. One of his favourite verses, 'Whatso-

ever the Prophet gives you accept it; whatsoever he denies 

you, abandon' , 10 occurs in a verse on the division of the 

spoils of war. Another of his favourite arguments, a ~adith 

which requires acceptance of hadiths, is merely circular. 11 

The quality of his arguments makes it plain that, as 

with the madahib, ~afi'i's concern is to preserve every single 

~ of his Figh. He was determined to yield nothing to the 

Qur'an party. He saw that what must be done was so to inter-

weave the Sunna with the divine command to obey Mu~ammad that 

the dangers threatening to wipe out whole areas of the Figh 
12 could be repelled. 

If Qur'an and Sunna could be shown to be twin aspects 

of the divine revelation they could never be held to bn ln 
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actual conflict. The Qur'an frequently identified the will 

of Mu~ammad with the will of God. ~afi'I copied this by 

identifying the Sunna with the will of the Prophet. His 

brilliance in tackling a serious challenge to the Figh lay in 

replying to the Qur'an party in their own language and on 

their own terms. Insisting upon the Our'an source, they 

would have been deaf to any attempted justification of the 

Sunna source; indeed there is none other than Safi'I's argu

ment that it is the Qur'an source itself which commands 

reference to and adherence to the Sunna source. 

Dealing with two incompatible assaults on the Sunna 

from different directions, he attempted, but failed, to 

answer additional unrelated questions. ~afi'I discovered in 

the Qur'an a rationale to secure his school's claims on 

behalf of reference to the Sunna of the Prophet against 

attack from both the Qur'an party and those madahib resting 

the documentation of the Figh upon hadiths from persons other 

than the Prophet. Now that the principle of abrogation had 

been added to the armoury of the ~· he perceived the 

dangers that still threatened the Figh. Had the Qur'an 

party pressed home the attack, they must have gained the day 

for the claim that in cases of Qur'an-Sunna conflict, the 

Qur'an source must prevail. Safi'I failed to adduce a con-

elusive argument that the Qur'an lacked the force to overcome 

the Sunna, the corollary he alleged of the argument that the 

Sunna lacked the force to overcome the Qur'an. He failed to 

provide the uxGli with unequivocal guidance on the problem of 

Qur' l!n-: iruura cunfll c t. lie obscured the issue of Qur'an-

:Junnu .!l!!.!.!Ul nnd hill rigidity on tho question affected itls 
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future discussion. 

Safi'I might be said to have ushered in the age of 

classical usul al fiqh, in the sense that after him the term 

Sunna is normally a reference to the Sunna of the Prophet. 

Although not the first to employ the concept of the Sunna of 

the Prophet, he was the first major scholar to make that 

concept the corner-stone of a systematic methodology. The 

emphasis he laid on Qur'an and Sunna as joint sources of the 

Figh entitles him to be regarded as the first major scholar to 

treat Islam as a divine revelation in the elaboration of which 

only revealed sources had a legitimate role to play. 

His brilliant response to the threats posed to the 

Sunna secured the Sunna against any claim that it might be 

IUperseded by another source, whether that was hadiths from 

others than the Prophet, or rulings that might be adduced 

trom the Qur'an. But by arguing that only Qur'an rulings 

ha4 superseded Qur'an rulings, and that Qur'an rulings had 

IUptrseded only Qur•an rulings; that only Sunna rulings had 

IUptrseded Sunna rulings, and that Sunna rulings had super

lt4t4 only Sunna rulings, he had unwittingly sharpened the 

llftlt of the separateness of the two sources. 13 That in 

turn emphasised afresh the gulf separating Figh and Sunna 

from the Qur'an. 

~~fi'I failed to address himself directly to that 

problem. Its solution dates from the post-~afi'i period in 

tht renewed discussions on naskh, the course of which, however, 

waa already predetermined by the principles which Safi'I had 

utabliehed. 

An extension o! the elop;ona montloned above, '1'hl' 
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Sunna is the judge of the Book, it elucidates it', perfectly 

mirrors Safi'I's position. 14 His ~ are based on stressing 

this definition of the role of the Sunna vis-a-vis the 

rulings established in the Qur'an. The principle that the 

Sunna had not superseded the Qur'an in fact plays only a very 

minor role in his theory. Indeed, it is never applied to 

actual cases, but occurs simply as part of his methodological 

argument, where he seeks to give the impression that it is 

based in turn upon a Qur'an ruling. This suggests that the 

terms of this passage were forced upon Safi'I by the arguments 

of the Qur'an party. 15 

The principle that the Sunna had never superseded the 

Qur'an was thus a defensive posture into which Safi'I was 

forced by opposition to the Sunna. It may be that that 

principle was the price Safi'I realised he would have to pay 

to give the corollary principle, that the Qur'an had never 

superseded the Sunna, the appearance of having been derived 

from the same Qur'an ruling, Q 2.106, which we shall examine 

more fully below. 

~afi'I realised that any claim that the Sunna, even 

on one topic, had superseded the Qur'an could with ease have 

been reversed. His scrupulous abstention from any such 

claim may account for the frequent complexity and obscurity 

of his language. 

Following and largely owing to Safi'I's brilliant advocacy, 

the threat posed for the Sunna, and hence for certain elements 

of the F'lqh, httd been averted. The Sunna emerged triumphant 

and lhe fo1Juw1nc ceneratlon could busy themaelvaa with the 
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compilation o£ the great Hadith collections. 

In reporting ~a£i 1 I's debates with the Qur'~n party 

we noted that his reaction in de£ence o£ the Figh had resulted 

in an improvement of the technical arguments for appeal to the 

Sunna. The Qur'an source was made to appear to require 

appeal to the Sunna source. 

An alternative and simpler technique £or placing one's 

Fiqh views under the aegis o£ the Qur'an was quite simply to 

change the Qur'an texts. This method worked both to defend 

the local Figh against other madahib and to de£end the 

commonly agreed Figh against the objections o£ the Qur'an 

party who drew attention to the texts preserved in the book 

(the mu~J;laf). 

We earlier handled the case of the ~ between ~afa 

and Marwa on which there had been disagreement. The Figh 

had, we were told, evolved in a way which suggested that the 

~might on no account be omitted. This hukm was ..._ 

challenged. In a hadith, 'Urwa represented the protest of 

those who were inclined to argue that the wording of Q 2.158 

indicated, on the contrary, that the observance was quite 

optional. Performance or neglect of the ~ was at the 

discretion of the individual. 

However, those who viewed the observance as obliga

tory, and who are represented in the report by the figure of 

'A'isa, justified their view by the bald assertion that the 

Prophet had established the sunna of perfonning the ~· 

whence it was to be regarded as obligatory. The Sunna of 

t.hn Pruphot had nott11Hl the d! upu t n 1u1 t.11 t.h" lntorprotatlon 

o t' lh• vert~o. llad the divine In! ard.tnu h•er1 to dftcluro tho 
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~ optional, that would have been indicated by a di££erent 

reading. 

Farra' (A.H. 207) reports: 'Some Muslims read Q 2.158: 

"There shall be no blame on him if he do not perform the 

~·"' He comments that this reading can be explained in 

one of two ways: 

l. That the negative is linguistically inoperative. 

cf. Q 7.12: 'rna mana'aka an la tasjuda', which o£ 
course means an tasjuda. 

2. Alternatively, the !awaf may be entirely optional. 

But the first explanation is the basis of the 
practice. 16 

Tabari (A.H. 310) reports the views of the madahib. san 'r • s 

opinion was that the ~ is an essential and indispensable 

J;lajj rite. Anyone omitting it must return to Mecca to 

perform it. 17 

Malik, Thawri and the ~anafis, while not insisting 

that he return and perform it, would impose on anyone omitting 

this !awaf a special sin-offering. 

'A!a' regarded the~ as entirely optional. This 

view, Tabari explains, was explicitly derived from the variant 

reading of Q 2.158 transmitted in the mushaf of 'Abdullah b. 

Mas 'ud. The same is reported from Anas, ibn 'Abbas and 

Mujahid. 

Thus, on this topic we are left in no possible doubt that for 

some trw practic e was at variance with the Qur' an. The 

rr'i,ll,:t !c r• Wl l n lll•ld to derive from the Sunna. The partisans 

•.d ' 11 Jllll ' l, l• ' IIIHI ' .!::.I.!L!! ut.t.ltudo uppoolod t o t ho :iunnu; the 
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opponents appealed to the Qur'an. This provokes the 

upholders of the practice to look again at the Qur'an. 

long as the dispute centred upon the words of the Qur'an, 

both sides acknowledged a common reading, disputing the 

As 

exegesis. It is not at this stage self-evident that the 

practice represents the most natural meaning of the verse, 

least of all when one considers the gravity of the view taken 

of omission of the tawaf by the fugaha'. _.._ 
The really interesting point is, however, that when 

the discussion advanced beyond the exegetical stage, the pro

ponents of the practice next seek their support in the Sunna, 

whereas their opponents improve upon the wording of the 

Qur'~n, inserting a word and appealing to the autho~ity of a 

Companion of the Prophet, from whom not merely a variant 

reading, but a variant Qur'an had apparently been transmitted 

The alleged variant reading unmistakably proceeded from one 

of two rival and competing interpretations. To that extent 

the reading arose at a secondary stage. 

A practice which does not immediately commend itself 

to the reader as the most natural meaning of the verse had 

been challenged by scholars referring to the same verse. 

After an initial unsatisfactory appeal to the Qur'an to docu

ment the usage, support was finally discovered in the Sunna. 

'rhus usage and Sunna were both placed in conscious opposi t.iDn 

to the Qur'l!!.n. The Sunna is guaranteed by 'A'i~a, a widow 

of the Prophet, in a Companion-sunna-hadith. This appeal to 

tho sunna is countered by what presumub1y was thought to be 

1u 1 ••ven ntrong~r nrp;umont. in fnv tnlr' .. r t hi' upponi te view, 

Utul. IN, r'rllli"WI'HI npp.-.nl tu tho IJtll''tl!i I'Y mcu:mu of n 
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Companion-Qur'an-hadith. 

Methodologically expressed, this means that some 

thought that the Sunna (as the Prophet's implicit exegesis) 
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adequately countered the Qur'an. Their opponents considered 

that the Companion variant (as the Companion's report on the 

Prophet's explicit exegesis) was the 'superior' argument, 

hence to be preferred in documenting their opinion. Four 

elements are involved: the practice (Figh); the Qur'an; 

appeal to the Sunna; a second Qur'an (i.e. counter-appeal to 

the Qur'an now suitably amended by interpolation with 

reference to a Companion-mushaf). 

The interpolation favours a counter-Figh and, it must 

be emphasised, was originally hypothetical: 'Were the 

case as you allege the verse would read differently.' It 

next appeared as the reading of certain anonymous Muslims. 

Finally it emerged as the ascertained reading of a 

contemporary of Mu~ammad. In other words, this reading has 

always been recognised as at variance with the Qur'an text. 

When acceptance of a variant reading had been won, it could 

nevertheless still be neutralised by further appeal to the 

Qur'an. 

Qur'an. 

The Companion reading supplies the exegesis of the 

Suitably neutralised, the Companion reading is 

harmonised with the Qur'an reading and held to be the basis 

of the practice. One perceives that, throughout, the really 

significant factor is the practice, that is, the Figh. 

The wheel of argument turned fUll circle. Some were 

content t o rc~t the documentation of the practice on the 

: ;u nn11. !l t, lu'l'll ov l.nc('d 1:m irresistible desire to have the 

IJtlr'nn "1'1'""1' 1." ,,.., t.ltP pr·lrmrry nourco- thnt Ju, ullhough 1n 
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this instance their effort failed, some sought to use the 

Qur'an to counter the Qur'an. 

We had supposed that the Figh had derived from the 

Qur'an. We now observe how a particular Qur'an derived from 

a particular Figh. 

The implication of the reference to the variant 

reading ascribed to 'Abdullah is that, in the field of the 

Qur'an, information reported from the Companions (i.e. appeals 

to the Companion sources) conflicts in phase with conflicts in 

the information reported from the Companions in the Sunna 

field. Both appeals originated from conflicts in Companion 

information in the legal field. 

Anas recited: hiya asaddu wat'an wa aswabu qilan. Someone 

pointed out that the 'correct' reading was agwamu; agwamu, he 

retorted, aswabu, ahya'u - they're all the same! 18 

Mul'_lammad b. Sirin said, 'We read, "in kanat illa 

'Abdullah reads, "ill a zaqya wah ida." • 19 

Q 5.89 regulates the penalties for breach of oaths. Among 

these is a three days' fast and the ~anafis argue that the 

fast should be consecutive. 'Abdullah is said to read, 'a 

fast of three LConsecutive] days•. 20 

S~fi'I argued that, as the Qur'an did not stipulate 

that it should be consecutive, the Muslim was free to decide 

whether to fast on consecutive or separate days. The Q 5.89 

rust nhould be read on the analogy of Uw nubsti tute fast 

IIO!JOf.lOrl for bn'l.lCh nJ.' kElmn)lfin. 'J'Ii" IJIII '
1 1'111 ITitlT'i)ly Dny s , 1 tl 

nlm!l&tr' numbol' of' rtuy11' (Q ;>,l/\ 1
,),''

1 
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Gazali argues, 

The fast in expiation for a breach of one's oath need 

not be consecutive, even if 'Abdullah did read, 'three 

LConsecutiveJ days'. This reading is not universally 

acknowledged to be the Qur'an text. Perhaps 

'Abdullah adduced this reading in order to elucidate 

what he took to be a justifiable exegesis. Or, 

perhaps he may have attracted to Q 5.89, by _analogy, 

the word 'consecutive', which does occur in Q 58.4. 

Abu ~anifa, conceding that the reading is not 

Qur'anic, accepted it, but as a hadith. The practice 

however, should be based exclusively on what is 

explicitly attributed to the Prophet. 22 

Sarakhsi (A.H. 490) a ~anafi, argued, 

The fast in expiation of a breach of oath is con

secutive on the basis of 'Abdullah's reading which 

was in circulation as late as the time of Abu ~anifa, 

but did not turn out to be mutawatir, the sole 

criterion for inclusion in the mushaf. No one can 

question 'Abdullah's veracity, nor his memory. We 

can but conclude that the word 'consecutive' was part 

of the original wording of the Qur'an and has been 

preserved in 'Abdullah's reading. The word was 

apparently withdrawn in the lifetime of the Prophet. 

The Muslims were caused to forget it, with the 

exception of 'Abdullah who was honoured with its pre

servation, in order to preserve the ruling. The 

isolate sunna-l'_ladith may establish a practice: the 

isolate Qur'an-hadith can do no less. 23 

The same variant reading was attributed to lfbayy who, in 

addition, was credited with reading Q 4.24, a verse charged 

with significance for the Muslim law on marriage, in a variant 

version: fa rna stamta'tum bihi minhunna Lilli ajalin 
21 musamman]. - 1 

All . li<~llgh .It muy hnvo lmpljcntiorw for the view that 
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may be formed of the manner of the textual transmission of 

the Qur'an, it matters not a whit to the Qur'an's revealed 

status whether one reads aswabu, aqwamu, or ahya'u; saiha .......__._ 

or~· These are more or less synonymous. 

On the contrary, it was of the highest significance to 

the incessant inter-madhab polemic whether one read Q 5.89 or 

Q 4.24 with or without 'Abdullah's or Ubayy's reported inter-

polations. Only with the Ubayy interpolation does Q 4.24 

sanction the doctrine of mut'a, or temporary marriage, 

rejection of which was elsewhere being propounded on the basis 

of information from a third Companion of the Prophet as a 

part of the Sunna. Evidently the Qur'an, in the form of the 

Ubayy reading, is playing the role of a counter-sunna, rather, 

a counter-exegesis, the function of the Ubayy interpolation 

being to gloss and bring out the full meaning of the root of 

stamta'tum, m t '. 

The Muslims were fully alive to the import of variant 

readings: 'The differences in the readings indicate the 

differences in the legal rulings.•
25 

Two opposing doctrines - the invalidation of the 
ritual purity [wugu'] and the contrary doctrine
could both be referred to the Qur'an, according as 
the contending fugaha' read: lamastum/lamastum; or 

the permissibility of sexual intercourse with the 
menstruating woman at the expiry of her period but 

before she has cleansed herself, and the contrary 
doctrine, according as they read either yathurna or 

yattahirna. 
There is an interesting discuusion on verses 

yielding two-fold readingo. !Ibn 11l. Lui t h reported 
twu viown: l. God had u t tnJ'rld 1, 11.,111 IHll.h; ;::>, God hlld 

utterad only onn, but ptH'mll.l od ll1a Vttrtso to bo rnucl I 
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in two possible ways. Samarqandi's own view was that 
if each of the two readings was susceptible of a 
distinct interpretation and legal application, God had 
uttered both. In such instances, the two readings 
were the equivalent of two distinct revelations. If 

the two readings yielded a single meaning, God had 
uttered only one reading, but permitted the other, 
owing to the differences between the dialects of the 
peninsular Arabs. 

Q 5.6, the verse imposing the wugu' yielded a two-fold reading, 

the distinction this time residing in the vowelling. 'The 

verse was revealed to sanction two distinct legal doctrines: 

arjulakum - enjoined the washing of the feet 

arjulikum- permitted the wiping of the feet.• 26 

Rather, the differences over the Figh on this question 

had called forth the differences in reading. san 'r 
(Ikhtilaf, p. 204) stipulates the accusative reading. He 

bases his Fiqh argument in support of the permissibility of 

wiping the feet (more precisely, the wiping of the boots), 

which he simultaneously upholds, exclusively upon an alleged 

concession documented in the Sunna of the Prophet. 27 

Factors affecting variant readings thus far, are: 

dialect differences; interpolation; vowel choice; synonyms. 

Abu 'Ubaid [A.H. 224], in his Fada'il al Qur'an, 

stated that the function of the isolate reading was 

the elucidation of the mashur reading. For example, 
'A'i~a's reading, which she shared with ~af~a: wa al 
salat al wusta salat al'asr. 28 

Compare this with Tabari's reports (Tafsir, vol. 5, pp. 168-

98): 'Ali, ibn 'Abbas, Abu Huraira, 'Abdullah b. 'umar, Abu 

~>a 'rct o l Khw-l'r l nll interpreted the verse as referring to the 

' n:; r·. ___._ 'l'hr• l'"'"llnp; 11'1 'li'lr:u':: mu~:h11.f idc: ntl [ l e d ul. tmH'it ol. 
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wusta with salat al 'asr. Umm Salama and ~af~a both ordered --
their scribes to write the verse in the same way in their 

private codices. Finally, we are informed that the Prophet 

identified the wus~a with the~· 

Another case in point is 'Abdullah's reading of Q 5. 

38: faqta'u aimanahum (for aidiyahum). 

These and similar instances provide the exegesis of 
the Qur'anic texts ••. By degrees, what was originally 
exegesis penetrated into the actual reading. This is 
more common than exegesis and better founded. At the 
least, the readings show the correctness of the 
tafsir. 29 

The variant readings were classed then as isolate and the 

legitimacy of deriving legal rulings from them was long 

debated: Safi'I does not have a statement on the question, 

but 

what may be deduced from his practice is that he 
thought it not permissible. Those who took his 
view argued that the isolate reading had been 
transmitted as Qur'an, whereas it is not. Those 
who permit the derivation of a ruling from the 
isolate reading plead the analogy of the isolate 
hadith. This line was approved by ibn al Subki in 
Jam' al Jawami', and our madhab adduce as evidence 
of the legitimacy of basing a ruling on a variant 
reading the practice of cutting off the right hand 
of the thief on the ground of 'Abdullah's reading, 
also adduced by Abu ~anifa. He further adduced 
'Abdullah's reading in arguing that the fast in 
expiation of the breach of an oath is consecutive. 
We do not accept this view because that reading has 
been repealed. 30 

'rho it~olate reading io analogoull to 1.!11'! J lilo!ote had!th, yet 

w•• diatinguiahed !rom it. 
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Impeccability of the isnad alone was insufficient 

guarantee that the reading was Qur'anic. Further 

restrictions were imposed upon it, as will be seen. 

The majority of the variant readings came to be re

garded as little more than exegeses that had gradually crept 

into the texts transmitted from the Companions. It is 

reported of Ubayy that he read: kullama ada'a lahum masaw 

fihi [marru fihi sa'aw fihi] 31 and from 'Abdullah that he rea~ 

lilladina amana anzirGna [amhilGna akhkhirGna].32 

Related to the reading just attributed to Ubayy, is 

the statement that the transmission of the reading, famdu ila 

dikr allah, showed that the meaning of the Qur'an's fas'aw is 

'go!' rather than 'run!' or 'hurry!'.33 

In Ta~awi's view, the frequency of variants was the 

result of the first generation's inexperience of verbatim 

oral transmission of texts together with their ignorance of 

the art of writing.34 

Like the isolate hadith, the isolate reading had 

originated with the Companions, and the scholars were divided 

on the question of alleging a Qur'anic origin for rulings 

detived from these isolate readings. 

On one aspect of the use of the Qur'an variants, the 

scholars were, however, undivided. They are unanimously of 

the view that use of an isolate Qur'an reading in the ritual 

prayer is quite irregular and renders the prayer invalid. 

This attitude of the scholars introduces a wedge 

between the Qur'~n and the Sunna and discloses an awareness 

that tho two ~ources were not in fact similar in nature or 

function, 
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The analogy which permitted some to derive legal 

rulings from the isolate Qur'an reading, as they had derived 

rulings from the isolate hadith, had occurred in a context 

where both types of report were relevant to the use that may 

be made of the sources of the Law. 

The unanimity of the scholars in condemning the use 

of the isolate reading at prayer occurs, on the contrary, in 

a context in which the Qur'an is seen as a document. 

Variations have frequently been alleged in the appeals 

to the Qur'an source. Deviation has never been permitted 

from the Qur'an document.35 

Impeccability of the~ was insufficient guarantee 

that the variant reading was Qur'anic. 

fied two kinds of reading variant: 

The scholars classi-

1. What is transmitted in reliable reports, conforms with 

Arabic usage and coincides with the written text. 

2. Isolate transmissions which conform with Arabic usage 

but do not coincide with the written text. 

The second readings may b~ accepted but may not be employed 

at prayer for two reasons: they vary from what has been 

sanctioned by the consensus (i.e. from the texts recorded in 

the mu~~af); and they are based upon isolate reports, 

whereas the mushaf is mutawatir. 

The first class of readings consist of minor 

variations upon the vowel/consonant rendering of the 

universally acknowledged text. The second class of variants 

ohow frank departures from the agreed Lnxt. 

To deny any of thn repor1.nd I 1111111 I.!> rourlingn in 

daplorobl" conduct. 'l'o dony 1111Y rr't1MIIIDI1l ur Urn UlllV(lrtJt!lly 
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acknowledged Qur'an text as transmitted in the mushaf is _ . ...____ 

unbelief (kufr),36 

The Qur'an party by their assault upon the role 

allotted to the Sunna as a source for the derivation of the 

Law had provoked two types of reaction from the defenders of 

the existing Fiqh, 

They pushed Safi'I to assert that it was the Qur'an 

source which enjoined reference to the Sunna source. This 

attitude is summarised in Safi'i's slogan, 'the hukm of ........__ 
Mu~ammad is the hukm of God'.37 ...___ 

Other scholars reacted by attempting to strengthen 

the visible links between their legal views and the Qur'an 

texts. In other words, they improved the text, a technique 

that could be applied in defence of their local Figh against 

other madahib, but also in defence of the commonly agreed 

Figh against protests based on the texts as preserved in the 

universally agreed mushaf. 

Companion readings of the kind adduced on the occasion 

of the quarrel over Q 2.158 show that in both Qur'an and 

Sunna fields alike, appeals to the Companions conflict, as 

befits evidence brought to support conflicting legal view-

points. For the Sunna, there are Companion-sunna-~Iths; 

for the Qur'an, there are variant readings, that is, 

Companion-Qur'an-hadiths. Companion readings vary from the 

universally acknowledged readings and Comnanion-mushafs vary -- __.._, __ 
from the universally acknowledged ~~· 

The mutawatir mushaf is held to have come into its 

present funn und condition only after the death of the 

Prophet. Mut,uammad, having h11d no hrmd in itLI compilution 
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and collection, the Qur' an as we I11111W It. we owe to the labours 

of certain of his associates.38 

Variant readings were aLLr·ltHJI.nd Lo individual 

Companions, and it cc;~me to be as:.;urnr•d Lhnt those readings had 

figured in the personal copies of 1.1H• uur' iln which those 

Companions had drawn up for themsclv,:; during the days of the 

Qur'an's revelation to the Prophet. 

The first stage in the history of the Qur'an texts 

had been marked by the circulation in the regions of these 

parallel, not quite identical, recensions independently pre

pared by their several owners. 

As the Companion-sunna-hadiths have come down, each 

equipped with its~. the Companion-Qur'an-hadiths have 

come down, each equipped with its isnad. 

Companion-sunna-hadiths, in Safi'I's day and since, 

have been distinguished from and compared with ~adith reports 

coming down from the Prophet. 

the definition of the Sunna. 

That was a necessary stage in 

Companion-mu~~afs have similarly been distinguished 

from and compared with the mutawatir mushaf coming down from 

the Companions responsible for its first collection. Since 

its collection, following the death of the Prophet, there has, 

however, been no need to define the mutawatir mushaf. It was 

universally known and it was universally used- at prayer. 

That is, it was both source and document. 

Variant readings reported from Companions played 

their role in inter-madhab disputes on legal points. Variant 

had!th reports reported from Companions played their role in 

the vory numo d!sputoo. Only the mutuw!tlr Qur'un toxt 
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might be solemnly recited; only that text rendered the 

prayer valid. 39 

The implication of the concern with the isnad of the variant 

Qur'an reading is quite simply that it was seen by the 

Muslims as but another element in their Tradition. This 

brings it into the range of the ideas of Goldziher and 

Schacht. Production of Qur'anic evidence responded to the 

demand of those dissatisfied with Sunna evidence. 

With the development of the concept of the Sunna of 

the Prophet, a device to overcome the difficulty that 

juridical sunnas reported from a wide variety of Companions 

tended to contradict each other, one finds Companion-~adiths 

evolving into Prophet-hadiths. It was necessary only to 

extend the~ by one stage. 40 Having regard to their 

origin, many ~ad!ths reported as from the Prophet contradict 

each other. This led to isnad study. Hadiths transmitted 

via Companions of later conversion date came to be regarded, 

since later, as abrogating hadiths from Companions of earlier 

date. 

One finds, however, no parallel evidence of Companion 

readings, where these go against the texts of the mutawatir 

mushaf, evolving into Prophet readings. 

Rather, one is aware of a consistent sense that the 

Companion readings are at odds with a vigorous textual 

tradition, independent of all madahib and, to all appearances, 

not amenable to manipulation. This very inflexibility 

auggc:J Lu, lndr:md, l.hnt the reverse of the Sunnu situation 

ollt~:~!nut.l In 1.111" l.lUt''lln !iold. 
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As a document, the Qur'an had existed and was widely 

known before it was called upon to behave as the source of 

the usulis in their inter-regional dispute. We have seen 

that the isnad technique was applied to the reported Qur'an 

variants. 

The differences between the madahib centred upon the 

details of the Fiqh doctrines. When the Qur'an had begun to 

be demanded as the primary source in the usQlis' consideration 

of the documentation adduced in support of the varying legal 

viewpoints, each~~ reached for the Qur'an. 

For Sunna documentation purposes, the teachings of 

the madhab had been traced to the stock of Sunna information 

transmitted from the Companions under whose aegis the school 

rwd placed its Figh. By analogy, the same technique was now 

extended into the Qur'an field. A variant reading was 

attributed to the school's Companion eponym. But the local 

Figh can occasionally be fitted to the Qur'an texts only by 

means of an interpolation. Suitable words would be concocted 

and inserted in the reports on the text of the mushaf 

ascribed to the madhab's Companion patron. 

Like the appeals to the Sunna, the appeals to the 

Qur'an from time to time clash. The same remedy, that is, 

consideration of the ~ in terms of the late or early 

date of a man's conversion, was applied. 

Certain of the legal conclusions for which, at this 

utage in the development of usul al fiqh studies, Qur'an 

documentation was being peremptorily demanded are quite un-

mnnt..tonon ln our Our' itn texts. 1'1H1no worn legal conclusions 

of t1 morn thun mnr11ly local or r"l(l11nal oharacter. We have 
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in mind certain a~am, to be examined in greater detail below 

which were upheld by the majority of the madahib in all the 

regions but which were under attack from the Qur'an party for 

the very reason that they were nowhere referred to in the 

Qur'an, as we know it. In their case, the revelations 

relevant to their documentation were referred by the madahib, 

not merely to the mu~hafs of the Companions to whom they 

traditionally appealed, but to the Qur'an. Two factors 

underlay this procedure, one entirely exegetical in origin, 

the other jurisprudential. 



3 The sub-science of naskh 

The terms naskh or al nasikh wa al mansukh, despite the 

~is' habit of treating them in a single chapter, refer not 

to one but to three methodological principles. They are 

quite unconnected with each other, and each has evolved from 

its own evidentiary base to supply three distinct needs in 

r. oparate Islamic sciences. 

That there are indeed three modes of naskh has never 

boon the universal view of the Muslims. 1 The majority 

ncknowledged only two modes and this further division of 

opinion will help solve the mystery of the origin of the 

third mode. 

That the three modes have little in common is best 

shown by an analysis of the naskh formulae. 2 

NASKH AL HUKM WA AL TILAWA 

This principle refers to the suppression of both the ruling 

and the wording. It is of relevance to Qur'an studies only, 

since it is impossible to conceive of any hadith whose ruling 

and wording have both been suppressed but which nevertheless 

merited discussion. 

In the explo itation of Ul(' Uur · '!in nource for Figh 

tllll : tlllll'ld.ntltm pur·p": :p1:, It miKilL 1rln" '"' 1111ppono tl Lhnt. t·.Jip 

J'~fol'tmt.:a in L\u> fuJ·mulu tu LllP 111tppt'l>lllllun of tll11 J'ullne; 
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would render the material irrelevant. There could be no 

access to the knowledge of any Qur'an ruling, any more than 

to a Sunna ruling, if the wording had been suppressed. But 

we noted that the Qur'an, unlike the Sunna, is both document 

and source. This alerts us to the suspicion that the formula 

really refers to the allegation that omission from the Qur'an 

has occurred. Certain materials, originally part of the 

revelation, have apparently been omitted from the collected 

texts. 

The rulings have also apparently been suppressed. We 

are, thus, not discussing naskh at all, and certainly not 

abrogation. It would seem, therefore, that in their dis-

cussions of the Qur'an and its history, the Muslims eschewed 

use of the word 'omission', perhaps because omission might 

suggest either negligence or inadvertence. Neither should 

be posited of the Prophet or of his Companions by scholars 

entirely dependent upon that one generation for all their 

knowledge of the sources. Nor should such words be used of 

the history of a divine book revealed to a prophet and a 

generation of saints by the creator of the universe. No man 

could have been permitted to frustrate the divine design. 

If so much as a dot has been omitted from the record of the 

revelation, this can be held to have occurred solely by the 

intention of the divine author. Omission ought not to be 

predicated of a divine book, nor inadvertence of its 

divinely guided recipient. 

There are, or there appear to be, references to 

Mu~ammod'n for~ntting in the Qur'an: 

u 1?.!36: lr Wr. wiDhod, We could mnke ewuy wilh what We have 
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revealed to you. 

Q 87.6-7: We shall teach you to recite it and you will not 

forget - except what God wills. 

Q 2.106 rna nansakh min ayatin aw nunsi ha na'ti bi khairin 

min ha aw mithli ha. 

Examination of the Muslim commentaries shows clearly 

that the exegesis of these verses concentrated solely upon 

the issue of the precise relation between the Qur'an's 

references to forgetting and the prophetic office. 

For Q 2.106 at least a dozen suggested readings have 

been recorded - ample evidence of the extent, and hence of 

the significance, of the dispute as to the meaning. What 

was eventually settled as the joint exegesis of Q 87 and Q 2 

(the interpretation of each of these verses operating upon 

t hat of the other) was that there were indeed verses once 

revealed to Mu~an~ad as part of the 'total Qur'an revelation' 

which, however, have been omitted from the collected texts of 

the Qur'an, the mushaf. That had by no means occurred from 

Mu~ammad's having merely forgotten them. Q 87 refers to 

God's will and Q 2 uses the root~ in the causative. 

God had caused Mu~ammad to forget in conformity with the 

mysterious divine intention as to the final contents of the 

Book of God. 

Part of the armoury of those exegetes who had 

promoted this way of reading Q 87 was a series of ~adiths 

rlouigrwd expressly to give the impression that Mu~ammad had 

furgotten part of the revelations. 'l'ho !'oports were 

npnc: I I' I c nnd do tu l l eu enough to I do rt I. i f'y Ll1o uc tuul wording 

uf \;li11 VOl'tUID in QUOI:Itlon, AIIIHI 111 J'I:IIHJt' Latl in the Lwo 
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~·s as declaring: 'There was revealed concerning those 

slain at Bi'r Ma'una a Qur'an verse which we recited until it 

was withdrawn: "Inform our tribe on our behalf that we have 

met our Lord. He has been well pleased with us and has 

satisfied our desires."'3 

That verse had been 'withdrawn'. Concentration upon 

the divine will, as opposed to mere forgetting, and develop

ments in the exegetical discussion of Q 2.106, where we find 

both the roots n s kh and ~ in a single context, had led 

to the accommodation under the general heading of naskh of a 

type of Qur'an omission. Mu~ammad's supposed forgetting, 

having been formalised, had been neutralised. A satisfactory 

means had been found of re-stating a prophet's forgetting in 

a way that conflicted with no basic theological axiom. The 

divine revelations had been in no sense hostage to a human 

weakness. It could be admitted that there were omissions 

from the mushaf, but those were solely due to the intentions 

of the divine author. 

NASKH AL HUKM DONA AL TILAWA 

The second mode of ~ alleges the replacement of the 

ruling of an earlier statement by the ruling of a later 

statement. This is the only one of the three modes of naskh 

which properly corresponds to our concept of abrogation. 

This is par excellence the naskh of the usulis and the 

formula is so worded as to adapt it for application to either 

Qur'an or Sunna. The Qur'an abrogates the Qur'~n; the 

::unna oh1·np;n Lr•11 tlw ~-;unna. On these two principles, the 

mojori ty of t.I1D UfClh were l'lp;rfted. 
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As to whether the Qur'an abrogates the Sunna, or the Qur'an's wording. 

Sunna abrogates the Qur'an, unanimity was not achieved. The Use was made of the Qur'an source to reinforce both 

two principles were readily accepted by the majority, and modes. The first, suppression, was to be 'proved' by 

strenuously resisted by the Safi'ites. 

We earlier touched upon the technique of alleging 

abrogation when appeals to the sources conflicted. Since 

that was the business of the usulis, it cannot be surprising 

if, to underpin their assumptions, they once more appeal to 

the Qur'an source to verify the general thesis that 

abrogation has indeed affected the Qur'an and the Sunna. 

The appeal to the Qur'an is indicated by the choice of 

technical term. The word they hit upon to denote their 

general theory of abrogation, ~. was selected precisely 

on account of its occurrence in Q 2.106 which they inter-

preted: 'Whatsoever verse of the Qur'an We abrogate, or 

cause to be forgotten, We shall bring another like it, or 

superior to it.' 

The charm of their verificatory exegeses is self

evident: consigning to oblivion by causing to forget is 

presented in the more attractive formal attire of ~. or 

conscious suppression, expressed in the theorem: naskh al 

hukm ~a al tilawa. Q 2.106's separate terms n s kh and 

~ are here fused into one. 

Playing fast and loose with the legal rulings that 

might be derived from the verses of the revelation to bring 

them into harmony with the rulings of the Figh was similarly 

m1:1dc Lo sound respectable and legit .l mnt.n by reference to 

cunuclouo suporseoo,i rm: naskh a] liukm, !.lin replac ement of 

Lla• uur·'~n rullnj,), th•r1plt.11 Lho stu·vtv.al ln tho muttu:tf of Lho 

incidental reference to Q 17 and to Q 87, while the second, 

supersession, was confidently endorsed by appeal to Q 16.101: 

ida baddalna aya makana aya, 'Whenever We substitute one aya 

for another'. Tabdil, replacement, an undeniable divine 

activity, was equated with another undeniable divine activity, 

~· Q 2.106 refers, it was alleged, to substitution, re-

placement, abrogation. 4 

The development of notions about the Qur'an's i'jaz, 

interpreted to mean its literary inimitability, meant that 

the minority of scholars who objected to the use made of 

Q 2.106, to 'prove' that the Qur'~n itself proclaimed that 

one verse had been revealed to supersede another, were able 

to exploit the same verse. God said that on the naskh of a 

verse He would bring a better verse. Since the Qur'an is 

of divine authorship, and is perfect in construction and 

style, no verse can be better than another verse. All 

verses are equally perfect. No sunna, of acknowledged human 

origin, is similar, let alone superior to any verse in the 

Book of God. 

To both protests, the u~ulis could return a single 

answer: It is precisely because the Qur'an is inimitable, 

no one verse being superior to another and no sunna equal, 

let alone superior to a single verse of the Qur'~n, that the 

exegetes, fo l lowing the indications of the Qur'an and of 

reason, hnd rtpprndutod that the abrogation had affected not 

t ho wor·rlln~-t ur Lll~> uur·•nn, but. only Jto rulingo.'J 
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Safi'I, referring to this same Q 2.106, had insisted 

that in this verse, God had stated unequivocally that only 

the Qur'an abrogates the Qur'an. The Sunna did not have 

this prerogative of abrogating the Qur'an. Its function, 

secondary to that of the Book, was to establish rulings like 

those imposed in the Qur'an. Further, it indicated the 

interpretation of those verses of the Book which were couched 

in general terms. 

The Qur'an itself, in Q 10.15, denied that Mu~ammad 

had the prerogative to alter any of the verses of the Qur'an 

on his own initiative. 6 

We have already seen that Safi'I's exploitation of 

Q 2.106 had been dictated by the circumstances prevailing in 

his day. His approach to the question of abrogation had 

l>oen two-sided. The denial that the Sunna could be held to 

have ever superseded the Qur'an was forced upon him by the 

realisation that resort to naskh implied conflict. The 

admission that there was actual, rather than apparent, con-

flict between the Qur'an and the Sunna spelled great danger 

for the Sunna, whilst the claim that the Sunna abrogated the 

Qur'an could be reversed by the Qur'an party, not least on 

the ground of appeal to na'ti bi khairin min ha aw mithli ha. 

The Sunna, they argued, was not the equal of the Qur'an. 

The Qur'an was unquestionably superior to the Sunna. 

Safi'I's second argument, designed to prevent the 

madahib, who rested the documentation of much of their Figh 

on reports from Companions and otheru, f,' r·urn using naskh to 

,)untJJ'y their lp;norlng or evt>n :;t•l, l.lilfl,' tHlldn Pr·opiwt-h:HITth~:. 

tii(H 1 n t!Xplo.l t.od U ~·. llJ(J. lit! flltlll" u IU I" JIll t. LIJU t. llll 
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Companion was similar or superior to the Prophet. No 

Companion-hadith could therefore set aside and supersede a 

Prophet-hadith. 

The schools might argue that none would have known 

the mind and purpose of the Prophet better than those who 

had spent their lives in his service. When they transmitted 

rulings at variance with those conveyed in Prophet reports, 

that could safely be taken to indicate that the Companions 

were aware that the Prophet had altered one of his own 

rulings. Safi'I insisted that we may not act on mere pre-

sumption. Only a later report from the Prophet himself 

stating or indicating that he himself had altered his own 

ruling was acceptable evidence of the abrogation of a sunna. 

Only the Sunna of the Prophet abrogated the Sunna of the 

Prophet. 

In the face of this insistence, the mactahib could not 

do other than improve the isnads of their hadiths, projecting 

the threatened Figh backwards from the Successors and the 

Companions to the Prophet. 

In constructing his defence of the appeal to the 

Sunna, and in defining its role, Safi'I had described it as 

bringing that which is like the Qur'an rulings. This motif 

was itself to become a hadith in which the Prophet was made 

to claim that he had been given the Qur'an, and along with 

it its like. But, as we shall see, what is really a subtle 

appeal to Q 2.106, 'We shall bring that which is better than 

it, or like it', was to be exploited, once the threat to the 

.Surma and hnncn Lo the Figh had been removed, by scholars 
• • f uookJ np; to rr'IH~ 'Lhemsolvofl from thn rigid! ty or Blf1 I' 8 
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impossibly mechanistic arguments. 

The Qur'an party's repudiation of the Sunna was like-

wise cast in hadith form. 'The Prophet said, Compare what 

I am reported to have said or done with the Book of God. If 

it agrees, I did actually say it; if it disagrees, I did 

not say it.• 7 

Safi'I rejected this hadith on isnad grounds, 

countering with an isnad which he admits is incomplete: 'The 

Prophet said, "Don't let me find one of you hearing a command 

or prohibition from me and saying, 'We shall follow what we 

find in the Book of God.'"' 

To those who besought him to alter the Qur'an 

MuQammad replied, 'It is not for me to alter it on my own 

initiative. I merely follow what is revealed.• 8 

Safi'I exploited this verse to 'prove' that the Sunna 

had never superseded the Qur'an. From the Qur'an source one 

could show that the Qur'an had never been abrogated by the 

Sunna source. 

Safi'I was to progress to the view that the Sunna 

was revealed. The Qur'an is wahy matlu, solemnly recited 

inspiration; Sunna, wahy ~air matlu, is non-recited 

inspiration. To that extent, they are alike.9 

~afi'I's ~doctrine that Sunna does not abrogate 

Qur'~n was dictated by the prevailing intellectual circum-

stances. Once those circumstances altered in favour of the 

uncomplaining acceptance of the Sunna, owing largely it must 

be said to ~IHi'I's brilliant defencn of the Sunna, and once 

tho :;unna's aurvival was assured l>y t.lil'l •:tllnp1ot1on of Lhc 

grl'la t. modieval collec tiona of HMdT t.t1, l:mo t h•r ruult of 
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~afi'!'s triumph, the threat to the Sunna receded. Many 

scholars could now afford to take a more relaxed attitude to 

the question of whether the Sunna had abrogated the Qur'an, 

or the Qur'an the Sunna. Lists were drawn up of the 

instances in which this had been seen to occur on the 

evidence of the Figh. 

The Qur'an's rulings on inheritances, for example, 

had been abrogated by Prophetic rulings prohibiting believer

unbeliever inheritance and slave-free man inheritance. 

Bequests to parents and nearest kin had been set aside by 

the Prophetic dictum that no heir might benefit by bequest. 

The same Sunna ruling barred the widow from benefit, and 

had thus set aside both Q 2.180 and Q 2.240. The Prophet 

had forbidden the marriage of the niece to the husband of 

her aunt, and a woman to her sister's husband. He had in 

addition extended the forbidden degrees which prevented 

marriage to include foster relationships as well as blood 

ties. MuQammad had modified the general provisions of the 

Qur'an's penalty for theft to exclude the stealing of small 

cattle left unpenned at night, dates left outside the drying

store, the spadix of the palm and all articles valued at 

less than a quarter dinar. To prohibited foodstuffs he had 

added wild beasts and birds of prey. He had modified the 

rules governing prayer by permitting the shortening of 

prayers while on a journey, whether or not danger threatened, 

and had permitted the mounted traveller to take as his gibla 

the directi on ln whi ch hi s mount was heading. 10 

'J'horw who urguo that tho Sunno abrogtttod the Our' an 

nppr• tll LoU 'J3·''• 'lin dunu not upouk fr"um mere whim,' 
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and to Q 59.7, 'Whatsoever the Prophet brings you, 
accept it.• They say that the Muslim has no option 
but to accept Mu~ammad's words. Their opponents 
retort that Q 59.7 is a reference to whatsoever he 
brings of the Qur'an. That we must all accept. 
Q 53.4 similarly refers to that which he recites of 
the Qur'an which comes to him from God. Mu~ammad 

did not get it up out of his own head. This inter
pretation is confirmed by the continuation of the 
same verse: 'It is but inspiration.' The reply to 
this is the argument that the Sunna explains the 
Qur'an. Explaining is not abrogating. Besides, 
the Qur'an is inimitable, the Sunna is not. What 
is not inimitable cannot supersede what is. God 
said, 'We shall bring one better than it, or like 
it.' The Sunna is created; what is created is not 
like what is uncreate. God also said, 'When We 
substitute one verse for another', and, 'Say, "It 
is not for me to alter it on my own initiative."' 
All these arguments indicate that the Qur'an cannot 
be abrogated save by the Qur'an. 11 

lt is refreshing, if ironical, to see one of Safi'i's 

regular Qur'an evidences for fastening adherence to the Sunna 

around the necks of his opponents now in the hands of those 

who would argue the abrogation of the Qur'an by the Sunna. 

Q 59.7, in any case, has nothing to do with the Su~~a. 

The verse occurs in a context regulating the distribution and 

division of spoils of battle. 

The exploitation of irrelevant verses exposes the 

methods adopted in these u~ul squabbles. But the report 

does show how dispute had encouraged the Safi'ites to sharpen 

up their tafsir of the verses. 

The development of the prlnc lplr• t.hnt the Sunna is 

lntlp ,lrnd ill illuotrntr>rl jn a comm,nl. "r /lt~:r.l'll'['n: 
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There is no dispute concerning the view that the 
Prophet did not abrogate the Qur'an on his own 
initiative [Q 10.15]. He did it in response to 
inspiration [Q 53.4]. The nasikh in such cases was 
not worded in the Qur'an style. Even if we consider 
him capable of abrogating the Qur'an on the basis of 
his own ijtihad, the authority to exercise his dis
cretion derived from God. Thus, God does the actual 
abrogating, operating through the medium of His 
Prophet. One ought thus to hold that the rulings of 
the Qur'an may be abrogated by the Prophet, rather 
than solely by the Qur'an. Although the inspiration 
[wa~y] in these cases is not Qur'an inspiration, the 
Word of God is nevertheless one. The Word of God 
is both the nasikh and the mansukh. God does not 
have two words, one expressed in the Qur'an style 
which we are bidden to recite publicly, and called 
the Qur'an, while the other word is not Qur'an. 
God has but one word which differs in the mode of 
its expression. On occasions, God indicates His 
Word by the Qur'an, on others, by words in another 
style, not publicly recited, and called Sunna. 

Both were mediated by the Prophet. In each 
case, the nasikh is God alone Who indicates naskh 
by means of His Prophet at whose hands God instructs 
us of the abrogation of His Book. This none other 
than the Prophet is capable of manifesting; none 
other than God of initiating. Were God in this 
manner to abrogate a verse by the instrumentality of 
His Prophet, and subsequently to bring another verse 
similar to that which had been abrogated, He would 
have made good His promise [Q 2.106]. It is not 
necessary to consider only this second verse the 
actual nasikh. God did not mean to say that He 
proposed to bring a verse superior to the first. No 
par t of the Qur'~n is superior to another. He 
lnf'llll I. 'l.u ut11 L0 tha t Ho would brj ng fl ruling superior 
I •' I l1n r IJ•n'l., In l.hu uonoo uJ' l tn l.Jolng onultJr to 

prtl'f"l'rn, or· r·lcbnr ln l.or·mn u! roward, 1<' 
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This statement marks the shaking off of ~fi'I•s over-rigid 

doctrine that only the Qur'an had abrogated the Qur'an, as 

supposedly indicated by Q 2.106. Between the revelation of 

the first and second verses, ~azali invites us to suppose 

that Mu~ammad might introduce a Sunna regulation. That 

sunna would be the nasikh of the ruling of the earlier verse, 

while the second verse, in being revealed, redeems the divine 

promise to bring it. 

<iazali asserts that the Qur'an may be abrogated in-

differently by the Qur'an or by the Sunna, and that the Sunna 

may be abrogated by the Sunna or by the Qur'an. Both alike 

come from God. He adds that if it be objected that Safi'I 

held that the Qur'an had never abrogated the Sunna, nor the 

Sunna the Qur'an, and that Safi'I was far too great a scholar 

not to have taken account of the various instances that had 

been cited, he, Gazali, suggests that ~afi'I might well have 

been arguing that one sunna superseded an earlier sunna, 

since the Prophet could set aside his own rulings. He was 

thus elucidator both of his own Sunna and of the Qur'an. 

The Qur'an, in Safi'I's view, could never act to 

elucidate the Sunna (invariably posterior to the Qur'an 

which it elucidates). Only the second sunna abrogated the 

earlier sunna on the same topic; it elucidates the inter-

vening Qur'an verse on that topic. Whenever God revealed 

such a verse, at variance with the sunna which the Prophet 

had established, the Prophet immediately introduced his 

socond sunna on the lines of the Qur'i'in vorne, to demonstrate 

thAt only like abrogatns like. 13 

§l!i'I clftime nover to h~v~ uum~ ooroaa un lnotoncn 
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of the Qur'an's elucidating a sunna. For him, every sunna 

established to abrogate another sunna invariably survived in 

the transmitted Hadith. His claim never to have found the 

Qur'an elucidating a sunna may mean, either that such a thing 

had never been transmitted, or that it had never once 

occurred. If he meant the latter, his argument can be dis-

posed of, in Gazali's opinion, by showing that it had 

occurred. Further, it can be documented from the Qur'an it-

self. The Qur'an imposed the Mecca gibla to replace the 

Jerusalem gibla which had been introduced in the Sunna. 

There is no necessity to postulate, as Safi'I would have us 

do, in every such instance of abrogation, the existence at 

one time of a nasikh sunna which has merely failed to reach 

us. ~afi'I's conclusion that the~ of the Sunna by the 

Qur'an had never occurred is mere pedantry. 14 

Bai~awi had an even shorter way with ~afi'I's theory: 

The majority concede that the Sunna abrogated the 
Qur'an, as occurred in the case of the penalty of 
flogging [Q 24.2]. Safi'I disputed the possibility 
and urged Q 2.106. He can be refuted by the con
sideration that the Sunna also was revealed. 15 

Since the occurrence of naskh can be demonstrated by appeal 

to the Qur'an, and since the word naskh itself occurs in the 

Qur'an, the theories of naskh were easily given the 

appearance of Qur'anic sanction. The Sunna party could also 

claim, on the basis of the same reference, that the 

phenomenon had been of frequent occurrence during the 

Prophet's public ministry. Since God Himself had declared 

that Ho IJtltHl nepkh, there was no barrier to the claim that 

the Prophot hHd olio used it. This had upparently been 
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doubted, to judge by the circulation of hadiths stating that 

he had, on the analogy of~ as it affected the texts of 

the Qur'an. 'Urwa alleges that his father told him that the 

Prophet would regulate some matter, then, after some time, 

replace his first ruling with a second regulation- just as 

the Qur'an did. 16 

Clearly, by naskh the u~ulis meant.replacement, a 

phenomenon the legitimacy of which none could question 

following these evidences from the two sources. naskh al 

hukm wa al tilawa means, however, the suppression of the 

wording and the ruling. naskh al hukm duna al tilawa means 

the suppression of the earlier ruling alone. 

only its supersession. 

That can mean 

The second formula had been constructed on the analogy 

of the first, and we have just encountered the allegation 

that the principle that ~ affects the Sunna had been 

constructed on the analogy of its having affected the Qur'an. 

What, in fact, such procedures illustrate is the urgency felt 

by the usulis to find Qur'~nic support for a principle they 

desired to extend to rationalise every single instance of 

conflict of evidence or of conflict of sources. 

The impression derived from a reading of the ~ 

works is that the analogy they alleged served to verify, 

rather than suggest, a principle. The naskh of one hadith 

by another is a claim more frequently met in inter-madhab 

squabbles engendered by the simultaneous existence in the 

parallel schools of conflicting legal views. Safi • I himself 

dovotcd his Ikht1Hif al Hadith to oxponl np; the errors in Figh 

documontation commi ttnct by hJ s oppDnnrJI.~. 
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The claim that one Qur'an ruling had abrogated 

another tends rather to be encountered in the defence against 

the common enemy's minority objections of the legal views 

shared by the madahib. One instance in point was the 

unanimity of the schools in the denial of the rights assigned 

to the widow in Q 2.240, on the ground that Q 2.234 (which 

deals with an entirely different subject) had been revealed 

later than verse 240. On this and similar topics, the con-

flict obtained, in fact, between the inherited Figh and the 

Qur'an. 

From our experience of Safi'I's debating methods 

there arises the question of whether the claim that naskh 

had affected the Qur'an by replacing some of its rulings, may 

not have been merely part of the response in defence of the 

Figh to the challenge offered by the Qur'an party, who 

questioned the discrepancy between the Figh rulings and the 

rulings of the Book. 

The quarrels over the question of whether the Qur'an 

had abrogated the Sunna, judging by Safi'I's reaction, point 

to a similar challenge. The Sunna must always be made to 

appear posterior to the Qur'an, otherwise many Figh rulings 

would have to be abandoned. That is why Safi'I asserted 

that the nasikh sunna had always been handed down. He 

simply had not dared to claim that the Sunna had abrogated 

the Qur'an. The entire drift of his method was to preserve 

and maintain the Sunna. This he sought to do by emphasising 

the Qur'an':; oc:c:u~ional ambiguity. Only thus could he hope 

Lo hu r·mon I c-:n 1.11 11 !::l.!ll! with the Book. 

'l'li"'"'' wllo f.ll'f:UOd, un Lho cunLr·ary, that tho Sunna hud 
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superseded the Qur'an were simply in disagreement with 

~afi'I's exegeses, hence with his Figh conclusions, or, if 

they agreed with his legal standpoint, merely indulging 

their differing~ theories. 17 

The claim to find Qur'anic sanction for the general 

theory of naskh (the substitution of one ruling for another) 

is diluted by the evident difficulty posed for the Muslims 

in their attempts to accommodate to their theory, and so 

justify their procedure, the Qur'anic term naskh which, in 

both its Qur'anic contexts, can mean only suppression, not 

the supersession of the ~· 

If we look again at their principal Qur'anic prop, 

o 2.106: rna nansakh min aya aw nunsi ha na'ti bi khairin min 

h~ aw mithli ha, we observe that if replacement is referred 

Lo in this verse, it can only be in the final clause: 'We 

shall bring something better than it, or something like it'; 

in which event, ~ refers to what necessitates the re-

placement, namely suppression. That is certainly the 

meaning of the word in its second context, Q 22.52, as the 

Muslims themselves unanimously insist. 18 

Their semantic difficulty is confirmed by the very 

clumsiness and artificiality of their naskh formulae. 

1. When Mu~ammad's forgetting became formalised, what was 

always intended to refer to suppression was cramped into 

the procrustean and absurdly inappropriate frame: naskh al 

hukm wa al tilawa. Naskh al tilawa would have sufficed, for 

IJ: lnriecd there had originally bpen 11 ~· it would normally 

r1ow lH! unknown. Known or not, l.lu• ~ Wllll J d huvc been of 

no lnl.t'H'tllll. t.o l.llu MuMilmn. II '"''lt!lnly lirdd nu lnt.or·ont. 
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for the legal specialists, and played no part in the 

extraction of the Law. This mode had been purely the 

invention of the exegetes who, acting from suspicion of words 

like 'forgetting' and under the influence of the technical 

jargon of the usulis, were attracted by a scientific-sounding 

phrase. 

In all his writings, ~afi'I, for example, is 

supremely indifferent to exegeses that have no legal or juris-

prudential application. Far from referring to omissions 

from the Qur'an, Safi'I was fully preoccupied with what is 

present in the Qur'an. Central therefore to his interests 

was naskh al ~ukm duna al tilawa 

On the basis of a variant consonantal reading of 

Q 2.106, which incidentally strengthens the suggestion that 

there was pressure to make the transition from mere for-

getting to some conscious divine revelatory activity, such as 

either deliberate omission or replacement, Safi'i interpreted 

the verse to mean: 'Whatsoever verse We replace and whatso-

ever revelation We postpone to a later time, We shall bring 

another like it, or better than it in the meantime.' This 

reading, nansa', like the reading adopted by the majority, 

nunsi, represents equally the flight from a reading of the 

script which provoked serious theological compunction for 

the Muslims, that is, ~ (we forget). 

forget! 19 
God does not 

'fabari, by contrast, was both a prominent~· al

t.hougll hl:1 cll1d' work in this field has not reached us, 20 

llllcl 1111 fllll, :'.l,:ttlrlln(J;, pnlnr:Lilklnp; comment:rtor on tho Qur'an, 
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legal and jurisprudential interests. It is he who throws 

light on the connection dawning on the Muslim mind between 

the phenomena of forgetting and suppression or replacement 

denoted by the term ~· 

It appears that, with no fear of the implications, 

sa'd b. abi Waqqa~ recited Q 2.106: aw tansa ha. His 

reading was challenged, on the ground that Sa'Id b. al 

Musayyab read: aw tunsa ha. Sa'd countered with a 

reference to two further verses, Q 87.6-7: sa nugri'uka fa 

la tansa [illa ma ~a'a allah] and Q 18.24 udkur rabbaka ida 

nasita. 

Sa'd, a Meccan, in addition, challenged the isnad of 

the reading of Sa'Id, a Medinese. 21 

Both readings in question, here attributed to major 

figures of an earlier generation, had, as is clear, proceeded 

from clashing exegeses of Q 87, thence of Q 2. 

of linking the two contexts is unmistakable. 

The technique 

Tabari acquaints us with a further quarrel involving the 

technical implications of the Q 2 verse. Certain anonymous 

opponents had expressed the view that if Mu~ammad be 

admitted to have merely forgotten parts of the revelation, 

the mushaf and the Qur'an would not be co-extensive. The 

mushaf would not preserve a true and complete record of the 

revelations. As they hold this to be absurd, they cannot 

concede that the Prophet had ever forgotten a single syllable 

of the Qur'~n. 22 Arguments to the~ cf rc~c l: thnt Mu~ammad had 

LwiNHI forgo ttc•n part £; of tlw Our·'ii11, wlild1 uppcul to Q 17./lG, 

tlioy r·o,)IJt:l un tho r·ouuunul.Jln fr.l'"'""1" lli~:~l Lhnl vornn 
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linguistically represents an unfulfilled hypothesis, and is 

thus rhetorical rather than affirmative. 

The opponents betray, however, that their concern is 

less with the quality of Mu~ammad's memory than with the 

present state of the Qur'an texts, the mushaf. This is 

shown by their further argument that the Prophet might be 

admitted to have forgotten part of the Qur'an, but only for 

a moment. He recalled immediately what he had at first had 

difficulty in summoning to mind. Even if Mu~ammad had for-

gotten some part of the revelation he was surrounded by the 

Companions who would not all simultaneously forget the very 

same passage. 

Finally, it is their statement that Mu~ammad could 

not forget some part of the Qur•an unless it were mansukh 

which enables us to realise that the argument concerned, not 

the question of the effect upon the present state of the 

Qur'an texts of Mu~ammad's human fallibility, but the impli

cations for the present state of the Qur'an texts both of 

(a) certain verses in the Qur'an and of (b) certain hadiths 

in circulation, to the effect that on several occasions 

Mu~ammad had admitted that he had forgotten, or was seen to 

have forgotten some part of the divine revelation. Those 

hadiths had originally been the product of earlier tafsir 

quarrels about the meaning of those Qur'an verses (sc. Q 2.106 

and Q 87 .6-7). 

This can be seen from one hadith in which forgetting 

ha[; not y o L hc•t•n transmuted into naskh: 

'1'111' l'l'11plif'l. I' CC 1 ted the Our' i:in and omitted an aya. 
Wli<'ll lit• 111'111 f'1 nl :;hc•d Utr• pt 'IJY<H ', h e u: :kerl, 'ln Ubayy 

In llil'l mu11quw',' 1 
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'Here I am, Messenger of God.' 
1 Then why didn't you prompt me?' 

'I thought the aya had been withdrawn.' 

'It hasn't been withdrawn, I forgot it.• 23 

The arguments on the exegesis of Q 87 and Q 2 can be 

summarised as dealing with the implications of the 

distinction between Mu~mmad's forgetting (tansa) and 

Mu~ammad's being caused to forget (tunsa/nunsi). The dis

tinction was made between his human memory and his prophetic 

memory. 

Unfortunately, the proviso added by Tabari's 

opponents, unless it were mansukh, is ambiguous. We have 

neen that the term naskh is defined now as to suppress, now 

u~ to replace, depending upon whether one is discussing the 

Our'an document or the Qur'an source. 

If Mu~ammad forgot some part of the Qur'an which God 

intended to remove from the mushaf, or to replace in the 

mu~haf, Mu~ammad's forgetting was of no material relevance. 

It was, in either case, divinely determined. 

Tabari, as we see from his argument, took the word 

in this context to mean replaced, since he urges two con

siderations: by Q 17.86, God did not mean that He would 

remove all the Qur'an. He merely stated that He would re-

move such parts of it as His creatures did not need. Since 

we are in no need of Qur'an materials which have been 

suppressed, these could well be removed and fail to come 

down to us in the mu~~af. Besides, there are traditions to 

Lht.' of feet that this or that pan::mp;n, mnn I. I oncd by certain 

"r l.il f;l r;"mpnn1<)n:l nn hnvlng oncf' !'1,..;•••·"<1 In tho :.wcred Lr•xl.n, 

Anrttl r•opul'Lod tlYI 1.11o v~:~1'1:!P l'uVolll od u L 1.11" 
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time of the Bi'r Ma'una massacre and Abu Musa al A~'ari said 

they used to recite the ibn Adam verse before its removal. 

Other similar reports are too numerous for Tabari to quote. 

Whether or not they were of interest to particular 

schools for the purposes of immediate exploitation, ~adiths, 

of whatever provenance, flowed into the ageless stream of 

the Islamic Tradition. As nothing once called into 

existence in Islam ever quite perished, such reports having 

once been added to the general stock of Muslim learning were 

sooner or later used by Muslim scholars. 

Thus it happened that the exegetical musings of one 

age generated hadiths which became the Tradition of a later 

age. The charm of this study lies in our observing how a 

later generation, in treating the Tradition that had come 

down to it and unaware that part of the Tradition had 

originated in older scholastic disputes, solemnly eyed the 

added material as part of the Figh and proceeded to construct 

its own new analyses, thus unconsciously in its turn contri

buting further additions to the fund of the general 

Tradition. 

Theory passed through the thin membrane separating 

one Islamic science from another to become part of the data 

of the second science. Exegesis became sira; sira became 

Figh; and Figh must be traced back to an origin in either 

the Qur'an or the Sunna. 

Apparently we now have the Qur'an's word for it: 

the mushaf j [; incomplete and abrogation has occurred. 



4 The background to the 
emergence of the third mode 
of naskh 

l. THE EXEGESIS 

A combination of asbab al nuzul and comment upon the verses 

themselves gave rise to two distinct strains of interpre

tation as to the meaning of Q 5.42-9: 

[Certain Jews] are very ready to listen to lies, 
prepared to incur divine wrath. If however they 
come to you, either judge between them or ignore 
them. If you ignore them, they cannot harm you. 
If you judge, judge between them impartially. God 
loves the impartial. (42) But how should they seek 
your judgment when they have the Torah in which is 
God's verdict, then turn their backs. They are 
not in fact believers. (43) We revealed the Torah 
in which is guidance and light; by which the 
prophets who submitted to God's will have judged the 
Jews, as also have the rabbis and the priest-scholars, 
by God's Book which they have preserved, whose wit
nesses they are. Fear not men. Me alone fear. 
Do not exchange My signs [ayat] for a paltry gain. 
Whoso does not judge on the basis of what God has 
revealed is an unbeliever. (44) We imposed upon 
them [the rule]: a life for a life; an eye for an 
eye; a nose for a nose; an ear for an ear; a 
tooth for a tooth. Wounds may be repaid, but he 
who forgoes retaliation will hnve that counted as an 
nxpiation. Whoso does nol ,)tHip;o In accordance with 
whut God han revealed, i 11 11 Wl'rrliH;door. (li)) ••. We huvo 

t·ovouloll Uw lluok tu yutl 111 IJ•tlllt tmt1 In cunflrrntt 'LI<~n 

of thn foroe;u1ng rovnl111 I<~IIA wh.1oh it vnrlfiotl, 
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Judge therefore between them on the basis of what God 
has revealed. Do not listen to their views to the 
detriment of the truth that has come to you ••. (48) 

Only the minority exegetical tradition viewed this passage 

as having been revealed to regulate the laws governing the 

talio. The greater weight of exegetical judgment was thrown 

into the contrary assertion that the verses refer to the 

penalties for adultery. 1 Given the slight inducement of the 

statement that the prophets who had aslamu judged the Jews in 

accordance with the Law of the Torah, a massive haggada grew 

up as to the occasion of the revelation of Q 5. This body 

of comment is based partly on the interpretation of the 

Qur'an's frequent admonition of the Jews for concealing part 

of what had been revealed to them, but it is also modelled 

on the story of the Christian prophet's confounding of the 

Jews in the case of the woman taken in adultery. Verses 

46-7 of Q 5 continue: 

In the footsteps of the prophets We sent Jesus, son 
of Mary to confirm the Torah. To him We gave the 
Gospel in which is guidance and light and as a con
firmation of the Torah which preceded him, and as a 
guidance and lesson to those who would avoid the 
wrath of God. Let therefore the people of the 
Gospel judge in accordance with what God revealed in 
it. Whoso does not judge on the basis of what God 
has revealed is in sin. 

The Jews, it was alleged, had referred to Mu~ammad for 

judgment when a man and woman of their community had 

committed adultery. Mu~ammad enquired as to the penalty in 

the Torah. Th e scrolls were brought out for consultation, 

IJt,il. rHw ~>f.' I It" .lr'wlnft cinctors covered over a particular 

JIUII/1/If':l' WI I It Ill II ltllllil. A nuppo.r·l.or of' Mttt,mmrnnd, cnnv t'1.od 
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to Islam from Judaism, pointed this out and the man was made 

to remove his hand. The stoning verse was uncovered, and as 

a true prophet of the Lord, Mu~ammad applied the verdict of 

God. Mu~ammad stoned Jewish adulterers. The source of 

that penalty had been the stoning verse. 

In time this became shortened. Mu~ammad had stoned 

adulterers. The source of that penalty had been the stoning 

verse. This development can be traced without difficulty in 

Malik's Muwatta', K. al ~udud. There we find two strands: 

Mu~ammad had stoned Jews; Mu~ammad had stoned Muslims. 

source was the stoning verse. 

Already before Malik the search had begun for the 

nource of the Islamic Figh's stoning penalty. The old 

haggada narratives, having become halakha, had passed into 

the hands of the usulis and become part of their source-

The 

'l'radi tion. Mu~ammad had stoned on the basis of the Book of 

God. 

It was now the u~ulis' task to relate the contents of 

the narratives to the conclusions of the Figh. These had 

derived, in this instance, not directly from the Qur'an texts 

which we have before us in the mu~~f, but indirectly, from 

the intervening gossip about this or that implication of the 

Qur'an verses, the occasion of their revelation, in 

connection with whom or what they had been revealed, and the 

traditional statements as to their meaning. 

Stoning, as the attested practice of the Prophet, had 

next Lo l>c lissigned to an origin ln : ;wmo or Qur' an, 

d11p1Hld I Clii, upon t.he ~;our·cc Llte<H 'Y 'I r l.iln nchooJ . 

i\L !.11~11 polril. In t>lll' IIIV<'hllp,11ll< 11 It wuuld IJP 1111111t. 
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enlightening to discover what, if any, debt the Muslim usulis 

owed to external influences in developing both their Figh and 

their source theories. It is, for example, surely a striking 

coincidence that on this very topic of the penalty for 

adultery, the Islamic ~ukm, death by stoning, and its justifi

cation, the penalty laid down in the Book of God, exactly 

mirror both the Kara'ite penalty and its rationalisation. 2 

Unhappily, however, it is not possible in the present 

state of our knowledge to do more than merely draw attention 

to the coincidence. The basic research has not yet been 

done that might supply us with a clear picture of the 

contacts and relations between the first generations of the 

Muslim scholars and their Jewish counterparts, orthodox or 

schismatic. 

Such relations were, in any case, in this instance, 

denied from the Muslim side. 3 They would not, in any event, 

have been indispensable to either the evolution of the actual 

penalty in the Islamic penal system or to the determination 

of thinking as to its source. 

The stoning penalty of the Islamic Figh, in the view 

of the usulis, had derived from their Prophet. Mu~ammad 

had stoned either to establish his Sunna, or to implement the 

rulings of the Book of God. If the former were the case, 

the Sunna had incontrovertibly abrogated the Qur'an ruling, 

for all we find there is a flogging penalty introduced in 

Q 24.2. If the latter were the case, a very crucial 

question for ugOl al fiqh arises. 
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2. THE FIQH: THE PENALTY FOR ADULTERY 

The discussion of this topic is exceedingly complex. Only 

those aspects of immediate relevance to our study will here 

be discussed. 

The kernel of our problem is that the majority of the 

magahib are unanimously of the view that in certain circum

stances, the penalty for adultery is death by stoning. Now, 

we know that this penalty is not only nowhere mentioned in 

our texts of the Qur'an, it is totally incompatible with the 

penalty that is mentioned: al zaniyatu wa al zani fajlidu 

kulla wahidin minhuma mi'ata jaldatin (The adulteress and 

the adulterer, flog each one of them one hundred strokes) 

(Q 24.2). 

Noting that this verse fails to distinguish between 

adultery and fornication, since the root employed, ~. is 

interpreted rather in the sense of sexual misconduct, the 

scholars further assert that it apparently clashes with 

another verse of the Qur'an which they also take to be a 

reference to the revealed penalty for the sexual misconduct 

of married women. 

Those of your women who commit acts of gross moral 
turpitude, seek against them the testimony of four 
of your number, and should these bear witness, con
fine the women in quarters until death release them 
or God appoint a way for them. 

Q 4.15 was traditionally read as a reference to adultery. 

The immediately following verse 16: 'Those two of your 

number who commit like acts, punish thorn, but if they repent 

und omend, let them be', although phr'IHH•I1 ln the mascuUne 

clu11J, nrH1 U1ut1 pouo1bly a ref.,J•orw., '" lw11 m~:~lno, hur1 
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traditionally been read by most scholars as a reference to 

the male and female partners in the act of gross moral 

turpitude. The argument is that the dual is of common 

gender. 
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Various suggestions were mooted as to the nature of 

the punishment referred to, but as it has apparently been 

left to the Muslims to determine the penalty, and as the 

punishment laid down in the previous verse, imprisonment for 

life, is of greater severity, verse 15, it was thought, must 

refer to a sin of greater heinousness. It was for that 

reason concluded that the penalty for the female partner 

must be 'heavier' than that for the male. 

Further, since the penalty of the second verse was 

presumed to be lighter and the sin envisaged thus less hein

ous, the dual could simultaneously be read as a reference to 

the two partners in some act of sexual misconduct of lesser 

gravity than that referred to in verse 15. Verse 16 was 

therefore construed as referring to fornication between un

married partners. 

Their penalty, whatever that was, had been overtaken 

and superseded by the flogging of Q 24.2. 

In the Figh, Q 24.2's flogging penalty, in fact, 

applies exclusively to free unmarried persons guilty of 

sexual misconduct. Within these limits, Q 24.2 abrogated 

(i.e. replaced) Q 4.16. This is therefore an attested 

instance of naskh al hukm duna al tilawa. 

In t h<' wording of Q 4.15 'or God appoint a way', God 

hud rnur·k<· (l till' pnn111 ty for married women as temporary. 

I 11 m1 nxt1111p I" "I' wli~:~ I. !:srJ 'I hnc.l cullod .!l!:!l!.!:. - tho 

It 
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postponement of a revelation until a later time, with the 

revelation of an interim regulation in the meantime. 

Now, we find in the Tradition a celebrated ~adith 

transmitted from 'Ubada of which there are many very 

interesting variant versions. The 'basic form' of the 

report runs as follows: 

The Prophet said, 'Take it from me! God has now 
appointed a way for women: the virgin with the 
virgin, one hundred strokes and a year's banishment; 
the non-virgin with the non-virgin, one hundred 
strokes and stoning.• 4 

Stoning was established by the Sunna. 

find: 

Among the interesting variants of this hadith we 

The descent of inspiration [wahy] was troublesome 
to the Prophet. His face would go ashen in colour. 
One day inspiration came down upon him and he showed 
the usual signs of distress. When he recovered, he 
said, 'Take it from me! God has appointed a way for 
the women: the non-virgin with the non-virgin and 
the virgin with the virgin. The non-virgin, one 
hundred strokes and death by stoning; the virgin, 
one hundred strokes and banishment for a year.'5 

The stoning penalty had been established by God through the 

medium of that part of the Prophet's Sunna which was 

inspired. 

This claim may be seen even more clearly in the 

other variant: 

We could tell when the inspiration descended upon 
the Prophet. When the word:;, 'or until God appoint 
a wuy', were rcvc~lcd, ond lliP lnnpiratlon ascended, 
the p r·oph0 t. not cl, ''l':.d<" lir"rll Clod luw now uppo 1 nted 

tht> w1.1y: Ulll vlr·gln wlll1 tlw vlr·giu, urw hundnld 
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strokes ·and banishment for a year; the non-virgin 
with the non-virgin, one hundred strokes and death 
by stoning.' 6 

Some appeared concerned at the equity of imposing two 

penalties for a single misdemeanour and, without reference 

to 'Ubada, make it certain that they were aware of a Figh-

Qur'an conflict. It is related that when a woman guilty of 

adultery was brought before 'Ali, he flogged her and then had 

her stoned. Someone protested: 'but you have inflicted 

two penalties!' 'Ali replied, 'I stoned her in accordance 

with the Sunna of the Prophet and flogged her in accordance 

with the Book of God.• 7 The expression Book of God here 

refers to Q 24.2. The equation in these contexts of the 

Book of God with the Qur'an is crucial to the development 

of this discussion. 

Others are reported as exclaiming, 'What is this 

stoning? The penalty in the Book of God is flogging.• 8 

ibn 'Abbas reports a sermon by 'umar in the course of 

which he said, 'Men! stoning is a penalty laid down by God. 

Do not neglect it. 

of your Prophet. 

It is in the Book of God and the Sunna 

The Messenger of God stoned; Abu Bakr 

stoned, and I have stoned.' 9 

Malik reports ibn 'Abbas as declaring, 'I heard 'umar 

b. al Khattab say, "Stoning in the Book of God is a just 

claim against the non-virgin, man or woman, who fornicates, 

when valid proof is adduced, or pregnancy ensues, or self

condemnation is volunteered."'lO 

Whul can here be meant by the Book of God? 

Mli I I k 1'r1pnrto also tho celebrated had!th of the 
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Two men brought a case before the Prophet. One of 
them said, 'Messenger of God, judge between us in 

accordance with the Book of God.' 
The other, who was more familiar with litigation, 

said, 'Yes, Messenger of God, judge between us in 

accordance with the Book of God and let me speak 
first. My son served as a hired hand under this 
man, but he fornicated with his employer's wife. 
The man, informing me that my son had incurred the 
stoning penalty, I ransomed him from that penalty 
with 100 sheep and a slavegirl I had. Subsequently 

I enquired of the learned who informed me that the 
stoning penalty lay on the man's wife.' 
The Messenger of God said, 'By Him in Whose hand is 

my soul! I will judge between you in accordance 
with the Book of God. Your cattle and slavegirl 
are to be restored to you.• 11 

At this point, the direct speech ends, but the hadith con

t .l nues, 'He awarded the son 100 strokes and banished him for 

a year. He ordered Unais al Aslami to go to the employer's 

wife, and in the event that she confess, imposed the stoning 

penalty. She confessed, and Unais stoned her.' 

There are strong grounds for considering this con-

tinuation foreign and irrelevant to the hadith. ibn I;Iajar, 

for example, comments, 

The Book of God might refer to the verdict of God. 
It has also been held that it refers to the Qur'an. 
ibn Daqiq al 'Id suggested that the first explanation 
was preferable since neither stoning nor banishment 
is mentioned in the Qur'an, apart from the general 
injunction to obey the Prophet's commands. One 
might also consider the pouuiblilty that the 
r·eft'ronce 'i t; to God's wor·rl::, '"I' unL.ll God nppo.i.nt <1 

wuy 1 , 'l'ho ProphPt t:h"w"tl llttt I Lilt> wuy wulJ Lht• 

f'lu~J,II,Itlfl; tHid lttttll:iltmPtil •d' lltn Vll'll,lti, tltlcl ul.orlltill, 
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the non-virgin. A further possibility, it may be, 
is that the Book of God is a reference to a verse 
whose wording alone has been withdrawn, that is, the 
stoning verse, although the verse also fails to 
mention banishment. Finally, the reference may be 
to the Qur'an's prohibition of wasting another's 
property without legal title to it. The man had 
taken possession of the other's cattle and slavegirl, 
but the Prophet insisted that they be returned. 12 

The last suggestion may imply that the hadith at one time 

terminated with the words 'Your cattle and slavegirl are to 

be restored to you.' 

We have a report from 'umar that he said, 'The 

Messenger of God stoned, Abu Bakr stoned and I have stoned. 

I am not prepared to add to the Book of God, otherwise I 

would write it into the mushaf, for I fear that there will 

come some people who, not finding it, will not accept it.• 13 

Stoning must therefore be a sunna. 'umar admits that it had 

never figured in the Qur'an. 'umar is credited with a 

further dictum, 

Do not complain about stoning. It is a just claim 
and I am minded to write it in the mushaf. I fear 
that with the passage of time some will say, 'We do 
not find stoning in the Book of God', and on that 
pretext they will neglect a divine ruling which God 
revealed. Stoning is a just claim against the 
married person who fornicates, when there is adduced 
valid proof, or pregnancy ensues, or a confession is 
offered. 14 

'Umar appears in a further series of hadiths designed to in-

culcate an alternative view of the matter. He announced 

from 'Lht' Pr·opht>t'o pu]pit, 

c: .. d 11nrtl Mut,lllmrnud wl Ut the truth nnri rovculr~ d Lu hl rn 

thP llttllk, hu·L of whuL Got! r·avoul,ll<1 wnu Uw ttLonlng 
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verse. We used to recite it and we memorised it. 
The Prophet stoned and we have stoned after him. I 
fear that with the passage of time some will say, 'We 
do not find stoning in the Book of God', and will 
therefore neglect a divine injunction which God 
revealed. Stoning is a just claim ... 15 

In this hadith the transition from the stoning penalty to the 

stoning verse has been made. What does the Book of God now 

mean? 

In a variant version, 'Umar fears that with the 

passage of time some will say, 'We do not find the stoning 

verse in the Book of God•, 16 while in a further 'Umar hadith 

we are acquainted with the wording of the stoning verse. 

Malik reports that when 'umar returned from the pilgrimage, 

he addressed the people of Medina, 

Men! the Sunna has been established, the obligatory 
duties imposed and you have been left in no un
certainty. Beware lest you neglect the stoning 
verse on account of those who say, 'We do not find 
two penalties in the Book of God.' The Prophet 
stoned, and we have stoned. By Him Who holds my 
soul in His hand! but that men would say, ''umar 
has added to the Book of God', I would write it 
in with my own hand, 'The saikh and the saikha, when 
they fornicate, stone them outright.• 17 

The version that occurs in the ~ulya reads, 'I would write 

at the end of the Qur'an.' 

Abu Ma'sar has, 

But that men would say, ''umar has written what is 
not in the Book of God', I would write it in, for we 
used to recite it, 'The ~ulkh und the saikha, when 
they fornicate, !:!lone t.lwm Oill.t• I "'h t, us an exemplary 
puniohmont from (Joel. (;od I A rn l!!;tl t.y, wise. ' 
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'umar said from the pulpit, • ••• and part of what was 
revealed in the Qur'an read, "the saikh and the saikha, 
when they fornicate, stone them outright". Some will 
repudiate this, and but that men would say, "'Umar has 
added to the Book of God," I would write it on the 
margin of the mushaf.'l8 

ibn ~ajar compares two versions of the 'umar ~adith, one re

lated by 'Ali b. 'Abdullah, teacher of Bukhari, and the other 

related by Bukhari himself. In 'Ali's version we find 

'Umar declared, 'I fear that with the passage of time 
some will say, "We do not find stoning in the Book 
of God", and will neglect a divine injunction 
revealed by God. Stoning is a just claim against 
the non-virgin fornicator when valid proof is brought, 
or pregnancy occurs, or confession is made. We used 
to recite it, "the saikh and the saikha, when they 
fornicate, stone them outright." The Messenger of 
God stoned and we have stoned.' 

Bukhari's version stops at 'confession is made', and ibn ~ajar 

suggests that Bukhari deliberately ignored the remainder of 

the hadith. 

Nasa'I stated that he knew of no transmitter who in-

eluded the words of the 'verse' in this hadith, apart from 

Sufyan who here transmits the report as from Zuhri to 'Ali b. 

'Abdullah. Nasa'I took Sufyan's version to be erroneous, as 

numerous transmitters relate the ~adith from Zuhri without 

this addition. 

But ibn ~ajar reminds us that the report is trans

mitted by Malik and by others in this form which he judges 

to be 'correct•. 19 

An H tllvln•• r·nv!:'lutton, U11~ ~;toning verBP had bf'en revealed 

1111 purl. 11 I' I. liP UIJt'' lln. ln wlllch t~Oru did It originally 
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appear? 

Ubayy asked Zirr b. ~ubais, 'How many verses do you 

recite in surat al ~zab?' 
Zirr replied, 'Seventy-three verses.' 
Ubayy asked if that was all. 'I have seen it,' he 

said, 'when it was the same length as Bagara. It 
contained the words "the ~aikh and the saikha, when 
they fornicate, stone them outright, as an exemplary 

punishment from God. God is mighty, wise. 11 •
20 

This version of the stoning verse is a fair imitation of the 

Qur'an style, drawing upon both Q 24.2, and Q 5.38, which is a 

penal verse, but Noldeke observed that the terms saikha and 

battata are alien to the vocabulary of the Qur'an. 21 

An improved version had, 'as an exemplary punishment 

from God and His apostle•. 22 

Ubayy said, 'It used to equal in length surat al 
Baqara and we used to recite in~ the stoning 

verse.' 
Zirr asked, 'What is the stoning verse?' 
Ubayy recited, 'If the ~aikh and the ~aikha 

fornicate, stone them outright as an exemplary 
punishment from God. God is mighty, wise.• 23 

The stoning verse, therefore, once stood in the Qur'an texts. 

Why is it now absent? 

Zaid b. Thabit and Sa'!d b. al 'A~ were writing out 
the mushaf. When they came to this verse, Zaid said, 
'I heard the Prophet say, "the saikh and the ~aikha."' 

'Umar stated, 'When it was revealed, I went to the 
Messenger of God and said to him, "Shall I write it?" 
but he seemed to disapprove.' 'umar added, 'Don't 
you see that the maturr, If unwed, would only be 
flogged ln Ute t'V•'nt. uf' t'onilc11Llun, yet the youth, 

" ;•/, 
lf wed, wou 'ld IH• til.""""' 1 
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the 'ubada had!th and the Fiqh. Doubtless that is why Ubayy 

was projected as having isolated three categories of 

unchaste: (a) virgins, (b) non-virgins and (c) the mature. 25 

The stoning verse involves an age criterion and is in 

conflict with the marital status criterion of 'Ubada's had!th. 

The name of Ubayy represents those who attempted to harmonise 

both documents. The source conflict is acknowledged by ibn 

~ajar, who comments that the reason for the withdrawal of the 

stoning verse was that the Figh was at variance with the 

apparently general wording of the verse. 26 

This observation may perhaps also explain why Malik, 

who does not present the text of the 'Ubada report, neverthe

less glosses the terms saikh and saikha as thayyib and 

thayyiba (sc. non-virgin), reducing thereby the meaning of 

the stoning verse to coincide with the meaning of the 'Ubada 

J:adith. 

Further, ibn ~ajar concluded that the reason for the 

withdrawal of the wording of the verse was conflict of 

opinion among the Companions. He reports that 'umar 

addressed the people, saying, 

Do not complain about stoning. It is a just claim 
and I was minded to write it into the mushaf, so I 
consulted Ubayy. But he said, 'Didn't you come to 
me once before, when I was asking the Prophet for 
permission to recite the verse? You shoved me in 
the chest with the words, "Are you asking him to 
permit the recitation of the stoning verse when the 
people are as randy as donkeys? 11127 

Marwan b. al l,lukam asked Zaid why he would not write the 

Zni cl rep I Led, 
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Don't you see that the youth if married is stoned? 
We raised this question with 'Umar and he said, 'I'll 
see to it.' He went to the Prophet and asked his 
permission to record the verse. The Prophet said he 
could not permit that. 28 

The verse would have conflicted with the 'Ubada hadith which 

is the basis of the practice. 

The Muslim exegetes concluded, on the basis of their 

reading of Q 87.6-7 that they must distinguish between the 

Qur'an and the mushaf. Relative to the first, the second 

is obviously incomplete. 

We now consider a series of hadiths with one common theme: 

verses now absent from the mushaf had once nonetheless been 

received direct from the Prophet. Common to the entire 

series is the use of the term agra' (to teach to recite), 

derived from the verse in Q 87 with the reference to for-

getting. 

The aunt of Abu Usama b. Sahl told him that the 

Prophet had instructed them in the reciting of the stoning 

verse. 29 

Ubayy reports, 'The Messenger of God said to me, 
"God has commanded me to instruct you in the 
reciting of the Qur'an." He then recited: "Did 
not those who rejected the Prophet among the people 
of the Book and the associators ••• " The verse 
continued, "Did ibn Adam possess a~ of property", 
or, "Were ibn Adam to ask for a ~ of property and 
he received it, he would uok for a second, and if he 
received that, ho wuuld d!'miHld o third ~· Only 
dust will fill tho mnw of IIlii 1\dam, but God relents 
to him who r·opnnt.11. 'l'he~ ve~r•y !u11..b in Gud' o eyo::; 

1• the ljantrly•, tlut .JudM11m nor Chrhtianity. 
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Whoso does good, it will never be denied him."'30 

ibn 'Abbas said, 'Did ibn Adam possess two wadis of 
pelf, he would desire a third. Only dust will fill 
the maw of ibn Adam, but God relents to him who 
repents.' 'umar asked, 'What is this?' ibn 'Abbas 
replied that Ubayy had instructed him to recite this. 
'umar took ibn 'Abbas to confront Ubayy. 'umar said, 
'We don't say that.• Ubayy insisted that the Prophet 
had instructed him. 'Umar asked him, 'Shall I write 
it into the mushaf, in that case?' Ubayy said, 
'Yes.' This was before the copying of the 'Uthman 
mushafs on the basis of which the practice now 
re~;s. 3l 

Abu Musa al A§'ari reports, 'There was revealed a 
~the like of Bara'a, but it was later withdrawn.' 
He recalled of it, 'God will assist this polity with 
peoples who have no share in the Hereafter. Did ibn 
Adam possess two~ of property, he would crave a 
third. Nothing will fill the maw of ibn Adam but 
dust, but God will relent to him who repents.•32 

Abu Waqid al Laithi reports, 'When inspiration came 
upon the Prophet, we would go to him and he would 
instruct us in what had been revealed. I went to 
him once and he said, "God says, 'We sent down 
wealth for the upkeep of prayer and alms-giving. 
Were ibn Adam to possess a ~ he would desire 
another like it, which, if he had, he would desire 
yet another. Nothing will fill the maw of ibn Adam 
but dust, but God relents to him who repents.'"'33 

Buraida claims to have heard the Prophet recite ibn Adam at 

prayer. The aya was in surat Yusuf.34 

There can therefore be no doubt that it was Qur'anic. 

AbO Masa said, 'We used to recite surat al Ahz!b, 

likening 11. for• length and severity with Bar!'a. But I have 
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been caused to forget it, except that I recall the ibn Adam 

verse.' 35 

Anas was unable to say whether ibn Adam was a Qur'an 

verse or not. He reports from Ubayy, 'We supposed that ibn 

Adam was a Qur'an verse until surat al Takathur was 

revealed. ' 36 

This report reduces ibn Adam from ever having been a 

Qur'an verse, to being merely a tafsir of Takathur.37 

~ was identified as the sura originally con

taining the stoning verse, and, in addition to Ubayy and Abu 

Musa, 'l'isa reports that Ahzab used to be recited, in the __.__ 

lifetime of the Prophet, as having 200 verses, but when 

'Uthman wrote out the mu~~afs, all they could find was its 

present length.38 A variant of this ~adith speaks of 

writing out the mushaf with, however, no mention of date or 

of attribution. ibn al Anbari concluded from 'A'isa's 

report that God withdrew from the sura everything in excess 

of its present length, and Mekki reminds us that withdrawal 

is one of the modes of naskh.39 

~has only seventy-three verses in today's 

mushaf. 

Mekki grades the mansukh of the Qur'an into six categories, 

including that whose wording has been withdrawn from the 

mu~Qaf, although surviving in the memories. The consensus 

ao to the contents of the mu~Qaf prevents that from being 

recited as part of the Qur'fin. Tho rllling remains valid, 

1111,111 n on account of thfl cnnl'll'fHIIHl. 

ltll 
onttlgory io the olonine; vnnu•. 

llln nxnmplc of th.tr. 
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The contrast between the Qur'an document and its 

relation with the valid Muslim prayer, and the Qur'an source 

with its relation to the sari'a in the science of Figh could 

not be more explicitly drawn. 

Mekki's second category of mansukh involves that 

whose ruling has been withdrawn and with it the memory of the 

wording. This class is known only from isolate reports. 

He instances the report from Abu Musa as to the sura like 

Bara'a which was revealed, but later withdrawn. Abu Musa 

recalled something of it, but Mekki resolutely refuses to go 

into further detail. The Qur'an text cannot be established 

on the basis of reports. The many examples of this category 

he would therefore prefer to pass over in silence. 

alone knows the truth of the matter. 

God 

A third category consists of that whose wording has 

been withdrawn from the mushaf, whose ruling is void, but 

whose wording has not quite departed from the memories of men. 

The consensus as to the mushaf has here again determined that 

this class may not be recited at prayer. Like the foregoing, 

this category is known solely through the medium of hadith 

reports. 

Only the Qur'an texts, the document, is in view. The 

text of that document was not determined on the basis of 

stray reports. The text of the mu~Qaf was determined by 

ijm~'. the mushaf is mutawatir. 

Next are the verses whose rulings have been super-

l'led<!d by the ru 1 ings of other verses. In this category of 

rnurwOkh, Um w•wd ln11, of both verses is extant in the mu~~af. 

llr~r• •xrHnJ>In Wllitlll ''~' IJ ;J/~.;J, whouo ruiJng r1uperaodfld that of 
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Q 4.15-16. 

In a further comment on the stoning verse, Mekki 

informs us that that is one instance of something whose 

wording has been withdrawn from that which might be publicly 

recited (sc. at prayer). The wording had survived, but may 

not be recited as part of the Qur'an. The ruling has per-

sisted in the Figh on the grounds of the ijma~ or consensus 

that stoning is, in fact, the Law. The report is notorious 

that they used to recite: 'the saikh and the saikha'. The 

wording was later withdrawn from the unanimously settled 

wording of the mus~af. The recital of the verse did not 

become established, yet the wording was never quite forgotten. 

'l'isa explains how the wording came to be omitted 

from the mushaf. The stoning verse and another verse were 

revealed and recorded on a sheet (~a~Ifa) which was placed 

for safe-keeping under her bedding. When the Prophet fell 

ill and the household were preoccupied with nursing him, a 

domestic animal got in from the yard and gobbled up the 

sheet. 41 

A SECOND INSTANCE OF THE THIRD MODE OF NASKH 

~~fi'I was aware of a mode of naskh in which the original 

Qur'~n wording no longer appeared in the mushaf although the 

ruling remained valid for the Figh. 

He knew and used the 2adith about the stoning verse 

that had once figured in the Qur•an before the collection of 

VoL Wt' nha l J see that it 

pluyod no part in h1 t1 111il>tll rud I ul I <>II "r t.hf'l IJt.on.ing penalty 

llrliHll muun J y IM11Jp L,;ll t.y ll1t> l'lltjlllll 1
• 
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On quite another legal topic, much debated, that of 

the minimum definition of the term rida', or fosterage, 
---L..-. 

~afi'I showed a much more positive attitude. 43 

This was a question of some social importance since 

it defined the forbidden degrees and identified who might and 

who might not visit Muslim ladies. 

~ is a comprehensive term which might refer 
either to one suckling or to more than one, up to 
the complete course which takes two years [Q 2.233]. 
Indeed, the term could still apply after the two 
years. This being the case, it is incumbent on 
scholars to seek out some indication as to whether 
any bar to marriage is set up by the minimum that 
would constitute rida'. 'A'i~a reported, 'In what --·-
was revealed, ten attested sucklings were required 
to establish the ban. The ten were later replaced 
by five. The Prophet died and the five were still 
being recited in the Qur'an.' She used to say, 'The 
Qur'an was revealed with ten attested sucklings 
setting up the bar. These later became five.' No 
man ever called upon her who had not completed a 
course of five sucklings. 

'Abdullah b. al Zubair reports, 'The Prophet 
said, "Not one and not two sucklings constitute the 
bar, nor one nor two sucks."' 

'urwa reports that the Prophet commanded the 
wife of Abu ~u£aifa to nurse Salim !ive times to set 
up the bar. She did so and always considered Salim 
a son. 

Salim b. 'Abdullah reports that 'A'isa sent him 
away and refused to see him. He was being suckled 
by her sister Umm Kulthum who had fallen ill after 
suckling him only three times. Salim said, 'I could 
ncvrr vlui 'L 'A'isa, since I had not completed the 
Q(JIJI'tl<' CJ f' foon, 1 
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Nor, ~afi'I points out, in the interests of his Figh, had 

Salim completed the course of five. Safi'I adopted the rule 

of five sucklings as coming from the Prophet on the strength 

of the 'A'isa report that the five were Qur'anic and 

constituted the ban. He was to enlarge on his views on the 

subject in his dispute with the Malikis. 44 

Here, he uses another hadith: ~af~a sent 'A~im b. 

'Abdullah b. Sa'd to her sister Fatima to be nursed ten times. 

This was to enable him to visit her. 

The Malikis report the 'A'i~a hadith that the five 

IUcklings were being recited as part of the Qur'an when the 

Prophet died; they report the Prophet's command to Sahla 

hint Suhail to nurse Salim; they report from two widows of 

the Prophet; yet they choose to neglect all these reports 

111 !avour of the personal opinion of Sa'Id b. al Musayyab 

that a single suckling sets up the marriage bar. They 

lp,nore both the reports from 'A'i~a and her and ~af~a's 

(>p lnion in favour of the opinion of Sa 'Id, although on other 

(Jt:t: tsl'lions they ignore Sa 'Id' s view in favour- of their own 

opinions. They set aside what comes from the Prophet, from 

·~·i~a, from ~af~a, from ibn al Zubair and from Abu Huraira. 

They have shown themselves inconsistent. 

Mekki regards the 'A'i~a report on the ten and the 

five sucklings verses as one of the curiosities of this 

science: 

Neither the mansUkh nor the 
nor the five] is today part 
the ruling derived from tlw 

nasikh 
of thn 

nlinlkll ---

[neither the ten 
Qllt'' /'In tnxt, yet 
I n uplmld in oome 

legal schools. Both u,,. rntiithClk!I nr~t1 t ,,,, tllitJtkh WI'!'( ) 

regarded by Ml'!lik unci t.l1r• MudlllPI><> nn llnvlnll, l>r>rm 
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abrogated in respect of wording and ruling. They 
regarded the ultimate nasikh on the subject as having 
been Q 4.23. 45 

In other words, as far as they were concerned, the minimum 

number, one suckling, sufficed to set up a marriage bar. 

'This is sound doctrine, since the nasikh is still recited, 

the mansukh no longer recited.• 46 

That is just a roundabout way of telling us that on 

this topic, as far as the u~Qli could judge, since the mushaf 

adequately accounts for Malik's view, he must have ignored 

all other statements. Sa'Id b. al Musayyab's opinion, so 

scathingly dismissed by Safi'I as~. would have been the 

expression of sa'Id's view of the implications of Q 4.23, 

that is, it was tafsir. 

As far as we can judge, on this topic Safi'I 

certainly deserves Mekki's comment that he had upheld a Figh 

view based on the ruling of a verse whose wording does not 

appear in our mushaf - it had been withdrawn. 

In other words, Safi'I acknowledged a third mode of 

naskh: naskh al tilawa duna al hukm. His ruling was based 

on a verse once revealed as part of the Qur'an, which 

remained valid for Figh purposes despite the omission of the 

wording of the verse from the Qur'an texts collected together 

in the mushaf. 

verse. 

Mekki's own example of this mode had been the stoning 

It would therefore be instructive if, for complete-

ness' sake, we enquired into Safi'I's view of the source of 

the stonin~ penalty. His examination of this question is 

quite unrolntnd lo his diocusoion of the problem of Qur'an-

:.:unnu ttbrogRtl""• which wo h11vo soon ho denJod. ~IH1 'r 
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discusses stoning under the heading of takh~I~, part of the 

Sunna's elucidation of the Qur'an. 

Flogging, he argues, is mentioned in a Qur'an state-

ment couched in general terms, Q 24.2. 47 The meaning 

apparently is that flogging applies to all who engage in 

sexual misconduct. That this is not however the case is 

borne out by the Qur'an itself which, in Q 4.25, excludes 

slave women from the full rigvur of Q 24.2. Q 24.2's 

flogging is, therefore, not a general rule. While it may 

appear so, there are exceptions to it. 

The scholar's business is to try and discover by an 

extensive study of the Sunna whether the Prophet had indicated 

further exceptions. Q 4.25 categorised the offenders 

according as they were free or slave. The 'ubada hadith 

similarly categorised them according as they were virgin or 

non-virgin at the time of the offence. 

Further, the Sunna, in the 'ubada hadith, informed 

us of the abrogation of Q 4.15, since in the hadith the 

Prophet declared, 'Now God has appointed the way', that is 

the way promised in Q 4. On the evidence of the same hadith, 

the Sunna introduced a dual penalty: flogging and banishment 

for all virgin offenders; flogging and stoning for non-virgin 

offenders. The Sunna endorsed the Q 24.2 flogging penalty. 

Yet another hadith, that of the 'hired hand', shows 

that in his later period, the Prophet had abandoned the dual 

penalty established by his own Sunna. The penalty of the 

non-virgin was now stoning alone. 'llbl'ldu muot be earlier 

thun 'hired hand', aD .io J.ndleul.oc1 l•y t.liln nnd by 'Ub~da's 
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Q 4. 'Ubada conveyed the first penalty to be revealed since 

the revelation of Q. 4. 48 It may also be deduced that 

'hired hand' was later than 'Ubada from its endorsing of the 

dual penalty for the virgin offender introduced in 'Ubada. 

The 'hired hand' report being later, leads to the 

conclusion that, in respect of the non-virgin, the flogging 

element of 'Ubada's dual penalty had been abrogated. 49 The 

Sunna abrogated the Sunna. The penalty for non-virgins was 

stoning alone and that has remained the penalty of the 

Islamic Figh ever since. 

Thus Safi'I took the view that the source of the 

stoning penalty had been the Sunna of the Prophet. Other 

scholars fall into several classes.5° We know of those who, 

finding no reference to the stoning penalty in the Qur'an, 

simply rejected it. They insisted on acknowledging only the 

Qur'an's flogging penalty.51 

Others concluded that the fugaha' had based the Figh 

in this instance on the Sunna. These usulis were then 

driven by simple logic to conclude that the Sunna had super

seded the Qur•an and adduced this example. 

Those who denied that the Sunna had ever superseded 

the Qur'an had no way to go but to argue that the source of 

the Figh's stoning penalty must have been the Qur'an. They 

acknowledge that there is no reference in the texts of the 

mushaf to a stoning penalty but insist that it must at one 

time have been mentioned in the Qur'an. The Figh's stoning 

pcnulty indlcuLcu tho Qur'an's stoning verse. The wording 

hud nl mp ly l1nnn om I ttod from the collected texts. 

:"':n f' I '1, old l.,;$ld to nee opt tho ft1.on I ng ponul ty on 
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account of its presence in the Figh, yet denying a priori 

that the Sunna had ever superseded the Qur'an, had 

endeavoured to argue that the stoning penalty had derived 

from the Sunna, not indeed as abrogating the Qur'an, but as 

providing its ideal exegesis. This view breaks down on our 

observing that stoning is not the exegesis of flogging. 

Stoning represents in the 'ubada ~dith a blatant attempt to 

add to the Qur'an ruling, and in the 'hired hand' hadith, the 

frank substitution of a different ruling. The Qur'an's 

corporal penalty was replaced by the Figh's capital penalty. 

We investigated the circumstances that had prevented 

Safi'I in his day from ever conceding that the Sunna had ever 

superseded the Qur'~n's rulings. His forensic skill was 

largely instrumental in rescuing the Sunna, and hence the 

Figh, from the propaganda of the Qur•an party. As the 

threat to the Sunna receded, scholars in the post-~afi'I 

period felt free to revert to the pre-~afi'I position, that 

stoning had indeed represented an attested instance of the 

abrogation of the Qur'an at the hands of the Sunna of the 

Prophet. 

Only the members of the madhab set up in memory of 

~afi'I continued to withstand the u~ulis' concession. Some 

of them had been deeply influenced by the compelling logic 

deployed by the imam in his several reviews of the origin 

and source of the stoning penalty. When they themselves 

came to tackle the problem, unable to uccept that here was an 

undeniable instance of the abrogul.lon of' t.ho Qur'an by the 

Sunna - since it had been drt11111111"l I til" l.ltr>rn lh1:1t that had 

nnvor hnppnnod, t.hny c one: I•Jfl,,.1 ll11c~ I I I ""IJ 1•1 on! y bn Lin 
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instance of the abrogation of the Qur'an by the Qur'an. 

They reached a conclusion at variance with that 

achieved by Safi'I himself who had been at pains to adopt a 

different approach. But we have noted that in his repeated 

investigations into the matter he had used uncharacteristic

ally equivocal language: 'Ubada he described as the first 

revelation since Q 4; stoning he described as remaining the 

sole penalty for the non-virgin when the flogging penalty 

had been abrogated. To be consistent, his admirers were 

forced to the conclusion that the stoning penalty had been 

the subject of a revelation. For some of them, this meant 

that it had been a Qur'an revelation; for Safi'I it meant a 

Sunna revelation. 

That stoning had been a Qur'an revelation was a con

clusion that, for some, relieved the anxiety of their 

realisation that to abrogate the nasikh must, in the jargon, 

be superior to the mansukh, or at least its equal. This 

was a requirement derived by tendentious ~ comments upon 

Q 2.106: na'ti bi khairin min ha aw mithli ha. 

It incidentally placed their argument beyond the 

protests of those who pressed for the exclusive acknowledg

ment of the penalty that is mentioned in the Qur'an texts. 

The protests of those among the Khawarij and the 

Mu'tazila who would have none of the Figh's stoning penalty, 

on the ground that it nowhere appears in our texts of the 

Qur'an, were now swept aside by the bald assertion that 

atoning hu d t rHll ~l'd been revealed as part of the Qur' an. 

r;ton l.np; vt·n :•· '""' rnnr·pJy been omltb'd f r om tho collected 

The 
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Although this departs from the conclusion reached by 

~afi'i, he too had arrived at the third mode of naskh, ~ 

al tilawa dOna al hukm, in the course of his discussion of 

the rida', or the Figh governing the fosterage of adults. ___.__ 

It was, therefore, solely on this topic of rida' that ___.__ 

~afi'i, although he does not use the terminology, had 

isolated naskh al tilawa dOna al hukm. Indeed, he may even 

be said to have invented this third mode of naskh. On the 

question of stoning, he knew the wording of the so-called 

stoning verse. This he had learned from Malik who used it 

in his K. al Hudud, where it is to be found cheek by jowl 

with a reference to the Torah, and other materials suggesting 

that the source of the Islamic stoning penalty had been the 

Sunna. Malik made no attempt to resolve his materials, and 

~§fi'I, as we have seen, does not emphasise the stoning 

verse hadith, nor rely on it in his analysis. 

Scholars long continued to raise arguments against 

the third mode of naskh and we have stated that it was never 

universally acknowledged. 

~afi'I adopted and defended the five sucklings' rule 

on the basis of the 'A'i~a hadith. Mekki (A.H. 437) knows 

a version of the hadith related by Yahya b. sa'id of Medina 

which does not contain the words, 'The Prophet died and they 

were still being recited as part of the Qur'an.' The 

scholars and the usulis consider this version sound, since 

there can be no naskh after the death of the Prophet. It is 

not possiblo that there should be a part of the Qur'an which 

the Mualime agreed to drop after Um Pt·ophet' o death. 52 

Like many another hadith r1ucumtmt, tho 'A' ilo report, 
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seeking to explain the loss of certain verses by asserting 

that the sheet on which they had been recorded had been 

gobbled up by a domestic animal, is a composite document re

presenting the conflation of two originally separate and 

independent stories. 

ibn Qutaiba (A.H. 276), patiently answering the 

objections of the Mu'tazila to hadiths which bring both Islam 

and learning into disrepute, addresses himself to the com

parison between that hadith as reported by Mu~ammad b. Is~aq 

and the •sounder' version from Malik.53 

In the opinion of the Hadith specialists, Malik was 

by far the more reliable transmitter. He reported from 

'Abdullah b. abi Bakr from 'Amra from 'A'i~a that she said, 

Among what had been revealed in the Qur'an was the 
provision that ten attested sucklings set a bar to 
marriage. The ten were subsequently replaced by 
the rule that five attested sucklings set up the 
bar. The Prophet died and the five were still being 
recited as part of the Qur'an. 

Among the fugaha' who adapted their Figh to this report were 

Safi'I and Is~q (b. Rahawaih), both of whom made five the 

minimum line of demarcation between what does and what does 

not establish a bar to marriage. 

The wording of Malik's version clearly differs from 

that of ibn Is~aq's who mentioned both the •suckling verse' 

and the 'stoning verse' in a single hadith. Malik's is the 

preferable version of the two. 

ibn Qutaiba is inclined to an equal scepticism about 

the mention in the ibn Is~aq report of the stoning verse and 

the suppoooc1 method o! its withdrawal. 
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The attacks of such scholars on reports of this kind 

are directed, however, not at the central information 

conveyed in the reports, but at the peripheral details. 

What dismayed them was the low quality of rationalisation 

displayed in the reports which tended to bring the essential 

central information itself into disrepute in some quarters. 

ibn Qutaiba resorts to logic. It is quite feasible 

that a ruling be revealed in the Qur'an, yet the wording sub

sequently be annulled, leaving the ruling alone valid. 'umar 

reported this to have been the case in the instance of the 

stoning verse, and others have reported the like in 

connection with other revelations that had been part of the 

Qur•~n before the texts were brought together. If it is 

possible to abandon the ruling yet retain the wording in the 

muf~af, it is equally possible to abandon the wording, yet 

retain the ruling in the Figh. 

Similar is the tone of Zarka~I (A.H. 794) who reports 

that al Wa~idi had given as an example of the abrogation of 

something whose wording was still in the mushaf by something 

whose wording had not been endorsed for inclusion in the 

mushaf, the abrogation of flogging by stoning, in the case 

of the non-virgin. Stoning is not publicly recited today, 

although it had been in the days of the Prophet. The ruling 

has remained valid, but the wording has not. Similarly, 

certain wordings have been endorsed as part of the mushaf, 

whose rulings have ceased to be valid. If there can be a 

Qur'§n revelation which ia recited, but not practised, there 

can be a Qur'§n regulot1on which 11 praotiled but not 

reo1ted. 54 
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The feature of the five sucklings report which least 

commended itself to the scholars was the claim that that 

verse was still being recited after the death of the Prophet. 

This detail conflicted head-on with another rule in the 

science of naskh: that abrogation occurs only at the hands 

of him who was responsible for the original ruling. Mekki 

states it as follows: la yajuz an yakOn al naskh illa gabla 

wafat al nab:r. 55 Sarakhsi (A.H. 490) states: inna al naskh 

la yak~n illa ~la lisan man yunazzal 'alaihi al wa~yu.56 

Expressed in this fashion, the rule was always liable 

to misinterpretation owing to the mischance that the Qur'an's 

term naskh had to do service for both withdrawal and replace-

ment. Clearly, only replacement is intended by the rule, 

but in the interest of the rule as here expressed, SuyO~I 

intervened to suggest one of two interpretations of 'A'i!a•s 

report: 

l. the Prophet's death approached and these words were still 

being recited as part of the revelation; 

2. the Prophet died and it was some time before all the 

people came to hear of the abrogation of the verse. 57 

The confusion occasioned by the dual interpretation 

of the Qur'anic term naskh at the hands of the usulis is 

clearly demonstrated in a statement by Zarkasi: 

The naskh [sic] of the wording and recital occurred 
by means of God's causing them to forget it. He 
withdrew it from their memories, while commanding 
them to neglect its public recital and its recording 
in the mu9Qaf. With the passage of time, it would 
quito disappear like the rest of God's revealed Books 
whl ch 11., rnontionu in the Our' An, but nothing of which 
11:1 knuwn today, Thia can have happened either 
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during the Prophet's life so that, when he died, the 
forgotten material was no longer being recited as 
part of the Qur'an; or it might have happened after 
the death of the Prophet. It would still be extant 
in writing, but God would cause them to forget it. 
He would then remove it from their memories. But, 
of course, the naskh of any part of the revelation 
after the death of the Prophet is not possible. 58 

After Mu~ammad's death the omission of a Qur'an wording is 

conceivable; the alteration of a Qur'an ruling is incon-

ceivable. 

Sarakhsi is prepared to concede that parts of the 

Qur'an may have eluded the recording procedures during the 

Prophet's life, on account of the Qur'an verses: rna nansakh 

min aya aw nunsi ha; 'If We wished, We could make away with 

what We have revealed to you'; 'We shall teach you to 

recite it and you will not forget- except what God wills.' 

He will, however, have none of the suggestion that 

this is conceivable after the Prophet's death. The 

possibility, he claims, is not admitted by the Muslims. 59 

The reports, allegedly from Abu Bakr, Anas, Ubayy and others, 

indicating the loss or the forgetting of this or that ava 

which 'they used to recite in the lifetime of the Prophet', 

he regards as circulated by the enemies of Islam bent upon 

its destruction. 

Among such 'lies' he includes 'umar's report to the 

effect that the stoning verse had once been part of the 

Qur'an, and he cannot explain how such a great scholar as 

Sftfi'I should be represented by a similar view on the 

question of the suckling 'vornos' AD that alleged in the 

'l'i!a report, which, lrwl•hmllllly, ht worda: 'and that 
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was part of what was recited in the Qur'an following the 

death of the Prophet'. 

What guarantees for him the 'unsoundness' of the 

report is Q 15.9, 'We it is Who have revealed the Reminder, 

and We shall preserve it.' God clearly is not speaking of 

preserving it for His own benefit, since He is above and 

beyond all benefit. God cannot forget, nor grow heedless. 

It must therefore mean that He will preserve the Qur'an for 

us men. We are all capable of forgetting revelation if God 

does not preserve it for us. Were we to insist upon a 

breach of that guarantee in respect of part of what was 

revealed, we might as well admit breach of the guarantee in 

respect of all of the Qur'an. We could thus have no 

assurance that part of what is in our hands today, if not all 

of it, is not at variance with the sari'a mediated by 

Mu~ammad. But that would be the case if, by abrogating 

part of it after Mu~ammad's death, God had caused men to 

adopt something different. 

'Adopting something different' and 'forgetting' 

exhibit the ever-present confusion between the dual 

semantics imposed by the Muslims upon the term naskh. 

It is Sarakhsi's view that Q 15.9 makes it certain 

that nothing can have been abrogated from the Qur'an after 

Mu~ammad's death, in the sense of fading away from men's 

memories. Reports to the ~ffect that such had happened are 

mostly isolate. The story that stoning had once been part 

of the Book of God are to be interpreted: part of the 

verdict. uf Gort, In accordance with His Law. The story from 

'A' i5tt iu ucn·ir.dnly not oorr11ct, for the destruction ot her 
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sahifa would neither cause the allegea verse to depart from 

the memories of all the Companions, nor prevent them from 

writing out the verse on a fresh sa~Ifa. 

The author of the Mabani considers both 'Umar's and 

'A'i~a's reports. Of the latter, he knows the form: kana 

fi ma yugra' min al gur'an but makes a particular point of 

stressing that she did not say: kana min al Qur'an. 60 This 

enables him to argue that the root ~ may be used of the 

Sunna. 61 The word Qur'an he notes has two aspects in Arabic 

usage: 

1. as the proper name of the book revealed to Mu~ammad; 

2. as the verbal noun of the root ~· 

'A'isa had used it in the latter sense. 62 

Na~as, in his work on ~. mentioned but rejected 

a mode of ~ in which 

a verse is revealed and recited, then abrogated and 
no longer recited, nor recorded in the mu~~f, 
although the ruling allegedly continued valid. Those 
who numbered this mode in their theory, adduced the 
'Umar hadith: 'We recited, al saikh wa al saikha ida 
zanaya farjamuhuma al battata bi ma gadaya min al 
lagga.' The isnad is sound, but the wording is not to 
be regarded as Qur'an handed down 'from the many to 
the many'. 
[~] xy 
one recited 

It is a sunna. One may say, 'I recited 
or z' without meaning to imply that what 
was necessarily once part of the Qur'an~3 

Similarly, the author of the Mabani, in his comment on 'umar's 

hadith, argues that the reports are isolate and cannot be set 

against that which is mutawatir. Rather a means ought to 

be established of reconciling ieolo1.!' roports in order to 

make use of what information th~ty t•onvcty, 'l'hey might, for 
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example, tell us that that was a sunna statement which they 

used to relate from the Prophet. 
64 

The root ~ may be used 

of the Sunna. 

'umar is supposed to have been afraid of being 

accused of adding to the Book of God. One would not employ 

the term 'adding' when speaking of what is recognised as 

authentically Qur'anic. Stoning was, in 'Umar's view, an 

attested sunna, and hence an essential Islamic ruling, and 

an integral element in the Muhammadan revelation and Law. 

'umar sought to exhort the Muslims to preserve it, to recite 

it and study it lest it be neglected. This is confirmed by 

his decision to summon a group of the Muhajirs and the ~ 

and inscribe their testimony on the margin of the mushaf: 

'The testimony of 'umar and of NN that the Messenger of God 

stoned adulterers.' 

'Umar feared that there would come after him some who, 

aware that it is not to be found in the Qur'an, would 

repudiate stoning. But, had it been Qur•an, 'umar would 

have recorded it, without heed to what might be said, since 

he would have no excuse therein for leaving it out. Besides, 

if it really were Qur'an, the people would not say that it 

wasn't. What 'umar feared was to record in the Qur'an some-

thing that was not Qur'an. He would then be justly accused 

of adding to the Qur'an. His aim was to establish, not that 

stoning was Qur'an, but that it was a divine imposition. 

That is shown by his speaking of entering it in the margin, 

as opposed to in the corpus of the text. 

It wn~ 'umar who urged AbQ Bakr to assemble the texts 

of tho uur'ln 1n ordtr to preserve them. How, then, should 
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there have been omitted on that occasion just the thing that 

'Umar is supposed to have regarded as part of the Qur'an? 

Presumably 'umar would not include something that Abu Bakr did 

not recognise as part of the Qur'an. The other Companions 

who had collected the Qur•an in the lifetime of the Prophet 

would surely have included the stoning verse in their personal 

codices, if they knew it. Had 'umar had any doubt, he needed 

only to have consulted them. If they did not know it, they 

would not enter it. It is absurd that Abu Bakr appears to 

have omitted the very verse that 'umar felt inclined to 

record. 

Concluding that stoning had been a sunna, the author 

of the Mabani finds excuse for the early Muslims who had 

spoken of it as a revelation, by reminding us that there are 

elements of the Sunna which were revealed. 65 They were not 

necessarily revealed as Qur'an which must be recorded and 

which might be recited at prayer. Gabriel instructed 

Mu~ammad in certain matters which, in that sense, were 

revelations. The Prophet would observe them, without 

recording them in the texts of the Qur'an. Such rulings are 

attested as coming from God, but their wording was not 

recorded, since the mode of their revelation was not that of 

the revelation of the Qur'an, now recited at prayer. That 

there was such a mode of revelation is indicated by the 

Prophet's words, 'I have been given the Qur'an and along with 

it, its like [mithl].' That is a reference to the Sunna. 

In the 'hired hand' Qadith, the Prophet said, 'I 

shall judge in accordance with lho nook o! God.' He there-

upon inflicted the atonin1 p•ndty, ot Wh!oh th•re is no 
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mention in the Book of God. He must have meant, therefore, 

by the expression the Book of God, the ~· the verdict of 

God, revealed in the manner stated. 

The Companions did not record the stoning verse 

despite the statement attributed to 'umar, and despite their 

certainty that the Prophet had stoned, and that stoning is 

one of God's injunctions upon the Muslims. 

'umar did not record it in spite of his certainty 

that it was an aya revealed by God, and in spite of his being 

Head of State and Church. 'Umar knew perfectly well that it 

was not Qur'an. 

ibn Qutaiba had been familiar with the hadith, 'I have been 

given the Qur'an, and with it its like•, 66 an undoubted 

calque on Q 2.106. He explained it as a reference to the 

Sunna which Gabriel brought to Mu~amrnad, as he brought him 

the Qur'an. Thus, for ibn Qutaiba, as latterly also it had 

been for Safi'i, the Sunna was part of revelation. 

Safi'i, in an exegetical dispute, had similarly 

asserted that the root~ (cf. tilawa) might be used 

equally of the Qur'an and the Sunna. 67 

Like the anonymous author of the Mabani, Zarka~I, 

after agonising long over the 'Umar hadith, at length con

cluded that this was an instance of the isolate report on the 

basis of which the text of the Qur'an could not be 

established, although the relevant ruling might be 

ascertained. 58 

ibn ?u!ar in the Yanba' considered that this case 

ouiht not to be included in the liat of~ withdrawn in 
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respect of their wording alone. It was the subject of 

khabar al wahid which gives no basis for statements as to the 

text of the Qur•an. In an undisguised reference to the 

parallel quarrels as to the wording of Q 2.106, and its inter

pretation, he argues that, in any event, stoning is not an 

instance of ~· It is an example of raf' or of nasa' -

deliberate omission from the mushaf. The rulings of verses 

of this kind can be known from sources other than the 

original texts. 69 

Suya~I rejects Zarka~I's convenient solution. 

Stoning cannot be considered from the angle of khabar al wahid 

• Umar had received his Qur'an text direct from the Prophet. 

His own solution is merely apologetic: the reason for the 

withdrawal of this wording is the divine solicitude for the 

welfare of the Muslims. Non-recording of the verse means 

non-dissemination of the ruling. Where committed, the 

offence is best left undisclosed (a detail which has some 

measure of support in a source as distant in time as Malik, 

K. al Hudild). 

Zurqani improves even on SuyQ~I's banality by adding 

that the Qur'an, the Word of God, is inimitable in, among 

other respects, its brevity - hence the omission of this 

verse! 70 Besides, he argues, such things are unseemly, not 

merely to perform, but even to mention in so holy a book.7l 

5 The mu~~af: an incomplete 
record of the Qur'an 

It seems perfectly clear that in all this material - the 

formation of ~adith reports; the recognition of the in

adequacy of the wording of this or that hadith and the 

consequent improvement of the text; the commentary and 

criticism leading to 'interpretation' of the reports; appeal 

to the exegesis of this or that helpful Qur'an verse - we 

are dealing with the attempt to provide the documentation of 

one of two allegations stemm1"ng from the · th ongo1ng eoretical 

discussion between two sets of usillis. 

One group insisted, for methodological reasons, that 

the stoning or the suckling regulations had originally been 

revealed as part of the Qur'an. The other group, 

appreciating that in this view lay serious hidden theoretical 

dangers for the creative role of the Sunna, argued that the 

stoning penalty had been introduced by the Prophet as an 

element in his Sunna. 

Both groups are agreed on the common legal doctrine 

that stoning is indeed the Islamic penalty, and from the 

attempts of the usulis to document the unanimity of the 

fugah§' there naturally developed the secondary dispute as to 

whether thn ~lunna might or might not supersede the Qur' ~n. 

~IH1 ''f h~td not invented the stoning penalty. It was 

in circulation btlort hie day, aa waa alao the atonina verae, 
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in response to the challenge of those who rejected the Figh 

penalty on account of their inability to find any reference 

to it in the Qur'an texts. ~afi'I, on the other hand, had 

espoused the 'A'i~a reports on the suckling verses and his 

argument clearly leads directly to naskh al til~wa duna al 

hukm. --
rabari, the exegete, embraced and defended the view 

that there were omissions from the mushaf which must there-

fore be distinct from the Qur'an. By the latter, he would 

understand all that had ever been revealed to Mu~ammad. By 

mushaf, he would understand all of the Qur'an which had been 

preserved in writing and passed down to posterity by the first 

generation of Muslims, the Companions. rabari had reached 

this position solely on the basis of exegetical hadiths 

originally constructed to document one point of view as to 

the meaning of Q 87, and still in circulation in his day. 

Tabari, the~· found the source of the Islamic Law's 

stoning penalty in the Sunna. He therefore never had need 

of a principle of naskh al tilawa duna al hukm. As far as 

he was concerned, the Sunna in this instance undoubtedly had 

superseded the ruling of the Qur'an. 

Only those usulis who could never concede that the 

Sunna had abrogated the Qur•an were responsible for the 

addition to the theory of this third mode of~· 

The wording al ~aikh wa al ~aikha has been withdrawn, 
but the ruling is still valid in Law. On this 
question, certain scholuro udvanced the view that 
the Qur' lin muy ln1 u br~Jgll ted uy the !Junna. They 
ull ogo thn L (J ''·I •-, WI'\FI t~brn~ulncl by the 'UbildH hadith. 
'l'hln vll'w lu 1dl-nr•ly Ull"''-'~'n~lt.ahlll llince ovon thuuo 
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who countenance the repeal of a Qur'an ruling at the 

hands of the Sunna admit this only in the case of the 
mutawatir or mashur hadith. Isolate reports may 
never in any circumstances supersede the Book. 

Further, all scholars are agreed that the wording of 
the Book could never be superseded, whatever the 
'spread' of the report. Our opinion is that neither 
the ruling nor the wording of the Qur'an can in any 

circumstances be superseded by the hadith reports of 
the Sunna. Q 4 can be regarded as having been 
abrogated solely by the stoning verse. 1 

The Qur'an, we are reminded by another scholar was 

established by the consensus. It is thus very different 

from that which is liable to provoke argument. The texts of 

the Qur•an are securely recorded in the mushaf, they are 

repeated on the tongues and preserved in the breasts of men. 

The Almighty has testified to its rulings, has promised to 

preserve it and has rendered His Prophet immune from errors, 

slips of the tongue or forgetfulness in respect of His 

revelations which He had taught him to recite. 

The Sunna, on the contrary, has not come down from 

the whole body of the Muslims. It is transmitted by a mere 

one or two. The total number of the transmitters does not 

match that of the Qur'an. How then could the Sunna replace 

the Qur'an, when they are far from equal in terms of 

inimitability, textual preservation and transmission? 

Differences have afflicted the interpretation of the Sunna, 

somewhat reducing its probative force. The utmost that can 

be claimed on its behalf is that the Sunna serves to eluci

date the Qur•an, never to abrogate it. 

ConuJdnr the case of Q 4.15. The text is mutaw~tir. 

It convoys t.li, (:ummand to detain women in their quartera until 
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death release them or God appoint u wuy. The Prophet said, 

'Take it from me! God has now appointed the way', and he 

explained what that way was. 
2 revealed in Q 24.2. 

It was the flogging penalty 

The Sunna- the Prophet's stoning the adulterer- has 
not been established by tawatur, but only by isolate 
reports. The most one might say is that the 
community unanimously accepts stoning and since ijma' 
cannot abrogate a source (it merely serves to indicate 
the existence of a mutawatir source that did 
abrogate), to identify that source as having been a 
mutawatir ~ which, however, has not reached us, 
is no more satisfactory than to attribute the naskh 
in question to a mutawatir verse which also has 
failed to reach us owing to the withdrawal of the 
wording. 3 

Statements of this kind identify the methodological theories 

as the birthplace of the stoning verse. 

It cannot be argued, merely because 'umar said in 
his hadith, 'But that I fear that men will accuse me 
of adding to the Qur'an something that does not 
belong to it I would have recorded al saikh wa al 
§aikha', or that, if recorded, it would have been 
written on the margin of the mushaf, that that in
dicates that it was not really part of the Qur'an. 
For we hold that it could have been a verse whose 
wording alone was withdrawn. Nor can it be held 
that ayat al §aikh wa al saikha was never established 
by tawatur but depended solely upon 'umar's word; 
that the abrogation of the mutawatir [Q 24.2] by the 
isolate is never admitted by the scholars; and 
that, since stoning is documented solely in isolate 
reports, one is inevitably forced to the conclusion 
that stoning is derived from the consensus of the 
scholars. But the ijml!' cunno t ~:utrve in its own 
right to abrogate a souroo- Lt. merely indicateo the 
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fact of abrogation, 
of the existence of 
abrogating. Thus, 

and thus signals their awareness 
a mutawatir source that did the 
to postulate on this topic the 

existence at one time of a mutawatir ~· which has 
not however reached us, is in no way preferable to 
postulating the existence at one time of a Qur•an 
verse which has not reached us, owing to the with
drawal of the wording. 4 

The significant feature of the discussions is the central 

fact of the consensus among the fugaha' that, in given 

circumstances, the Islamic penalty is in fact death by 

stoning. All that the discussions make clear is that what 

the Muslim who inherited the Figh rulings and then set out to 

review them in the light of the assumptions of usul al fiqh 

sought to discover was, which of the two primary sources, 

conceived as underlying the Figh, had provided the document 

which led to the ruling and best served to verify it. 

ibn al Jawzi reports: 'The scholars are divided on 
the question of the documentation of the stoning 
penalty. One party argues that it was derived from 
a Qur'an revelation whose wording alone, however, was 
withdrawn. The second party sees the source as 
having been the Sunna.'5 

Only the first of the two groups interests us. It is surely 

undeniable, in the light of all that has been set out up to 

this point, that given that a sizeable number of the Muslim 

scholars - and those not among the least influential thinkers 

in the history of the development of the Islamic sciences -

maintained that the Qur'an had originally been of greater 

extent than is to be found in the texts as they have come 

down to uo, tho offoct of such ideas upon the Muslim version 

of the hlntory or thn Qur'lin texts, and especially upon the 
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history of their first collection, must be traceable in the 

collection hadiths as these begin to appear, and in their 

turn evolve in the light of the findings of usul al fiqh. 

The Muslims would naturally adopt that version of 

the history of the Qur'an, and especially of its first 

collection, which was in conformity with their outlook. It 

was immaterial whether their theoretical views had derived 

from the implications of the Figh, or from the implications 

of exegetical hadiths relevant to the interpretation of 

certain Qur'an verses. 

Unlike Safi'I, rabari was one of those scholars who 

accepted with equanimity the ~ proposition that the Surma 

had superseded the Qur'an. rabari had no theoretical need 

of any principle of naskh al tilawa duna al hukm - of a 

principle that is, that the mushaf did not coincide with the 

Qur'§n. rabari found the source and the justification of 

the stoning penalty in the Sunna. 6 He did not require to 

posit the existence at one time of a stoning verse, present 

no longer in the mushaf. But neither could he ignore the 

presence in the Tradition of hadiths reporting the absence of 

this or that aya of the Qur•an from the texts which had been 

put together by the Companions. The verses had been for-

gotten either by the Prophet or by his Companions before the 

texts had been first assembled. 

We have seen that such stories can be accounted for 

in terms of the exegesis of verses such as Q 87. But in 

the uge of taqlid, hadtthn of uound ianftd must be accepted. 

To that extent, thPrflfor•ro, 'j'~hllt'T WAR obliged to suppose that 

Uur'lln and mu2t,1u!' WIH'P twu 111,:~t.Lnut anc1 Jeparate entities. 
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Thus, scholars who for systematic reasons were driven 

to presume the presence in the Qur'an at one time of certain 

legal rulings which are not referred to in the Qur'an, were 

joined by scholars such as rabari who had no theoretical need 

to seek refuge in such an assumption. Both classes of 

scholar subscribed in common to the view that our present 

texts of the Qur'an, that is, the mushaf, must be incomplete. 

The general view that the texts of the mushaf are in

complete leads quite naturally to the exclusion of the 

Prophet from the history of their collection, but only as 

long as the Muslims are discussing the history of the Qur'an 

document. 

The Qur'an, however, as we have already noted, was 

much more to the Muslims than merely a document. For them, 

the Qur'an was both document and source. As document, it 

was referred to as the mushaf. As source, it was known as 

kitab allah, the Book of God. Obviously the Muslims had to 

associate their Prophet with the Book of God, since only 

through him and by him was the Book of God knowable. The 

fact of the revelation to the Prophet is the sole sanction 

of kitab allah as source, both for those elements in which 

it happens to agree with the mushaf, but even more particu

larly for those which kitab allah guarantees, despite their 

absence from the mu~gaf. Instances met with were the 

stoning verse and the sucklings verse. 

In brief, the term kitab allah represents a conven

ient concept of both a theoretical and an ideal pseudo-

historical 8XH~Dttcally derived nature. 

~y contr~uL, ref~>rn Lo u physical object. 

The term mushaf, 
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The verbal distinction between mu~~af and kitab was 

not always strictly observed and great care has to be 

exercised if one is to determine what, in any given context, 

is actually being discussed. 

The Muslim argument on the collection of the Qur'an 

texts is the reverse of the European. Since we 'know', but 

only by accepting at face value Muslim assertions to this 

effect, that the Qur•an was not first collected until after 

the Prophet's death, we have on that account supposed that 

the likelihood is that it will be incomplete. 7 The Muslims, 

'knowing' that it is incomplete, have on that account argued 

that it could not have been collected until after the 

Prophet's death. 

Verses which remained valid for the Figh up to the 

moment of the Prophet's death, and were recognised as con

tinuing valid after the Prophet's death, would not, one might 

suppose, have been omitted from the mushaf if the texts of 

the revelation had been assembled, checked, edited and 

promulgated by the Prophet himself. 

Unfortunately, as will also shortly be seen, the 

Muslims required simultaneously to hold certain other views 

touching the Qur'an incompatible with this particular 

conclusion. One might instance their doctrine of the 

Qur'~n's tawatur alongside their acceptance and recognition 

of so-called Companion variant readings. The total evidence 

they have adduced in this sphere, and in that in confirmation 

of the sum of their attitudes, has led to confusion and 

serious contradiction within the Mualim accounts of the 

history of the collection or the text• c! the Qur•mn. Tho a a 
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confusions and contradictions will be of considerable 

assistance as we review and analyse their accounts. 



PART II 

The history of the collection 
of the Qur'an texts 



6 The first collection 

The history of the collection of the Qur'an texts was dis

cussed by the Muslim under the aegis of three views: 

1. the virtually unanimous opinion that our present Qur'an 

texts (the mushaf) are incomplete; 

2. the virtually unanimous acceptance of the proposition 

that the first stage in the history of the Qur'an texts 

was marked by the circulation of a number of not quite 

identical recensions privately assembled and independently 

organised by a number of Mu~ammad's contemporaries; 

3. the unanimous assertion that there obtains conflict 

between the sources of the Figh: Qur'an and Sunna. 

The major European work in this field is the 

magisterial Geschichte des Qorans (1860) by Th. Noldeke, as 

revised by Fr. Schwally's second edition, part 2 (Leipzig 

1919) • Since the publication of this edition no new 

suggestions on the history of the Qur'an texts have been 

advanced. 

'Abdullah b. 'Umar reportedly said, 'Let none of you 

say, "I have got the whole of the Qur'an." How does he 

know what all of it is? Much of the Qur'an has gone [£ h b]. 

Let him say instead, "1 have got what has survived."'! 

The intimate connection between this utterance and 

the ola11ioal bef11Dt on the oolltotion ot the Qur'ln text• 
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is illustrated by a remark attributed to Zaid b. Thabit, 'The 

Prophet died and the Qur'~n had not been assembled into a 

single place.• 2 For it is this same Zaid who plays the 

central role in all the hadiths on the post-Muhammadan 

collection(s) of the revealed texts variously attributed to 

the Prophet's first, second and third successor. 

In these reports, two motives are insistent: the 

failure by Mu~ammad to collect and edit the texts; and the 

suggestion of the incompleteness, potential or actual which 

might have been expected to follow. 

Zaid reports, 'Abu Bakr sent for me on the occasion 

of the deaths of those killed in the Yemama wars. I 

found 'umar b. al Khattab with him. Abu Bakr said, 

"'Umar has just come to me and said, 'In the Yemama 

fighting death has dealt most severely with the gurra' 

and I fear it will deal with equal severity with them 
in other theatres of war and as a result much of the 

Qur'an will perish [£ h b]. I am therefore of the 

opinion that you should command that the Qur'an be 

collected.'" Abu Bakr added, "I said to 'umar, 'How 

can we do what the Prophet never did?' 'Umar replied 

that it was nonetheless a good act. He did not 

cease replying to my scruples until God reconciled me 

to the undertaking." Abu Bakr continued, "Zaid, you 
are young and intelligent and we know nothing to your 

discredit. You used to record the revelations for 

the Prophet, so pursue the Qur'an and collect it all 

together." By God! had they asked me to remove a 
mountain it could not have been more weighty than 

what they would now have me do in ordering me to 

collect the Qur'an. I therefore asked them how 

they could do what the Prophet had not done but Abu 
Bakr insisted that it wuu pol'mlssible. He did nol 

co~:~oe replying to my ::Jc r11pl "" IHI U 1 God rcconc 11 Nl 

rnn Lu t.hn \Hldnr t.uk I np; 1111 llr• l1~11l 111 I'I'IIHly r•nconc I Lr•d 
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Abu Bakr and 'umar. I thereupon pursued the Qur'an 

collecting it all together from palm-branches, flat 

stones and the memories of men. I found the las~ 

verse of surat al Tawba in the possession of Abu 

Khuzaima al An~ari, having found it with no one else, 

"There has now come to you ... " to the end of the 
sura.' 

The sheets [suhuf] that Zaid prepared in this 
..t.-..&..-

manner remained in the keeping of Abu Bakr. On his 

death, they passed to 'umar who then bequeathed them 

on his death to his daughter ~af~a.3 

A number of points arising from this had!th have been noted 

in the Muslim commentaries. 

It reconciles a tradition that Abu Bakr was the first 

to collect the texts with variant traditions which ascribe 

the initiative to 'umar. 4 

The repetition of the motif that the Prophet had not 

collected the texts, together with the reference to the 

deaths of the gurra' or Qur'an memorisers, and 'Umar's con-

sequent fear that much of the Qur'an would perish; the 

reference to the primitiveness of the materials on which the 

revelations had been recorded in the lifetime of the Prophet 

and upon which Zaid was partly dependent for the preparation 

of his recension - all these elements predispose one to an 

expectation that the edition prepared by Zaid might be 

incomplete. Yet such expectation is balanced by the 

assurance that our text is in actual fact complete. 

Noldeke exaggerated the role played by written 

documents in Zaid's activity, for we note here the emphasis 

placed upon the missing verse supplied by one man's memory. 

Zuld roullt1nd thut a verse which he knew to be part of the 

r·nv~lntJ or1 an<l whioh he reculled waa not to be found among 
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Mu~ammad's survivors. However he at last did discover it in 

one man's possession. The verse is therefore attested by 

two competent witnesses. 

Reference is made explicitly to Zaid's youth. In 

addition, the information that Zaid had been employed to 

write down the revelations for the Prophet guarantees the 

~of Zaid's text. 

direct from the Prophet. 

Prophet's late period. 

It is marfu', that is, received 

Further, it dates from the 

As nothing to Zaid's discredit is 

known, his testimony is that of du 'adlin. 

But we also find in the Tradition the following: 

'umar b. al Kha~~ab enquired about a verse of the 
Book of God. On being informed that it had been in 
the possession of so-and-so who had been killed in 
the Yem~ma wars, 'Umar exclaimed the formula 
expressing loss, 'We are God's and unto Him is our 
return.' 'Umar gave the command and the Qur'an was 
collected. He was the first to collect the Qur'an.5 

The Qur'an texts which come down to us from 'umar's day are 

unquestionably incomplete. 

Zuhri reports that when slaughter befell the Muslims 

in the Yemama it was Abu Bakr who feared that many of the 

gurra' would perish. 6 Suggesting that nothing of the Qur'an 

had been lost, this report concurs with the report from Zaid 

in indicating that our Qur'an texts are in actual fact 

complete. 

It is said that upward of 700 Companions fell in the Yemama. 

Sufy!n reports that when Salim was slain 'umar .1astened to 

AbO Bakr.7 But, as Sllim had already 'collected the Qur'!n 

into • ainalt volume' - ht waa the t1r•' to collect the 
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Qur•an, and gave it the name mushaf, a word he had heard in 

Ethiopia8 - his death would have had no damaging effect for 

the texts. 

'Ali reported that the stoning verse had been revealed 

but those who bore it together with other verses in their 

memories perished in the Yemama.9 

Two questions have therefore been broached: 1. the 

completeness/incompleteness of the mushaf; 2. the first to 

have collected it. This was either Abu Bakr, or 'umar or 

Salim, or it might have been 'Ali who 'on the death of the 

Prophet vowed that he would not don outdoor clothes until he 

had collected the Qur'an into a single volume'. 10 

The task, whoever first accomplished it, was merely 

one of assembling the Qur'an which 'already in the lifetime 

of the Prophet was recorded in writing. Abu Bakr's contri-

bution was to arrange for the transfer of these sheets, then 

scattered about Medina, into a single volume.' God informs 

us that in Mu~ammad's day the Qur'an was written on 'pure 

sheets from which he recites' •11 Q 98.2 may or may not 

refer to Mu~ammad. In either event, the remark is 

exegetical rather than historical. 

Only an appreciation that entirely independent needs, 

pulling in opposite directions and directing to differing 

conclusions, are operative here, will enable us to realise 

that several distinct Qur'an's are envisaged in these 

apparently contradictory discussions. 

Kit!b all~h is the source of the Islamic Law. The 

Qur'!n, Scriptur~ and credentials of the polity of Islam, is 

!d~ally Ld~r1llaul with that revouled to tho Prophet and 
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transmitted to our times without addition, without 

subtraction, a whole complete and true record of the divine 

revelations. 12 But the Qur'an, the mutawatir document on 

the basis of whose texts alone the prayer of the Muslim is 

valid, nevertheless differs from both kitab allah and the 

mushaf prepared by any of M~ammad's Companions save only Abu 

Bakr or 'umar, or perhaps 'Uthman. 

The first to collect the Qur'an between two covers 

was Abu Bakr. awwal man jama'a al Qur'an baina lawhain. 1 3 

'Ali said, 'God bless Abu Bakr! He was the first to 

collect the Qur'an between two covers•, 14 and again, 'the 

greatest reward in respect of the ma~ahif will fall to Abu 

Bakr for he was the first to collect the text between two 

covers•. 15 

Hi~am b. 'Urwa reports his father as saying, 'Abu 

Bakr collected the Qur•an after the death of the Prophet.• 16 

'umar was the first to collect the Qur'an into a 
single volume [mushaf] ••• 'umar desired to collect the 
Qur'an. He addressed the people, 'Whoever among you 
received any part of the Qur'an directly from the 
very mouth of the Prophet let him bring it here to 
us. ,17 

In one version of the report on 'Ali's vow, we read, 'until I 

collected the Qur'an between two covers'. 

The commentators assure us that this version is 

erroneous. Only a single transmitter credits 'Ali with a 

collection ab initio. The report is isolate. 18 Omitting 

the words, 'between two covers' or 'into a single volume', 

and supposing the transmission to be accurate, the meaning 

o! Jtrpa'ell Qur'lp would bo 'mnmor1Dotl tho Qur'An•. 19 
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Similarly, where used of 'umar, the root~ 

signifies a~ara bi jam'ihi, 'advised its collection•. 20 

Schwally too readily swallowed the equation of ~ 

with 'to get by heart'; but he dismissed the equation of 

~with a~ara bi jam'ihi as arbitrary. 21 

Elsewhere we are assured that Zaid first wrote out 

the Qur'an for Abu Bakr on scraps of leather and on palm-

branches. On the death of Abu Bakr, 'Umar appointed Zaid 

to transcribe his materials into the ~a~Ifa which remained 

in 'Umar's possession. 22 Zaid says that they had been 

accustomed to organising the Qur'an from these scraps in the 

presence of the Prophet. 23 

'umar decided to collect the Qur'an. He addressed 
the people, 'Let whoever received direct from the 
mouth of the Prophet any part of the Qur'an now 
bring it here to us.' They had written what they 
had heard on sheets, tablets and palm-branches. 
'Umar would not accept anything from anyone until 
two witnesses bore testimony. He was assassinated 
while still engaged on his collection. His 
successor, 'Uthman addressed the people, 'Let who
ever has anything of the Book of God bring it here 
to us.' 'Uthman would accept nothing from anyone 
until two witnesses bore testimony. Khuzaima b. 
Thabit said, 'I see that you have omitted two verses. 
You have not written them.' They asked what they 
were and he said, 'I had direct from the Prophet: 
"There has come to you ••• ". 'Uthman said, 'And I 
bear witness that these verses come from God.' He 
asked Khuzaima where they should enter them. He 
rep1ied, 'Make them the close of the latest Qur'anic 
revelation.' 

?I, 
wcn·da. 

Thus was Bara'a sealed with these 

'l'ht! r·opur•t rr;ot·~;tllt~ not only tho above Zuid had!th. It is 
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also connected with the following: 

They collected the Qur'an into a mushaf in the reign 
of Abu Bakr, some men writing to the dictation of 
Ubayy. When they reached Q 9.127 some supposed that 
that was the last part of the Qur'an to have been 
revealed. But Ubayy pointed out that the Prophet 
had taught him two verses more and, since they were 
the last of the Qur'an to be revealed, the Book 
should close on the note on which it had begun. 25 

The concern with the ~ of the Qur'an and its tawatur is 

patent. No part of the Qur'an is khabar wa~id, based on the 

word of a single guarantor. Nothing was accepted into the 

mushaf until two witnesses bore testimony. Nothing was 

included unless it had been heard direct from the very mouth 

of the Prophet. 

The concern with the dating of the collection is 

equally evident. In what concerns the ~. the name of 

Ubayy has not yet finally been replaced by that of Zaid. 

Ubayy had served Mu~ammad as amanuensis before Zaid's 

selection. Zaid is the later of two witnesses. 26 In a 

further hadith, Ubayy's name had not yet been replaced by 

that of ~af~a, 'They collected the Qur'an from the codex 

prepared by Ubayy' (Ma~a~if, p. 30). 

Reference to the last verse of the Qur'an to be 

revealed, and thus to be recorded, is in SuyOti's view a 

gratuitous allusion to matters other than collecting. There 

is nowhere any suggestion that the scraps of the revelations 

had been arranged chronologically. The date of revelation 

waD ignored in arranging the Qur'an tcxt.r. . Dates are 

r·n I ovant only t o aJ ntl.sikh wa nl rnllnnnldi. 

'l'h(' hod! lh l'UI'tlltH' !'l'IH'PPPIJ I" <~II lllt:IJffiP 1 n Lo rcu ch I np; 
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after fulfilment of a rule laid down in Q 2.282 for the 

correct action to be taken in recording a debt, 'Let the 
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scribe write and let the borrower dictate.' Ubayy dictated 

and the others wrote. The hadith however marks incomplete 

verification of the verses contributed by Ubayy, since he is 

their sole witness. 'umar and 'Uthman had demanded two wit-

nesses for acceptance into the mu~~f. 

In the 'Uthman ~ad!th, 'Uthman himself volunteered 

corroboration of the testimony of Khuzaima b. Thabit. 

Earlier we noted Zaid b. Thabit's endorsement of the 

testimony of Abu Khuzaima on the very same verse. A further 

hadith features one al ~arith b. Khuzaima who brought this 
r 27 very verse to Umar. 

Q 2.282 carries the additional admonition, 'demand 

the testimony of two of your men'. 

Abu Bakr ordered 'umar and Zaid to sit in the gate of 

the mosque and to include in the mu~~f only what was vouched 
28 for by the testimony of two men. 

'Uthman asked whose was the purest speech and whose 

the greatest acquaintance with the Qur'an. 29 A variant 

might mean whose is the greatest acquaintance with the Book, 

alternatively, with the art of writing. 30 On their reply, 

he commanded, 'Let Sa'Id dictate and let Zaid write.' 

This proper solicitude of the Muslims to find, con

sistently throughout every phase of the first moves to 

record the Qur'an texts, two witnesses to authenticate verses 

lo be includt>d in the mushaf, a motif undeniably derived from 

(J :-', 2fl ? , 1 ,,d t.o 1.1 remarkable status being conferred upon the 

Indl.vldun l f'r•"m whom Zald, in tho ro.ign of AlJO flukr, had 
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recovered the verse from Q 9 which he had failed to find with 

anyone else. Unhappily, however, the elegance of this 

rationalisation is marred by uncertainty as to the man's 

identity. 

'Khuzaima was known as du al sahadatain. The Prophet 

had declared his testimony equal to that of two men.•31 

The verse was volunteered by Abu Khuzaima. 'The 

Prophet had declared his evidence the equal of that of two 

men.' 32 

In default of this item of information, Q 2.282's two 

witnesses might refer to abstract testimonies. Zaid' s words, 

'I did not find it with anyone else', were interpreted to 

mean that he had not found the verse in writing with anyone 

else.33 That indicates that Zaid had not been satisfied with 

mere remembrance to the exclusion of written evidence, nor 

had he been satisfied with mere written records until that 

which was found in writing was endorsed by the memories of 

other witnesses.34 The memories and the written records to-

gether thus afford two classes of testimony: receipt of the 

revelations direct from the Prophet- sama'; recording

kit~ba (i.e. recording during the Prophet's lifetime). 

Two principal tendencies are detectable throughout 

the confusions of the ~adiths: 

l. The mushaf is incomplete. Its collection was not 

undertaken until some time after the death of the Prophet. 

Zuhri reports, 'We have heard that many Qur'an 
passages were revealed but: l.hnt those who had 
memorised them ft'll In 1.11" Yllrn~mn fighting. Those 

po:>snger; lutcl rl<> L ''""'' WI' I I I ''II d•1WT1 nnd, f.o] low.l ng 
t.l11• dtll.lU\1,1 "r lll"li" wl111 ~IIII"W llinm, wor·t' no longor 
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known; nor had Abu Bakr, nor 'umar nor 'Uthm§n as yet 
collected the texts of the Qur'an.35 Those lost 
passages were not to be found with anyone after the 
deaths of those who had memorised them. This, I 
understand, was one of the considerations which 
impelled them to pursue the Qur'an during the reign 
of Abu Bakr, committing it to sheets for fear that 
there should perish in further theatres of war men who 
bore much of the Qur'an which they would take to the 
grave with them on their fall, and which, with their 
passing, would not be found with any other.36 

The motif of the Qur'an's incompleteness collides head-on with 

the Qur'an's tawatur. 

2. The Qur'an texts in the hands of the Muslims represent 

the universal Qur'an Tradition of the text as preserved by 

the countless number of Mu~ammad's Companions living on at 

and around Medina after the Prophet's death. 

The device of the two witnesses, borrowed as we see 

from the Qur'an source, was intended to rebut any suggestion 

arising from the oldest accounts of the collection of the 

Qur'an texts that the mushaf represented that class of dubious 

information from the Apostolic age dubbed in the jargon of 

the Hadith specialists khabar al wa~id, the isolate report. 

It does not follow from Zaid's saying that he had 
failed to find the aya from surat al Tawba in the 
possession of anyone else, that at that time it was 
not mutawatira among those who had learnt their 
Qur'an from the Companions, but had not heard it 
direct from the Prophet. What Zaid was seeking was 
the evidence of those who had had their Qur'an texts 
direc t from the Prophet. Besides, it is probable 
Lhn L wh en /.rJ I d found it with flbi1 Khuzaima the other 
r:,,rnprntl<>llt' ,.,.,~n J.'I C'd hnvlnp; heard .i t. Zald himself 
<' P I'it~IIIIY J'rwnllod thul hn lwd lwur·d IL. .. 
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al Da'udi commented that Abu Khuzaima was not the 
sole witness. Zaid knew the verse. It was thus 
attested by two men. Da'udi was under the misappre
hension that the rule that the Qur'an text cannot be 
established on the basis of the isolate report refers 
to reports from single individuals. That is not the 
case. By isolate is meant all reports which do not 
satisfy all the conditions of tawatur. The number 
of transmitters might be considerable and yet, should 
one of the conditions of tawatur be lacking, the 
report would be regarded as isolate. The correct 
interpretation of Zaid's remark that he had failed 
to find the aya with anyone else is that he had 
failed to find it in writing, not that he had failed 
to find those who bore it in their memories. 37 

The reports that 'Umar would not accept anything into 

the mu~~af until two witnesses had borne testimony 
indicate that Zaid did not satisfy himself with 
merely finding something in writing. He further 

required in his extremely cautious approach that 
those who had received the Qur'an direct from the 
Prophet should also give their testimony, although 
Zaid himself knew that the verse was an authentic part 

of the Qur'an.38 

The technical desirability of furnishing the Qur'an texts with 

the tawatur now demanded by the scholars is adequately 

reflected in the various techniques which have been worked 

into the texts or into the interpretation of the available 

collection ~adiths. 

A significant and troublesome breach of this rule of 

tawatur will shortly occupy our attention. 

The extreme caution exercised by Zaid in his work of 

puroulng and collecting the Qur'Drr L0xtu was a sufficient 

p;wrrnn Lt•o 'Lhu L wliut the Muo I !. me; ft>lltlll In Uw l.r copio r> of Uw 
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mu~~af consisted solely of texts that properly belonged there, 

and that nothing th3t did not belong there had found its way 

into the text. 

There was no similar guarantee that all that did 

belong there had been included and that nothing that belonged 

to the Qur'an had been excluded. 

Zaid's test, it will be seen, was negative. 

Noldeke expressed the commonsense view that it may 

be doubted whether in the very earliest days, when he had next 

to no following, Mu~ammad had already begun to have his 

revelations recorded. If he had not, then it is always 

possible that some of the earliest Qur'an revelations have 

not survived. 39 The suggestion is inherently probable. 

is not of course the view that the Muslims have formed. 

We have already considered what for convenience I 

called the exegetes' concern for the distinction between 

Mu~ammad's human and his prophetic memory. It is of the 

It 

utmost import that we bear in mind constantly when reviewing 

the Muslim accounts of the history of the texts of the Qur'an 

that Mu~ammad, the Prophet, could never merely forget any of 

the Qur'an, even if Mu~ammad, the man, might occasionally 

fail to recall this or that verse in ordinary everyday life, 

as when, for example, he went into the mosque to pray. 'The 

Messenger of God heard a man recite by night and said, "May 

God have mercy on that man! He has just reminded me of 

verse so-and-so that I had forgotten from sura such-and

uuch."'40 

Mr"ll't' Li11H1 onciJ already we have traced nuch reports 

Lo t.lrn cllrtp111f1t1 nt1 t.lre t'Xog1•Ulu of veruou cunt.nlnlng 
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functions of the root ~· 

Bukhari preserves a hadith t o the effect that some men 

waited upon ibn 'Abbas, cousin and supporter of 'Ali, and 

later upon Mugammad b. al ~anafiya , son of 'Ali and himself a 

figurehead in the SI'a•s claims on behalf of the Holy Family. 

To the question whether Mugammad had 'left anything' each of 

these notables in turn replied that Mugammad had left no more 

than may be found between the •two covers'. ibn ~ajar 

corrunents, 'JViugammad did not omit from the mushaf any part of 

the Qur'an which ought to be publicly recited [at prayer].• 41 

That implies that there is Qur ' an material missing 

from the mus~f that need not be publicly recited. For ibn 

~ajar, the hadith denies the existence outside the mushaf of 

verses which ought to have been included. 

That implies that there are verses that ought not to 

be included in the mushaf. He finds this reading of t he 

tafsir of the hadith confirmed by other reports from 

Companions mentioning Qur'an materials revealed, but subse-

quently withdrawn in respect of their wording. That had not 

prejudiced the continuing legal validity of their rulings. 

The wording had simply been omitted from the mushaf. An 

instance of the kind is 'umar's report on the omission of the 

stoning verse. 

Other verses had been withdrawn in respect of both 

their wording and ruling. An example in the Tradition is 

Anas' hadith on the Qur'an's reference to the Bi'r Ma'una 
~-

martyrs. Further cases include Uhayy' :; remark tha t Al]zab 

!11Hl or1gl.na l ly br.rm us l ong an Hnqllt'll; l,lu.s,!u\fA':~ r em ~n ·k, 

''l'll r y ci<m' 1. t•t•c:.l In,, qlllll'l.t'l' c1 1' 1.11 Lle.r@..:Ji! l.odny.' 
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These are all sound hadiths and represent instances 

of naskh al hukm wa al til~wa and naskh al til~wa dGna al hukm. 

Both are types of Qur'an omission from the mushaf. 

Omissions fall into two classes: revelations with-

drawn in respect of their wording and ruling - withdrawn from 

both document and source; and, secondly, revelations 

withdrawn in respect of their wording alone - withdrawn from 

the document alone. 

The Qa~I Abu Bakr al B~qillani states, 'The entire 
Qur'an revealed by God and commanded by Him to be 
recorded in writing, except what He suppressed, 
wording and ruling together, or wording only, although 
He may also have suppressed the ruling, is this which 
is between the two covers. Not one jot is missing 
and not one tittle has been added.• 42 

The~ has defined the mushaf, not the Qur'~n. Only Qur'~n 

verses whose wording has been unaffected by the two modes of 

withdrawal have been included in the mushaf. Excluded, 

therefore, were all passages whose wording and ruling had 

been nullified and all passages whose wording alone had been 

nullified. In the latter case, the ruling may well have 

continued valid as in the case of the stoning verse. 

Insofar, therefore, as the formal contents of the Qur'an are 

concerned, we cannot afford not to take into account the 

Islamic theories of nasikh and mansukh. As already 

lndicated, the theories have influenced the Muslim accounts 

of the history and collection of the Qur'an texts to the 

r• xL•n t o f' c:o n uc l nu n Jy, deliberately and systematically 

t• xc· J ud I n,.r, Mili,I MIIIIIIncl l'r·orn ul l ctogc.s o f the propurutlon and 

pt'< >ttlllllf.N LI.,n .. r tho Uur'l!n l.nxt.r1 which wo hnve bl'foro utJ 
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today. In short, there are no Muslim accounts of the 

collection of the Qur'an. There are only accounts of the 

history of the collection of the mu~~f. These are the 

children of the history of the Muslim concept 'Qur'an'. 

The Prophet's removal from the history of the 

collection of our texts of the Qur'an was rationalised into 

the virtual impossibility of his participation. On Zaid's 

remark that the Prophet had died before the Qur'an had been 

brought together, Kha~~abi reflected, 

It is likely that the reason the Prophet did not 
collect the Qur'an into a single volume was his 
expectation that~ would affect either some of 
its legal provisions, or some of the wording. But 
once the revelation of the Qur'an ceased on the 
Prophet's death, God inspired his successors to the 
task of collecting the texts of the Qur'an in fulfil
ment of the divine promise to preserve it. 43 

Zarka~I saw the danger of Mu~ammad's playing his part in the 

collection of the texts for 

with naskh a regular event, had Mu~ammad brought the 
Qur'an into a single volume and then some part of 
the wording were withdrawn, the seeds of the 
corruption of Islam might well have been sown. God 
preserved the texts of the revelation in the memories 
of the Muslims until the time when naskh was possible 
had come to an end. 44 

~ in both these statements visibly refers only to the 

withdrawal of wording. 

Taking hadiths about Mu~ammad's forgetting, or a 

verse being withdrawn at their face value, European scholars 

have all missed the point. 

'Abdullllh b. Mas 'ad roporh!l that the Prophot hnd 
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taught him to recite a particular Qur'an verse which he 

learned by heart and copied out in his personal mushaf. When 

night came, and 'Abdullah rose to pray, he desired to recite 

that aya but could not recall a syllable. In the morning he 

consulted his mushaf, only to find the page blank! He 

mentioned this to the Prophet who told him that that verse 

had been withdrawn that very night. 

Ntndeke argued, 

Eine vollstandige Sammlung des ganzen Qorans war 
schon seinem Verfasser selbst kaum m~glich. Denn 
nicht nur hatte er auch nach der Uberlieferung der 
Muslime und sogar dem Zeugnisse des Qorans manche 
Stucke schon selbst vergessen, manche wurden auch 
absichtlich von ihm verMndert. 45 

The Qur'an whose testimony is here invoked is Q 2.106 and 

Q 87.6-7! 

The Muslim accounts we have just considered, and 

which Noldeke has just oversimplified, are rather more subtle 

than he or Schwally realised. 

The commentators spoke of the withdrawal of either 

the ruling or the wording of Qur'an verses, and we have learnt 

that the latter phenomenon had in the theory of the usulis 

two aspects: withdrawal of both wording and ruling; with-

drawal of the wording alone. In the latter case, the with-

drawal of the wording was held to have had no effect upon the 

validity of the ruling. Naturally, it had no significance 

whatsoever for the contents of the mushaf. 

In the classical stag~ of the development of the new 

tmb-oclcm:n of naskh three phenomena were isolated. 

1. N~:tt~kll ctl vukm wa al tilliwa, tho uuppretwion of both 
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2. 

3. 
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the wording and the ruling of an alleged revealed 

Qur'an statement. 

Naskh al hukm duna al tilawa, the suppression of one 

Qur'an ruling, replaced by another Qur'an ruling or 

by a Sunna ruling; the suppression of a Sunna ruling, 

replaced by another Sunna ruling, or by a Qur'an 

ruling. 

Naskh al tilawa duna al hukm, the suppression of a 

Qur•an wording without prejudice, however, to the 

continuing validity of its O\'.'TI ruling for legal 

purposes (i.e. for Fioh-validation purposes in ~ul 

al fiqh). 

The commentators spoke above of both l a~d 2 and both 

are presented also in Noldeke's statement. But neither 

Noldeke nor any other European writer on the history of the 

collection of the Qur'an texts has, although using the Muslim 

accounts, taken the measure of the pressure exerted upon the 

shaping of the reports on Zaid's activities by the third 

category of ~~kh. 

Without a detailed analysis of the invention and 

development of this third mode of ge~kh, such as we have 

attempted to provide in this study, it is impossible to make 

sense of the entire body of Muslim utterances on the history 

of the collection(s) of the Qur'an texts, or to expose the 

compromise character of the Muslim accounts of the several 

stages through which the Qur'an texts were envisaged as 

huvlng passed. 

'l'ht• thrr)f' .!J!.!.flkh forrr.ul:11• <'till l.lr<'m:wlves be shown t o 
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period of anxiety caused by the apparent conflicts both with

in the texts of the Tradition and between the Fi~ and a 

Tradition seen as consisting of both Qur•an and Sunna. 

In the discussions on the Qur'anic component of that 

Tradition, two of the formulae, which can have relevance only 

for the Qur'an, presuppose omissions from the texts of the 

Qur'an document. Omissions, in the nature of things, can be 

documented solely on the basis of ~adith reports. 

The third formula, naskh al hukm duna al tilawa, 

refers impartially either to the Qur'an or the Sunna source. 

Its wording indicates the embarrassment caused by the 

presence in our Qur'an texts of verses thought by the usuli 
-..L-

to have become inoperative since the fugaha' had ignored them. 

The Qur'an document was not always a source. 

The formula naskh al hukm wa al tilawa represents the 

final formalisation of the exegetically derived notion that 

Mu~ammad had forgotten/been caused to forget unspecified 

parts of the Qur•an revelation. 

Naskh al tilawa duna al hukm represents the claim of 

a Qur'anic origin for certain Fiqh rulings nowhere mentioned 

in the transmitted texts of the Qur'an document, the mu~~af, 

and even, as in the case of the stoning penalty, flying in 

the face of the ruling which is there mentioned. In brief, 

the formula represents an attempt at notional interpolation 

in an ideal text. Naskh al tilawa dfrna al hukm faced 

rlifficulties peculiar to itself. Had the wording really 

be on nuprn·c-u::r•d, the ruling dcri ved from the wording would 

hu VI' l) r.: <• rr I,. f' I w I Urnut the [;upport of any existing document-

11/'Y ~i<>IJJ'""· 'l'lrlr• JJ\()dt> "f' ~ ~1111; nnvPr' LJPI'tl urtlvnrnn "l .l. y 
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acknowledged. 46 It was the creation of only some usulis who, 

in naming it, would appear to have hit upon the expedient of 

placing it, in terms of nomenclature, under the aegis of the 

analogy that could be drawn from the formula naskh al hukm wa 

al tilawa, by exploitation of the middle term, that is, naskh 

al hukm duna al tilawa. 

This last formula is the ~ of the usulis par 

excellence. The term naskh here means replacement or super

session. In the other formulae alone does the term naskh 

respect both Qur'anic and Arabic usage in carrying its true 

meaning of suppression. 

The origin of all the semantic difficulties was the 

anxiety to rationalise the visible interplay between the 

three factors of Figh, Sunna and Qur'an. 

Given this kind of theoretical treatment of the 

Qur•an source, we shall have to conclude that the Muslims 

simply could not afford to be seen in possession of a Qur'an 

that had come down to them in writing from the Prophet. 

This explains why the classical ~adiths had to place 

the collection of the Qur'an texts into the time following 

the death of Mu~ammad. The connection between the Qur'an 

document and the Prophet to whom it had been. revealed had at 

all costs to be broken. 

This need is indicated by the emph~tic repetition of 

the motif that the collectors among the Prophet's successors 

were conscious that they proposed to do something that the 

Prophet personally had never either undertaken, nor, indeed, 

apparently recommended. 

Care 18 also taken to convPy the sratuitoua 
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information that only the dread of the loss of Qur'an 

materials or the shocked recognition of actual loss had 

enabled them to quieten their scruples and to embark on what 

they unanimously acknowledged to be an innovation, for Abu 

Bakr's hesitation was that of one who preferred to follow the 

Sunna of the Prophet in all things avoiding innovation 

(bid'a). 'umar had had to reassure him by pointing out 

that certain bida' may be not merely unavoidable, but even 

positively commendable. 
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Here, once again, as we have now gro"'.rn accustomed to eJC!>ect, 

a multitude of factors are at play in the shaping of the 

})adiths. 

In terms of hadith materials, this might be called 

the major collection. The reports on the motives which 

impelled 'Uthman to undertake his collection of the Qur'an 

are again conflicting. Some envisage his contribution as 

merely the piety of completing a task already taken in hand, 

but interrupted on the untimely death of his great pre

decessor, 'umar. 

Other reports entirely alter the placing of the 

'Uthman initiative on behalf of the Book of God in the 

historical perspective of the development of the texts. They 

do not conceive it to have been concerned with the extent of 

the revelations surviving to his day. Rather, his aim was 

to select from amid a welter of rival Qur'an texts, each 

claiming to be the uniquely authentic record of what had been 

revealed to MuJ:ammad, a single text to be officially 

promulgated as the textus receptus of the Muslims. No 

doviHtion from this text would henceforward be tolerated, or 

indeed possible, for it is also report.nd lhat 'Uthml!n 

rt' qu Ired the destructi on of all o U11•t' r·cw•Jt 'dnd Qur' ~n t.oxt.o. 

It ia apparent that theaa are not only alternative 
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statements on the motives guiding 'Uthman's initiative. 

They are totally incompatible judgments on the history of the 

book. The basic contradiction between these two views has 

h1therto not been appreciated. 

'Abu Bakr collected the scattered fragments of the 

Qur'an on sheets. 'Uthman collected the sheets into a 

single volume.• 1 This is not quite the same as: 'Abu Bakr 

collected the Qur'an into volumes on the deaths of those 

killed at Yemama. 'Uthman later derived from these volumes 

a single text.' 

'Abu Bakr collected the Qur'en between two covers' 

differs from' 'Uthml!n formed but a single text': 'Uthman 

alladi jama'a al ma~ahif 'ala mu~haf wahid. 

1 'Uthman united the Muslims on a single text• 2 : 

Jama'a 'Uthman al nas 'ala hada al mushaf, is not what Abu 

Bakr did when he jama'a al Qur'an. 3 

The collection of the Qur'an ab initio (jam' al 

Qur'an fi sahifa, fi suhuf, fi mushaf, baina lawhain) is a 

distinctive activity and has, we have seen, been ascribed 

to numerous individuals among the Companion generation, 

including each of MuJ:ammad's four immediate successors as 

Head of State, Abu Bakr, 'umar, 'Uthman, 'Ali. 

The provision of a textus receptus (jam' al masahif 

'all! mu~J:af waJ:id, jam' al nas 'ala mu~~af) in which the root 

~ abandons the meaning 'to collect' to take on the force 

of 'collating', 'reconciling', is a different activity and 

has been attributed to only one of MuJ:ammad's successors, 

'Uthmftn b. 'Af!l!ln (A.D. 644-56). 

AceunUng to the jam' al gur'ln tradition, the Qur'!ln 
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fragments were not first collected into one place until some 

twelve years after the death of MuQammad. That would 

represent a considerable delay when the difficulties of the 

enterprise would have been aggravated by the diaspora of 

MuQammad's major lieutenants into the conquered territories, 

and by the deaths of many of the first-generation Muslims. 

The preservation of the texts of the Qur'an had been assured 

and their authenticity guaranteed by appeal to the mechanical, 

formal Islamic requirement of two qualified witnesses to a 

written document. 

The alternative jam' al ma~aQif view requires our 

assent to the contrary proposition. Not only had the Qur'an 

texts been organised, preserved and collected at a much 

earlier date, but this had been done on innumerable occasions 

and by innumerable persons. On the accession of the 

Prophet's third successor there existed such an unwieldy body 

of materials that it was not only possible but essential to 

establish a textus receptus ne varietur while many of those 

best qualified to bring this vital undertaking to a success

ful conclusion were still happily alive. 

This second view, a mature sophistication of the 

first, was the product of considerations quite distinct from 

those which underlie the earlier version out of which it 

grew. Here, the doctrine of the tawatur, which guarantees 

the contents of a revealed Book transmitted with the endorse-

ment of an entire generation, is uppermost. 

The unspoken corollary of this representation of 

Qur'anic affairs should be that thP chnncuu of .authentic 

Qur'l:in mnter1ul failing to goln ltciml11tmc<> ttt tho offlclnJ ly 
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promulgated canon must have been immeasurably reduced. Like 

Zaid's test, this test is negative and must have been aimed at 

some target. The extent of the Qur'an is no longer the issue. 

The reports envisage, rather, tolerable agreement on the 

contents, with such disagreements as are highlighted 

concentrated almost exclusively on the 'correct' reading of 

what appears to be conceived of as a commonly accepted and 

generally agreed textual base. This tradition is aimed at 

what are known as variant Qur'an readings. It derives from 

a generation familiar with the ijma' concept. 

'~u£aifa b. al Yeman came to 'Uthman direct from the 
A£arbaijan and Armenian frontier where, uniting the 
forces from Iraq with those from Syria, he had had 
an opportunity to observe regional differences over 
the Qur'an. "Commander of the faithful," he 
advised, "take this ~ in hand before they differ 
about the Book like Christians and Jews." 'Uthman 
sent asking ~af~a to lend him the sheets [inherited 
by her father, 'umar, from Abu Bakr, and now in her 
possession] "so that we can copy them into other 
volumes and then return them." She sent her ~UQUf 
to 'uthman who summoned Zaid, Sa'Id b. al 'A~, 

'Abdul RaQffian b. al ~arith b. Hi~am and 'Abdullah b. 
al Zubair and commanded them to copy the sheets into 
several volumes. Addressing the group from Qurais, 
he added, "Wherever you differ from Zaid, write the 
word in the dialect of Qurai~ for it was revealed in 
that tongue." 

When they had copied the sheets, 'Uthman sent a 
copy to each of the main centres of the empire with 
the command that all other Qur'an materials, whether 
in t>lnp;l.e sheet form, or in whole volumes, were to 
be btn'nNl. 1 

/,llltr·T udrlu, 'Kh~rija b. Zaid informed me that 
/.11lt1 11&:~111, "J rwt.lcod thut u verse of oQrut Hi Ahzl'lb, 
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which I had been used to hear the Prophet recite, was 
missing. I found it in the keeping of Khuzaima b. 
Thabi t and entered it in the app1·opriate place." 14 

Tabari mentions only two commissioners, Zaid and Aban b. 

sa'Id b. al 'A.~, 5 but according to the isnad critics, Aban 

had already died in the reign of 'Umar. 

~ugaifa figures in a second hadith series wnich 

reports textual differences, not only between Iraq and Syria, 

but also between rival groups of Iraqis. 

We were sitting in the mosque and 'Abdullah was 
reciting the Qur'an when ~ugaifa came in and said, 
'The reading of ibn Umm 'Abd! [i.e. 'Abdullah] 
The reading of Abu Musa! By God! if I am spared to 
reach the Commander of the Faithful, I will recommend 
that he impose a single Qur'an reading!' 'Abdullah 
became very angry and spoke sharply to ~ugaifa who 
fell silent. 6 

'Yazid b. Mu'awiya was in the mosque in the time of 
al Walid b. 'Uqba, sitting in a group among whom was 
~ugaifa. An official called out, 'Those who follow 
the reading of Abu Musa, go to the corner nearest the 
Kinda door. Those who follow 'Abdullah's reading, 
go to the corner nearest 'Abdullah's house.' Their 
reading of Q 2.196 did not agree. One group read, 
'Perform the pilgrimage to God.' The others read it, 
'Perform the pilgrimage to the Ka'ba.' ~ugaifa be
came very angry, his eyes reddened and he rose, 
parting his qamis at the waist, although in the 
mosque. This was during the reign of 'Uthman. 
~ugaifa exclaimed, 'Will someone go to the Commander 
of the Faithful, or shall I go myself? This is what 
happened in the previous dispensations.• He came 
over and sat down, saying, 'Gori 1.11mt Mul;lammad who, 
with those who went forwarri, f'Dughl those who wenL 
back until God gave vlct.ory t.<J 11111 religion. God 
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took Mul;lammad and Islam made strides. To succeed 
him, God chose Abu Bakr who reigned as long as God 
chose. God then took him and Islam made rapid 
strides. 
of Islam. 
rapidly. 
Islam is 
you will 

God appointed 'umar who sat in the rr.~dst 
God then took him also. Islam spread 

God next chose 'Uthman. God's oath! 
on the point of such expansion that soon 
replace all other religions.• 7 

The conclusion which such reports invite us to draw is that 

there was genuine fear that Islam, like the religicns before 

it, would be fragmented into warring sects as a result of 

the differences arising in the reading of the sacred texts. 

'Uthman•s purpose and his achievement was to unite the 

Muslims on the basis of a single agreed Qur'an reading. 8 

During the reign of 'Uthman, teachers were teaching 
this or that reading to their students. When the 
students met and disagreed about the reading, they 
reported the differences to their teachers. They 
would defend their readings, condemning the others 
as heretical. News of this came to 'Uthman's ears 
and he addressed the people, 'You who are here around 
me are disputing as to the Qur'an, and pronouncing it 
differently. It follows that those who are distant 
in the various regional centres of Islam are even 
more widely divided. Companions of Mul;lammad! act in 
unison; come together and write out an imam for the 
Muslims. •9 

The reading disputes were apparently not restricted to the 

provinces. They appear to have prevailed also at Medina. 

We are unfortunately given no information on the nature of 

these differences, nor any explanation as to how they might 

have ariaen. 

'l'h11 unification of the Muslims on the basis of a 

single t"xl Jp env11•11d as having been due tu the ~orporate 
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efforts of the Companions resident at Medina. 

The piety of the objective aimed at by 'Uthman had 

commended itself to the ~ura of Mu~ammad's senior adherents. 

This note of unanimity was further endorsed by appeal 

to the authority of 'Ali who is projected as averring that 

what 'Uthman had done in respect of the mushaf, and 

especially in respect of the most sensitive issue of all, the 

alleged destruction of all Qur'anic records other than the 

textus receptus achieved as the result of his initiative, he 

had done only after the fullest consultation with the 

Companions. Far from protesting at his highhandedness, they 

had applauded and blessed his decisiveness. 

By God! he did not act on the mushaf except in the 

fullest consultation with us, for he said, 'What is 
your view in this matter of reading? I have heard 
that some even say, "My reading is superior to yours.' 
That is tantamount to heresy.' We asked him, 'What 
are you thinking to do?' He replied, 'My view is 
that we should unite the Muslims on the basis of a 
single mushaf. That way, there will be no disagree-
ment, no segmentation.' We replied, 'An excellent 
idea!' Someone then asked, 'Whose is the purest 
Arabic? and whose the greatest acquaintance with the 
recitation (alt. Qur'an]?' They said that the 
purest Arabic was that of Sa'Id b. al 'A~ and that 

the one most acquainted with the recitation (Qur'an] 
was Zaid b. Thabit. 

'Uthman said, 'Let the one write and the other 

dictate.' The two then set to work and in this way 
'Uthman united the Muslims on the basis of a single 

text. 

'AJT co ncludes his report with the do(: lnr·utlon, 'Had I been 

' 10 In JH>WIJT' , I ohould hnvo done .)twt whtd llt.llmnn <11<1.' 
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The extreme ~I'a, the Rafidis, alleged that the 

impious rulers had expunged from the mushaf some 500 verses 

including those which most unambiguously marked out 'Ali as 

the appointed successor to the Prophet. 

We have already seen the reply to this accusation 

ascribed to two of the great leaders of the SI'a, ibn 'Abbas 

and ibn al ~anafiya. The ready endorsement of 'Uthman's 

action by 'Ali is directed precisely at this sort of ~I'I 

complaint. The rebels against 'Uthman, justifying their 

revolt, enumerated amongst their grievances their resentment 

at his 'having expunged the mu~~afs•. 11 Besides, it is 

reasonably argued on the other side, 'Ali succeeded 'Uthman 

and if he had had any reservations about the Qur'an text, he 

could easily have reinstated what he regarded as the authentic 

revelations. 12 

Compromise ~adiths are known which conflate the two 

ideas of a collation of extant texts and their collection. 

Mu~'ab b. Sa'd reports, ''Uthman addressed the people, 

"It is now thirteen years since your Prophet left you 
and you are not unanimous on the Qur'an. You talk 
about the reading of Ubayy and the reading of 

'Abdullah. Some even say, 'By God! my reading is 

right and yours is wrong.' I now summon you all to 
bring here whatever part of the Book of God you 

possess." One would come with a parchment or a 

scrap of leather with a Qur'an verse on it (fihi al 

Qur'an] until there was gathered great store of such. 
'Uthman adjured them one by one, "You heard the 

Prophet recite this?" They would answer that that 
wun oo. After this 'Uthman asked, "Whose acquaint
unco with the Book is greatest?" They replied, 

"llln who wr·otft 1 t out for the Prophet." He asked, 

"Who1u1 Ar•eiJJ.o 1a boat'?" Thoy euJ.d, "~• 'Id' 11." 
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'Uthman said, "Let sa'Id dictate and Zaid write."'··· 
Mu~'ab adds, 'I heard some Companions of the 

Prophet say, "'Uthman did well to undertake it."'l3 

A second version places the event fifteen years after the 

Prophet's death and mentions the bringing of tablets, 

shoulder-blades and stripped palm-fronds all bearing writing 

(!Ihi al kitab) or parts of the Book. There is no allusion 

to any earlier collection and, as the celebrated ~ of 

~af~a are quite unmentioned, no backward link is intended 

between 'Uthman's and ·u~ar's or Abu Bakr's collection. 

'Uthman's is envisaged as the earliest collection since the 

revelation of the Qur'an to the Prophet. 

The two witnesses motif is once more prominent. The 

hadith is thus concerned chiefly with the isnad of the Qur'an 

and its reference back to the Prophet. 'Uthman concerned 

himself with certifying that the texts he had collected had 

been received direct from the Prophet. Simultaneously, he 

was concerned to put an end to the disunity created by 

variant readings and to provide the basis for a universal 

reading. The existence of the variant readings is rational-

ised by reference to the Companions, some of whom are 

identified. That is the ~ of the readings varying from 

The elimination of variants was 'Uthman's chief 'Uthman's. 

aim. 

~ugaifa said to 'Uthman, 'Whatever you would do if 
you heard someone talking of the reading of so-and-so, 
and the reading of another, as the non-Muslims do, 
then do it now.• 14 

~uge.ifu said, 'The Kufnnu uny, "the text of 
'libclul 1/ih"; tho BunrrHIII nlly, "thll toxt of ALQ MOuB". 
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By God! if I reach the Commander of the faithful, I 
will recommend that he drown these readings.• 15 

'Abdullah said, 'Do and God will dro~n you, but not 
in water!' 16 

'Abdullah, ~ugaifa and Abu Musa were on the roof of 
Abu Musa's house. 'Abdullah said, 'I hear you say 
such-and-such.' ~ugaifa said, 'Yes, I deplore folk 
talking about this one's reading and that one's 
reading. They are differing like non-Muslims.' 
~ugaifa continued, ''Abdullah b . Qais, you were sent 
to the Basrans as governor and teacher. They have 
adopted your adab, your dialect and your text.• 

To b. Mas'ud he said, 'You were sent to the 
Kufans as their teacher and they have adopted your 
adab, your dialect and your reading.' 

'In that case,' retorted b. Mas'ud, 'I have not 
misled them. There is no verse in the Book of God 
but that I know where and in what connection it was 
revealed. Did I know of anyone more learned than 
myself on the subject I should go to him.• 17 

This allusion to asbab al nuzul, the dates and circumstances 

of the individual revelations, indicates that we are dealing 

with more than the text. Where and in what connection a 

text was revealed bears directly upon the~ of the Qur'an. 

By adab is meant Figh. The term 'di alect' refers to 

'Abdullah's speech habits (i.e. to his text). By reading is 

meant his exegesis, or the exegesis which has been attached 

to 'Abdullah's name. 'Abdullah's text, exegesis and Figh 

represent those sciences as developed and cultivated at Kufa. 

Abu Musa represents the sciences of the Basran centre. 

CJ 2 .1117 rcucls, 'seek what God permits you' - wabta@ 

mli ku tu~JU ull.nt! Jqkurn. By ma kataba, b. 'Abbas is reported 

Lu hn vr' tlll•l.,l'~ 1.""" J~al!ut ul gadr. AbO Hift~m al Rif~'t said, 
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'kada qara'aha Mu'ad'. That cannot be a reference to 

M '-d' t t b t l t h" 0 18 u a_ s ex , u on y o lS exegesls. 

Variant readings, although transmitted from 

Companions, claim to derive from the Prophet himself. 

A man recited in the presence of 'umar who corrected 
him. The man, incensed, claimed to have recited for 
the Prophet and he had not corrected him. They 
carried their dispute to Mu~ammad. When the Prophet 
endorsed the man's claim that Mu~ammad had personally 
instructed him, doubts sprang up in 'umar's mind. 

Reading 'umar's expression, the Prophet struck him 
on the chest, exclaiming, 'Out devil!' Mu~ammad 

then explained, 'All the modes of reciting are 
correct so long as you don't turn a statement on 
mercy into one on wrath and vice-versa.• 19 

There may be different readings (texts). The wording of the 

Qur'an is not its most relevant feature. The meaning matters 

above all. Differing readings were known to the Prophet and 

he lacked the pedantry to object. 

Ubayy entered the mosque and, hearing a 
asked him who had instructed him. The 
that he had been taught by the Prophet. 

man recite, 
man replied 

Ubayy went 
in search of the Prophet. When the man recited, 
Mu~ammad said, 'That is correct.• Ubayy protested, 
'But you taught me to recite so-and-so.' 

The Prophet said that Ubayy was right too. 
'Right? right?' burst out Ubayy in perplexity. The 
Prophet struck him on the chest and prayed, 'Oh God! 
cause doubt to depart.' Ubayy broke into a sweat as 
his heart filled with terror. Mu~ammad disclosed 
that two angels had come to him. One said, 'Recite 
the Qur'an in one form.' The other advised 
Mu~ammad to ask for more than thin. That was 
repeated several times unt.l J J" l.nnl.'l y the first angel 
said, 'Very well. Hec l tP I t, Ill nnvnn formu. ' 'l'ho 
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Prophet said, 'Each of the forms is grace-giving, 
protecting, so long as you don't terminate a punish
ment verse with an expression of mercy, or vice-versa 
-as you might for example say, Let's go; or, let's 
be off.• 20 

The different readings have the Prophet's (and Heaven's) 

approval. Differences in utterance are not material. The 

meaning is paramount. The differing readings are all 

equally valid, having been revealed in parallel. The 

difference appears to consist simply in the use of this as 

opposed to that synonym. That ought to occasion neither 

wonder nor alarm, neither squabbling nor scandal. All 

readings are correct. All readings come down from the days 

of the Prophet. 

approbation. 

All readings carry the seal of his 

But differences reported from the Companions on 

Qur'an matters, which divided them already in the days of 

the Prophet, concerned more than merely verbal matters. 

'Abdullah reports, 'We differed about a sura, as to 
whether it consisted of thirty-five or thirty-six 
verses, so we went to the Prophet who was engaged in 
conversation with 'Ali. When we told him we dis
agreed over the reading, his face reddened as he 
replied, "Those before you perished through their 
disagreements." He whispered something to 'Ali who 
said, "The Prophet commands you to recite as you were 
taught.n• 21 

Concern with the punctuation of the Qur'an masks more than 

merely reading differences. Q 4.101 apparently indicates 

that travel) lH'D may abbreviate the ritual prayer if threatened 

wl t: h utLuck. 'l'hut the restriction is absolute, in the sense 

t:hut U1n l'l'!;~Vnl' rnight lln cut uhnrt onJ y J f Lhe Mu~;~llmo had 
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reason to fear attack, was a view attributed by some of the 

fugaha' to 'A'i~a. 'Ali is the authority for the contrary 

view that the rit~al prayer may be shorte~ed by travellers. 

Appealing to asbab al nuzul, 'Ali claimed that the first half 

of the verse had been revealed to the Prophet in reply to a 

question put to him on the subject. The answer, as revealed, 

read 'No blame is incurred if, when travelling, you shorten 

the prayer. ' Only a year later, on the occasion of a fresh 

revelation, was the context extended to include the reference 

to fear of attack. The addition, however, bears only upon 

the second half of the verse. 22 

The main burden of our hadiths was that reading 

differences are much less grave than disagreement. Tolerance 

must be exercised on all sides and the right to differ 

mutually recognised if disunity is to be avoided. 

Zaid b. Arqam reports that a man went to the Prophet 
and said, ''Abdullah b. Mas'ud taught me to recite a 
particular sura; Zaid b. Thabit taught me the same 
sura, and so did Ubayy. The readings of all three 
are different. Whose reading ought I to adopt?' 
The Prophet remained silent. 'Ali, who was by his 
side, said, 'Every man ought to recite it as he was 
taught. Each of the modes is acceptable and equally 
valid.' 23 

This reply would have been of little help to our man, but the 

general message is clear. The faithful should not find 

scandal in the circulation of the several Qur'an recensions 

attributed to the Companions. MuQammad himself had been 

aware of their existence and had not I rtn,t oted on imposing u 

universal reading. flf' llnrl llt'H"d llttdnr'NI.nnd:l ng Hnd mutual 

f'orbeurunce upon hlo J'"ll"wot'A, ~:~xiHIJ'IIng tlil'>m !Jy hln t~xurnpl•• 
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to lay aside petty, narrow chauvinism and pedantry. All the 

Companion versions of the Qur'an (to which we must now add 

Zaid's) are correct and equally valid. 

'umar said, 'I heard Hi~am b. ~ukaim reciting surat 
al Furgan and listened to his recital. On observing 
that he was reading many forms which the Prophet had 
not taught me, I all but rushed upon him as he 
prayed. But I waited patiently as he continued, 
and, collaring him when he had finished, I asked him, 
'Who taught you to recite this sura?' He claimed 
that the Prophet had taught him. I said, 'By God! 
you're lying!' I dragged him to the Prophet telling 
him that I had heard Hisam recite many forms he had 
not taught me. The Prophet said, 'Let him go. 
Recite, Hisam.' He recited the reading I had already 
heard from him. The Prophet said, 'That is how it 
was revealed.' He then said, 'Recite, 'umar', and I 

recited what he had taught me. He said, 'That's 
right. That is how it was revealed. This Qur'~n 
was revealed in seven forms, so recite what is 
easiest.• 24 

The scholars were to disapprove of the use by the Muslims of 

the post-Apostolic ages of isolate Qur'an readings at prayer. 

That is not, however, the point of the report. The earliest 

rationalisation of reading variants was that, as all had been 

revealed, all were equally legitimate. Abu Huraira reports 

the Prophet as saying, 'The Qur'an was revealed in seven 

forms and contention about the Qur'an is disbelief.• 25 

Both Abu Huraira, who became a Muslim only in the 

year A.H. 7, and Ubayy, who was Medinese, localise this 

dictum in Muslim eyes in the Prophet's late period. 

'l'hut l:hn (Jur' Sn was revealed in seven versions 

t'l'l t nfor·crHI, "r' If' r•r>lnfon:nd by, 'the lcJ!'u LhnL .L L hnd been 
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revealed piecemeal. It would otherwise have been very 

difficult to keep the seven different forms apart in 

Mu~mmad's mind. 26 

This hadith on the seven forms gave rise to an 

extensive comment literature, as the Muslims endeavoured to 

identify the different readings which were all equally correct 

and valid. 

Many attempted to relate the different forms to the 

linguistic situation. It was therefore alleged that the 

Qur•an had been revealed in each of the seven dialects of 

Mugar, the great branch of the Arab nation from which the 

Prophet sprang. 27 These dialects were listed as: Hugail, 

Kinana, Qais, ~bba, Taim al Rabbab, Asad b. Khuzaima and 

Qurai!. 

ibn 'Abbas is credited with the distribution: five 

H6wAzin-type dialects, Qurai! and Khuza'a. 28 

'Abdullah b. Mas'ud had reportedly permitted a non

Arab to substitute another word for one he was incapable of 

pronouncing correctly, owing to the strange Arabic phoneme. 

'Abdull§h explained that error would consist solely in 

road1ng a mercy verse as a punishment verse, or vice-versa, 

or in adding to the Book of God something that did not belong 

Ut"re. 29 

In one version of Mu~ammad's encounter with the 

r•voaling angel, the Prophet pleaded that he had been sent to 

a na t ion of illiterates and was granted the concession of 

mult1plD readings.3° The concession, 1n ra~§wi's view, 

l!llluwod for their inability to kNlp to 1.h!! oxact wording of a 

11n1!• roading, unac.:cuutomod uu t.li~>Y war•a to reading, writing 
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and accuracy in verbatim memorising. The concession was 

later withdrawn when, with their growing acquaintance with 

writing and with accuracy in reproduction, the necessity 

originally justifying it was removed.3l 

In Tabari's view, the recitation of the Qur'an in all 

of the seven forms had never been obligatory. It had merely 

been a concession in the early days. Once the Companions 

observed that the Muslims were splitting into bickering 

factions in the absence of a single text, they reached a con-

sensus on the desirability of providing an agreed form. In 

the undertaking, the Companions were infallible, and they 

agreed that they should copy out that which they were satis-

fied had been endorsed on the occasion of the Prophet's final 

meeting with Gabriel and that all else besides be abandoned.32 

Whether it was 'umar or 'Uthman who had collected the 

Qur'an, the suggestion that linguistic considerations were 

present to the mind of the Head of State provided a convenient 

means of harmonising the attribution of such a collection 

with reports on parallel variant readings. These had been 

ascribed to Companions and, as we have seen, each reading 

claimed to be marfu', to have been known to and approved by 

the Prophet. 

seven forms. 

That was the function of the story about the 

The hadith was most easily understood to refer 

to the varying dialects. 

When 'umar determined to write out the imam, he 

ordered a group of the Companions to set to work and advised 

them that, if they disagreed linguistically, they should 

write it In thn language of Mw~ar, since it had been revealed 

to 6 mun or ~~~·r. ~~ 
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'Umar is said to have admonished 'Abdullah for 

teaching the Qur'an in the language of Hugail. It had been 

revealed in the language of Qurai~ and ought to be taught in 

that language. 34 

The hadith, and the one above on the resolution of 

any differences among the Qur'an commissioners, were designed 

to explain how a divine Book revealed to a man of Mecca came 

to be preserved in the recension prepared by a man of Medina. 

But, as the Qur'an text features usages thought to be 

other than those of the Qurais dialect, al Baqillani was con

strained to add that 'Uthman's advice to the commissioners is 

to be interpreted in the sense that the bulk, not necessarily 

the whole, had been revealed in the dialect of Qurais.35 

A further modification was imposed upon the scholars. 

'Abdullah, in the case of the non-Arab had permitted the sub-

stitution of one word for another. 'Abdullah was a non-

Meccan. The substitution would have been presumably a 

synonym in his dialect for a word in the Meccan dialect. 

Then there was the story of 'umar's quarrel with Hi~am. Not 

only were 'umar and Hisam fellow tribesmen. Both were 

fellow tribesmen of the Prophet. 36 The reference to dialects 

was thus watered down to a reference to synonyms. The aim 

was to rationalise the claim that there had existed variant 

readings transmitted from several Companions of the Prophet. 

Another question sprang naturally to minds receptive 

to the notion that variant readings, or even variant mushafs, 

had been transmi ttcci from the several \:ompenion::;. 'Uthman 

ls suppo~e:l. i"o h'lve imposed a singJ. c• r·n11dlng. By defln .l.tion, 

that would ho vo lmposod u 1'1 xod unr"J • ll'r1e>J'. 'l'hn quoo t J Dn 
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provided a convenient basis for improving the plausibility of 

the claims on behalf of the variant readings. The 

Companions had taught variant readings in the various regions. 

The variant readings were taught from the variant mushafs 

prepared for their personal use. In addition to these 

variant readings, the variant mushafs had been arranged in a 

variant sura order. 

Some distinction ought to be made between Abu Bakr's 

collection and that of 'Uthman. Since Abu Bakr had 

collected his mushaf on separate sheets (~) no particular 

sura order need have been fixed on that occasion. This has 

enabled the Muslims to argue, in a manner not fully appre

ciated by European writers on this question, that there were, 

in fact, two distinct caliphal collections of the Qur'an 

texts, and not merely two conflicting attributions of its 

first collection. These two collections, by Abu Bakr and by 

'Uthman, were not, in the eyes of later scholars, competitive 

attributions. They were complementary operations, the later 

completing what the earlier had made possible. The 

distinction at any rate enabled the Muslims to provide a 

motive for and an effect of 'Uthman's action. 

'Uthman organised the suras in the order we are now 
familiar with. In addition, he restricted the 
reading to a single dialect - that of Qurais in which 
it had been revealed. Hitherto, there had been a 
concession permitting the reciting of the Qur'an in 
dialects other than that of Mecca so that the burden 
of scruple imposed upon converts at the outset of the 
now revelation should be minimal. Those days were 
now r·.,coll,nloort by 'Uthman to be gone, not least since 
rnrH, Ir dtHII(~>I' wrw to b~, ft~arert from the continuation of 
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that freedom and especially since some overliteralness 
in the local attachment to a particular reading might 
give the impression of, or even lead to, the frag
mentation of the Islamic unity.37 

'Uthman's collection occurred when differences had 
become frequent. They were reciting in all the rich 
multiplicity of their Arab dialects. He copied out 
the sheets into a single mus~af, arranged the suras 
and restricted the text to a single dialect - that of 
Qurai~ on the plea that it had been revealed in the 
tongue of Mecca.38 

The variant readings had arisen from the Qur'an's having 

originally been revealed in umpteen dialects. ibn 'Abbas 

stated, 'The Qur'an was revealed in seven dialects [lutat]'

not ahruf! 39 -
There had originally been no restriction on how it 

might be recited. Some had employed the synonyms of their 

own dialect, or as dictated by their own speech habits; 

others had used synonyms of the same dialect. The most 

important thing had been to achieve the precise spirit of 

what had been revealed to MuJ;lammad. 

Some dozen years after the death of the Prophet, 
1 Uthmln, sensing the dangers both present and future that 

1nhtrtd in such liberty, took steps to provide a single text 

tor the entire empire by the simple expedient of restricting 

the reading henceforward to a single text drawn up in the 

Qurail dialect, the most obvious choice since that had been 

tht lanruage of the Prophet. 

Sending out copies of his work to the main centres in 

the provinces, 'Uthman commanded thut ull other texts of the 

Qur'ln be expunged, shredded or conl'!llfiiH1 to the flames. 
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From that day forward, it would be quite inconceivable 

that variant Qur'an readings could be reported from any 

quarter. The readings of the Prophet's Companions, all of 

which bore Mu~ammad's seal of approval as 'correct 

renderings' of the divine Book, had served their purpose as 

the instruments of the initial transmission of the revelations 

to the Muslims of the outlying regions of the expanding Muslim 

empire. With increasing prosperity and growing educational 

opportunity, it would now be a matter of comparative ease to 

disseminate, as the unique Qur•an text for use by the Muslims 

everywhere, the text which commended itself to the consensus 

of the Companions. 

This text had been arrived at only after the most 

rigorous enquiries by the commission appointed for the 

purpose by the Head of State. We have seen something of the 

scholarly caution with which the commission had approached 

its sacred task, including in the completed draft only what 

it had no human reason to doubt had come down from the direct 

instruction of the Prophet via the most veracious witnesses. 

The text of the Book of God has thus been traceable, since 

'Uthman's day, back to the Prophet and from him to Gabriel, 

the angel of the revelation, by means of an absolutely 

reliable and unshakable isnad. 

We have seen that to the questions, when and by whom 

was the Qur'an first collected, a variety of answers had 

been proposed which it was the business of successive gener-

ations of Muslim scholars to resolve. This they attempted 

to do by onaumlns that there had been not one but several 

collectJ.onn. nut thia attitude iteelf was merely an attempt 
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to harmonise the conflicting attributions. For some 

obviously held that the Qur'an had first been collected by 

Aba Bakr. 

Others thought that this had been the work of 'Umar, 

while yet others believed that it had been accomplished by 

'Uthmln. These two views were reconcilable by joining them 

t011ther on the supposition that 'Uthman had seen through to 

oomplttion the pious work embarked on by his predecessor. 

N114tkt perceived that this leaves no means to carry the 

ptOGIII back to Abu Bakr. 40 

If, as was also done, 'Umar's role were reduced to 

t~t ot merely advising the collection, he could have advised 

only Aba Bakr, which leaves no means of carrying the process 

torwtrd to 'Uthman. 

A device was needed to knit the various phases to

This is the role played by the ~ of ~af~a, who, 

•tl!dll being the daughter of 'umar, was also a widow of the 

The solution was not always consistently applied, 

ltr WI found versions of the report on 'Uthman's Qur'an 

il£t1ative which portrayed that too as a collection ab initio. 

II~ luropean writers have greatly exaggerated the part 

'iiFtd in the story by the ~uQuf of ~af~a. They are not 

L1 the literature on the collection of the Qur'an 'die 

.,.._rltt Tatsache des ganzen Berichtes', as Schwally 

tlai•td. 41 Bell argued: 'That ~af~a had a copy of the 

Gur'ln on fUQuf seems certain•, 42 and of that fact, he 

111tled, 'there is no doubt•. 43 

Failing to delve beneath the surface of the Muslim 

reporta, they would have the 'Utbmln text nothing more than a 
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mere copy of the codex of ~af~a. 44 That is certainly 

erroneous. 

The one constant and unvarying factor throughout all 

versions of the hadiths on the collection of the Qur•an 

texts - whether that allegedly undertaken as early as the 

reign of Abu Bakr, within little more than a year of the 

Prophet's death, or that completed as late as a dozen years 

after the death of Mutammad, in the reign of 'Uthman, or even 

later still in the time of Marwan b. al ~akam - was the 

central part played, both as the amanuensis of the Prophet 

himself and as the rapporteur of the various caliphal 

initiatives on Qur'an matters, by Zaid b. Thabit. 
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European scholars have analysed the hadiths on the collection 

of the Qur'an on the assumption that in the end only one could 

be accepted as true. In a sense this is erroneous. The 

Muslim reports are not in fact in disagreement; they are in 

perfect agreement, for common to all of them is the constant 

and unvarying allegation that, whoever may have been the 

first to collect the Qur'an texts, it was certainly not the 

Prophet to whom they had been revealed. No scholar has 

hitherto suspected that perhaps all the hadiths are equally 

untrue. 

The exclusion of the Prophet from the collection of 

the Qur'an was a prime desideratum of the usulis wrestling 

with the serious problems generated by some of their own 

theoretical positions. 

We must therefore never lose sight of the part played 

in shaping the Muslim versions of the history of the Qur'an 

texts by ~ theories of ~. and especially by the two 

theories which posit the absence from the mushaf of verses 

which it was firmly believed had nevertheless been part of 

the Qur'an. 

In all discussions on tho colluction of the mu)lt;af, 

we are primarily concornnd wl t.li t W" I lillllno: 

1. the ~ or t.het rnury•r (!.•. the actual rondln1), 
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2. the textual incompleteness of the mushaf. 

Abu Bakr's aim had been to collect the Qur'an between 
two covers. 'Uthman's was to collect those readings 
attested as coming from the Prophet and to reject all 
non-canonical readings. He aimed to unite the 
Muslims on the basis of a single text, containing no 
interpolations and no Qur'an provisions whose wording 
had been withdrawn but which still appeared in the 
written text with verses whose inclusion in the final 
version of the text had been endorsed and thus pre
served as required to be publicly recited [at prayer]. 1 

Sarakhsi, we recall, informed us that the preservation of the 

interpolations was the function of the Companion readings. 2 

The Qur'an provisions whose wording had been with

drawn related to Figh rulings and were of the type: naskh al 

tilawa duna al hukm. 

All Sunni Muslim discussions on the history of the 

Qur'an text presuppose the operations of~· When a 

generation of Muslims had first been driven by a noisy 

minority to take the Qur'an source into more serious con

sideration, the texts of the mushaf, the Qur'an document, 

were found occasionally to be unrelated to the Figh that had 

already evolved. 

Certain elements of that Law could not be fitted to 

the existing document, but no insuperable problem need arise 

if the Law could now be attributed to the Sunna source, 

documented by reference to the ~adith. 

doctrines had also adopted Sunna form. 

Certain counter-

Where the mu~haf 

contained a ntatement on the legal topic at variance with a 

statcmont .. r t.hn ~1unna, the solution was to be sought in the 

t.hoory "r tll!l'll~tl t. lun. Only in ito light could tho fugahA' 
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be shown to have preferred the Sunna statement, as apparently 

on other topics they had preferred one Qur'an statement to 

another, or one Sunna statement to another. 

The madahib no longer granted the widow the right to 

one year's accommodation and maintenance following the 

husband's death. 'Abdullah b. al Zubair therefore asked 

'Uthman what had possessed him to include Q 2.240 in the 

mushaf, when he knew it to have been abrogated by Q 2.234. 

1 Because,' replied 'Uthman, 'I know it to be part of the 

Qur'rin text.'3 

Once the view that the Qur'an, like the Sunna, had 

been from the first the root of the Figh became itself part 

of the usul al fiqh axiom, scholars, assisted by the general 

lack of information on the history of the earliest period, 

persuaded themselves that the lacunae in their Qur'an texts 

could be accounted for rationally only on the assumption that 

the Prophet had not collected and checked the revelations. 

For in no other way could they explain a verse which ought to 

be of the Qur'an, but which is not in the mu~~af. 

Theoretical positions adopted in usul al fiqh worked against 

the free and easy assumption that the Sunna had abrogated the 

Qur'an. Only the Qur'an might abrogate the Qur'an. This 

technical view was reinforced by an exegetical view derived 

from Q 87 which pointed to the incompleteness of the mu~~af. 

The distinction now felt between Qur'an and mushaf led first 

to the third mode of naskh, naskh al til§wa duna al hukm, and 

thence to the Qur'~n collection hadiths. 

Several motivon thun l~y h~hlnrt tho drive to oxcludo 

Lho ProphnL from Lhn hll'lt.or·y ur l.hn Ot1!!~otion of the mueQaf, 
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but two motives outweighed all others: 

1. 

2. 

the desire to facilitate reference to the Qur'an 

source of matters agreed in the Figh but unmentioned 

in the Qur'an document; 

the need to justify regional attitudes on certain 

questions by referring them to locally recognised 

Qur'an variants, when the opposition referred to the 

Qur'an source and to the presently existing Qur'an 

document, the mu~~af (one of the myriad examples had 

concerned the tawaf between ~afa and Marwa). 

The Muslims themselves acknowledged the pressure of 

the naskh theories upon the collection hadiths. We are 

familiar with the explicit second-level argument that the 

Prophet forbore to collect, edit and publish the texts of the 

revelation since, so long as he lived, abrogation remained a 

possible hazard. Any collection made before his death, when 

revelation ceased absolutely, must have led to confusion and 

uncertainty. Even the collection made soon after his death 

led to confusion and uncertainty when later compared with the 

.f:!.g,h. But in 'Uthman's reply to ibn al Zubair, we see that 

the attempt to use the mushaf to throw doubts on the ~ 

theories had been of no avail. 

That the rationalisation of the placing of the 

collection of the Qur'an into the period following the 

Prophet's death, on the plea that abrogation was a daily 

possibility while Mu~ammad lived, is itself absurd, is clear 

from the cont~icleration that the 'classic instances of 

abrogution'- Lhn phraoe is l;l§zimi•s4 - consist in the simul

tanooun pr•cutnru n 1n the mut!J.af of statements held to be 
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mutually exclusive, naskh al hukm duna al tilawa. 

We have also pointed out, however, that the term naskh 

means more to the Muslim than merely abrogation. It carries 

the further connotation of omission. That etymology was 

forced upon certain usulis by the exegetes. The Qur•an 

texts were, thus, already incomplete in the Prophet's life-

time. Alternatively, it had this meaning for other usulis 

for whom the Sunna had never abrogated the Qur'an. This had 

the interesting consequence that, whereas their opposite 

number in another u~ul school could with equanimity speak of 

the abrogation of this or that verse by this or that hadith, 

these men had doomed themselves to posit the existence of an 

abrogating verse. Their scientific certainty could not be 

shaken by failure to locate that verse in the mushaf. 

must have been omitted when the mushaf was collected. 

It 

No 

verse still legally valid when the Prophet died would have 

been omitted if the Prophet had collected the Qur'an. The 

omission, and hence the collection, had occurred only after 

his death. 

ibn 'Abbas asked 'Uthman what possessed him to place 
surat al Anfal, one of the mathani, with Bara'a, one 
of the~. join them with no bismillah between 

them and place them among the seven lengthy ~· 
'Uthman replied that often the Prophet received quite 
long revelations. He would call for one of the 
scribes and say, 'Put these verses in the sura in 

which so-and-so occurs.' Anfal was among the first 
of the Medina revelations and Bara'a among the last. 
Since its contents resembled those of Anfal, 'Uthman 
took it to belong with it, for t.ho Prophet had died 
without explaining that .11. wru1 pr1rt of it. 5 

MLU .L k hud 1:1 ohort er nxplHnu t lura ror· Utl"' nbr.~tmce of thiM 
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bismillah. The beginning of Bara'a fell out and its 

bismillah fell out with it. 6 

If Mu~ammad is not to be permitted to have collected 

the Qur'an, then, in order to guarantee that the mushaf is 

nevertheless complete, authentic and involves neither 

deficiency nor unwarranted addition, its collection must be 

attributed to a senior Companion. With certain reservations, 

it would be immaterial which Companion was chosen. Some 

were obviously disposed to attribute the enterprise to a Head 

of State and Church. Hence the attributions to Abu Bakr, 

'umar, 'uthman and 'Ali. Other attributions include the 

Prophet's widows: 'A'i~a, Hafsa and Umm Salama.7 Among the 

Companions were named: Miqdad (or Mu'ag), 8 Abu Musa, 

'Abdullah, 'Ubada and Zaid b. Thabit. 

The attribution to Ubayy has proved unhappy since he 

is elsewhere alleged to have entirely repudiated the theory 

of naskh, with interesting consequences.9 

The Qur'an text, in short, like any other sunna in 

the Hadith canon, as a component of the Islamic Tradition has 

been equipped with an isnad. 

A useful by-product of this procedure is that those 

who still cannot bring themselves to concede that in any cir

cumstances a divinely guided Prophet could forget any of his 

revelations, but who yet held that the Qur'an document, the 

mushaf, is incomplete, by transferring its preservation to 

the Companions, could likewise transfer to them any omissions. 
10 That waf; LhP I J nr' taken by 'fGs! among the exegetes. 

Benid :~ r'ly111 ••1,_,! 11.\tlkh, Q 2.106 contains two terms: rna nansakh 

nnrl r1w lllllltll• 'l'lt11!'11"' who rood 1~ ho noconrj to mAan 'cau11o 't o 
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forget' applied that to the Companions. 

Once equipped with its isnad, the Qur'an would become 

a sunna mutawatira to which would be attached the highest 

degree of probative force. It would thus be accorded in 

certain schools of ~ the same consideration and treatment 

extended to any other sunna of the same degree of 'spread'. 

It would have the capacity to abrogate any other hadith or to 

be abrogated by another sunna mutawatira. 

The ~ugaifa hadiths had pointed to local and rival 

canons of the Qur'an, reminiscent of the rest of the hadith 

weaponry with which the scholars fought to support or to rebut 

this or that local legal opinion. Like the hadiths, their 

Qur'An was authenticated by appeal to the authority of this 

or that Companion called upon to serve as the eponym of the 

local Figh. 

The same ~ugaifa hadiths induced the assumption that 

the Companion-mushafs were pre-'Uthmanic. They were pre-

sumably given their quietus on the completion of Zaid's work 

on behalf of 'Uthman. But ibn Mas'ud, the eponym of the 

Qur'an of the Kufans, is reported to have burst out, 'I 

recited from the very mouth of the Prophet some seventy suras 

while Zaid still had his ringlets and was playing with his 

companions.• 11 In a second version, 'The Prophet taught me 

to recite seventy~ which I had mastered before Zaid had 

even become a Muslim.• 12 Or, again, 'Am I to be debarred 

from copying the mushafs and the job given to a man who was 

an infidel in his father's reins when I first became a 

Mualim? 113 'AbdullAh is supposed to have enjoined his 

!ollowera, 'Lay up your Qur'ln'al flow can you order me to 
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recite the reading of Zaid, when I recited from the very 

mouth of the Prophet some seventy suras?' 

167 

'Am I,' asks 'Abdullah, •to abandon what I acquired 

from the very lips of the Prophet?• 14 

I went to Abu MUsa•s house and saw there 'Abdull~h 
and ~ugaifa. I sat with them. They had a mu~9Bf 
that 'Uthman had sent ordering them to make their 
Qur'an's conform with it. Abu Musa declared that 
anything in his mushaf and lacking in 'Uthman's was 
not to be omitted. Anything in 'Uthman's and 
lacking in his own was to be added. 
'What is the point of all our work? 

~ugaifa asked, 
Nobody in this 

region will give up the reading of this ~aikh, 
meaning 'Abdullah, and nobody of Yemeni origin will 
give up the reading of Abu Musa.' Hudaifa it was 
who had advised 'Uthman to unite the mushafs on the 
basis of a single mushaf. 15 

'Uthman's initiative to provide a single universal reading 

would appear to have failed in the face of the determination 

of the regions to abide by the interpolations which they 

traced to the Companions. 

We shall now expect to find references not only to 

alleged pre-'Uthm§nic codices but also to occasional post

'Uthmanic readings at variance with the mushaf. 

It would therefore surely be hazardous to continue to 

~oubt that what lies behind the attribution to this or that 

Companion of a codex is identical with what lies behind the 

attribution to the Companion of a reading at variance with 

'the single text'. Attribution of a codex was intended to 

lend colour to attribution of a variant reading. 

The •ttribution to a Companion of a codex was, in 

identical with the attribution to the Companion of a 
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store of information on the Sunna documented in the hadiths 

circulated and •supported' in his name. The Qur'an itself 

is a sunna mutaw§tira and variant readings are variant 

hadiths. There is no more reason for a willing suspension 

of disbelief in respect of the reading of 'Abdullah, of Abu 

Musa, of Ubayy, or of any other Companion than there is in 

relation to haddathana 'Abdullah, Abu Musa, Ubayy, or any 

other Companion. 

If we accept the readings of the Companions because 

we accept that they had private codices, we ought in logic to 

accept also their hadiths. Both are transmitted in 

precisely the same way, and with the same isn~ds. One set 

of traditions conveys their information for the Qur'an, the 

other set their information for the Sunna. The two sets are 

identical in shape and format. If we are inclined to reject 

one set, we ought by the same logic to reject the other 

equally. 

One would be immeasurably more impressed by that 

achievement which the hadiths on the collection of the mushaf 

seek to ascribe to 'Uthman - namely, his having thereby at a 

stroke united the Muslims on the basis of a single reading 

if in fact variations on textual matters were seen to have 

become impossible after his reign. That his initiative in 

this direction was a total failure is, however, admitted in 

further hadiths which show 'Uthman either resignedly per

mitting, or himself using, readings at variance with those 

enshrined in the mushaf associated with his name. 16 

'Uthmln sent to 'Ali for information on the 

1rievancea o! the rebels. Amon1 the1e waa resentment at his 
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having 'expunged the mushafs'. 'Uthman replied, 'The Qur•an 

came from God. I prohibited the variant readings since I 

feared dissension. But now, read it as you please.• 17 

It is said that when 'Uthman received the completed 

mushaf, he noticed certain linguistic irregularities. 'Had 

he who dictated it been of Hudail and the scribe of Thaqif,' 

he said, 'this would never have happened.• 18 

'Abdullah b. Mas'ud, we recall, was of Hu£ail. The 

report looks uncommonly like a pro-'Abdullah, that is, a pro

Kufa, propaganda vehicle. 

'Abdullah is supposed to have said, 'Hide your 

Qur•an' s! How can you order me to use the reading of Zaid 

when I recited from the very lips of the Prophet seventy-odd 

~?· 

Not only is there no evidence that reading uniformity 

prevailed after 'Uthman's day, there is, on the contrary, 

ample indication in the Figh works, and especially in the 

tafsir works, that the exact opposite was increasingly the 

case. 'Uthman was assassinated and laid in his grave and 

the heyday of ikhtilaf was yet to come. 

What, then, if any, is that great achievement with 

which the memory of 'Uthman is to be glorified? To under-

stand the Muslim traditions it will be necessary to recon

lider the background against which the initiative ascribed 

to 'Uthman was thought to have occurred. 

The Iraqis and the Syrians, the Kufans and the Basrans 

were all said to have indulged in mutual recrimination, 

exchanging accusations of error, even of heresy in respect of 

their readings ot the Qur'ln, This runs exactly parallel 
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with their mutual indictment of their respective sunnas. Any 

mention of the dialect rationalisation of the reading differ

ences is merely the acknowledgement that in 'Uthman•s day the 

linguistic sciences had not yet evolved - the varia lingua 

rather than the varia lectio. Besides, some hadiths had dis-

tinguished dialect from reading. 

The dialect problem had apparently not been overcome 

by the very work ascribed to 'Uthman, as we have just seen. 

Nor had the reading problem been settled by his supposed 

provision of a uniform consonantal matrix. Goldziher has 

signalled a disputed vocalic reading for the very ~ verse 

which Zaid is said to have reinstated: There has now come to 

you a prophet from amongst your own number (anfusikum); from 

amongst the most precious among you (anfasikum). The 

variant has been ascribed, not merely to Companions, but even 

to the Prophet himself! 19 

Scholars could explain the creation of the Muslim 

linguistic sciences after the death of 'Uthman as centring 

upon solicitude for the avoidance of incorrect theology 
20 occasioned by incorrect reading of the sacred texts. The 

consonantal base of the text was envisaged as having been 

fixed, but not the vocalic values. Were this the case, 

liberty would be little affected. There would yet remain to 

the scholars such scope for variant readings that it is 

simply not possible to understand why 'Abdullah was projected 

as so violently opposed to 'Uthman's obvious good sense. 

When, however, we consider the variant readings attri

buted to the ancient authorities, to whom appeal is constantly 

made by the rival groupings in Lhn oour11 of their 
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undignified squabbles over the details of the Qur•an texts, 

our surprise increases. It is exceedingly difficult for us 

to comprehend what might have given rise to such widespread 

fuss. For no major differences of doctrine can be con-

structed on the basis of the parallel readings based on the 

'Uthm~ic consonantal outline, yet ascribed to mushafs other 

than his. All the rival readings unquestionably represent 

one and the same text. They are substantially agreed in 

what they transmit, varying from one another only to the 

extent of the occasional preference for one of a number of 

possible inflections and the use or non-use of certain minor 

conjunctives. Here and there the variants depart from 

'Uthman to the extent of employing this or that synonym. 

None of these variants is of great import. 

We have, however, seen that the variant codices are 

further differentiated from 'Uthman by a limited number of 

attempted interpolations. A detailed study of the use made 

of appeal to the 'Abdullah or Ubayy readings against 'Uthman 

leads to the conclusion that the traditional accounts of the 

act and motive of 'Uthman cannot possibly be correct. 

single reminder will suffice to make the point: 

A 

The fast in expiation of breach of an oath need not 
be consecutive, even if 'Abdullah did read: 'three 
[consecutive] days', since this addition is not 
mutawatir. It is therefore not part of the Qur'an. 
Perhaps 'Abdullah adduced this reading to clarify 
what he considered a justifiable exegesis. Perhaps 
he attracted to this verse, by analogy, the 
restriction that is found in the verse on the ~ihar. 21 

AbO ~ant!a, who conceded that this interpolati~ 
not Qur'ln1c, accepted 'Abdull!h's view on this topic, 
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but as a hadith. But the practice ought to be based 
exclusively on what is explicitly attributed to the 
Prophet.• 22 

This can only mean that the scholars who adduced the variant 

readings ascribed to 'Abdullah did so in exactly the spirit 

in which they adduced hadiths attributed to 'Abdullah. 

Sarakhsi argued that God had caused the other Companions to 

forget this reading, but permitted 'Abdullah to transmit it 

so that the ruling might be preserved. 

The post-S~fi'I practice of regarding the hadiths 

traced from the Prophet as having absolute priority over the 

hadiths from all others did not affect the variant Qur'an 

readings. All our information on the Qur'an derives solely 

from Companions, since no codex or mushaf has been explicitly 

ascribed to Mu~mmad. 

A new way therefore had to be discovered of resolving 

the conflicts between reading-hadiths. 

Bergstrasser discusses the Qur'an variants: 

Goldziher treated the variants in the readings of 
'Abdullah on the same footing as other versions of 
the readings, that is in general from the viewpoint 
of regarding them as departures from the 'authentic 
text•. Certainly, in the variants ascribed to him 
are instances enough in which the 'Uthmanic text has 
been wrongly altered, or in which a motive for the 
variation from the 'Uthmanic text is discernible, 
and hence the ibn Mas'ud text is to this extent 
secondary. The most important although not the most 
frequent of such motives is certainly the sort which 
Goldziher placed in the foreground: the side-stepping 
of possible stumbling blocks; the provision of 
pertinent elucidations; tho linauietic clarification 
of obecure texts; the avoidance ot unusual or faulty 
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expressions and stylistic infelicities; together 
with a general disposition to smoothe and simplify 
the utterance. Yet the ibn Mas'ud text need not 
always be treated as simply 'corrected' wherever it 
chances to read more smoothly than the 'Uthmanic text. 
Examination of synonyms which replace the individual 
words of the 'Uthm~nic text, and Goldziher had 
already noted the frequency of synonyms in the non
'Uthmanic texts, indicates that often the word 
occurring in the ibn Mas'ud text is the more familiar 
and the more suitable, but not always. This is 
explicable by supposing that in such cases either it 
is the 'Uthmanic that is secondary to the ibn Mas'ud, 

or more properly that many Qur'~n verses were in 
circulation in variant oral versions differentiated 
one from another by the selection made from a number 
of synonyms and that the ibn Mas 'ud, or both texts 
directly and independently of each other drew upon 
this oral tradition. Such direct adoption from an 
oral store of Tradition is the more likely explanation 
in the majority of those cases where the ibn Mas'ud 
text offers an unambiguous form or orthography as 
against the ambiguous 'Uthmanic reading. In such 
cases, the relation between the two is clearly not 
one in which the author of the ibn Mas'ud variants 
had the 'Uthm~nic text before him and, recognising 
the ambiguity of his 'Vorlage', prepared to select a 
positive reading. Rather, for him, the meaning of 
the verse was still alive and this is what he sought 
to express in the clearest possible manner. He 
differs from the author of the 'Uthmanic texts in 
that he makes even greater efforts to achieve a clear 
expression insofar as the deficiencies of the script 
will permit this. Finally, it is necessary to posit 
the existence of a parallel tradition independent of 
the 'Uthmlnic text to account for those innumerable 
varianta which are too trivial and insignificant to 
be re1arded aa deliberate alterations, or such as 
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those which bear the stamp of the original readings, 

or at the very least, as in the case of several 

greater variations occurring in the last suras, the 

mark of total independence from the 'Uthm~text. 23 
This is a fair sample of European investigation by intuition. 

Several issues are raised: the reported synonyms; the 

deficiencies of the script and the effect that might have had 

on men wpo had memorised the Qur•~n; the greater differences 

in the last~ with their 'stamp' and 'mark' of 

independence. 

To attribute not merely variant readings but whole 

variant mushafs to the Companions, and achieve a degree of 

credibility in doing so, it was necessary to attribute to 

them greater or lesser differences from the 'uthmanic text. 

It was also necessary to ascribe to the Companion codices 

several features not mentioned here, such as a different 

ordering of the ~. some attempted interpolations, and 

even the omission of one or more chapters of the Qur'an. 

In common with the Muslims, Bergstrasser in 

acknowledging the existence of such an entity as the 'Uthmank 

text has no difficulty in identifying which text it is. 

Whether compiled by 'Uthm~n or another is for the moment 

irrelevant, just as the question of whether the 'Abdullah 

text had any historical connection with the generation of the 

Companions may also be set aside for the present. The 

important thing is the fact of their difference. The nature 

of their difference is the crucial point of our enquiry. 

In common with the European scholars, Bergstrasser 

approached the problem by considering the Qur'~n as 

exclusively a literary monument. 'l'o the Muslim a also, the 
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Qur'an is of course a document, recognised by what may or may 

not traditionally be recited in the ritual prayer. However, 

to the Muslims, the Qur'an is primarily a source. If we 

consider it in this light, ~e shall be led to conclusions 

different from those we have just noted. 

That the motive behind the promulgation of the Qur•an 

texts in the form in which we now have them was an attempt 

(as the Muslims see it) to narrow down the range of documents 

available for the derivation of the Law is, on first hearing, 

inherently plausible on the pattern of the narrowing down of 

the range of materials available in the extra-Qur'anic 

Tradition. That, we saw, followed the work of ~i'I in the 

definition of the Sunna as the Sunna of the Prophet which had 

resulted in improvements in methodology. This analogy 

between the history of the Qur•an source and that of the 

Sunna source was the work of Muslim scholars. 

Their view would be acceptable likewise on historical 

grounds were it the case, which it emphatically is not, that 

the promulgated Qur'an text reflects the Figh as faithfully 

II does the Sunna. To extend the analogy, we ought now to 

possess, alongside the mu~~afs of the Companions, the mushaf 

transmitted from the Prophet. That would presumably, in 

the post-Safi'I ages, gradually have dislodged the companion 

texts as thoroughly as the Sunna of the Prophet dislodged the 

Companion-hadiths. As it is, we see that all our 

in!ormation on the Qur'an derives wholly and exclusively from 

the Companions, aince even the officially promulgated mushaf, 

on the baeie of which alone the prayers of the Muslims are 

valid, did not euocoed in driving out the habit of referring 
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to Companion codices or variant readings, and since this 

textus receptus is still known as the mushaf of 'Uthman. 

How little the admirable aim of narrowing down the 

source materials was in fact realised in the Qur'~n field, 

even where we view its use as merely documenting as opposed 

to deriving the Law, becomes clearer upon consideration of 

the use which could still be made, generations after 'Uthman's 

death, of the Qur'an in support of the local Figh, especially 

but not solely in view of the deficiencies of the script, 

which long continued to permit the schools that degree of 

freedom which the imposition of a single text was supposed to 

have limited. 

Here is the very crux of the Qur'an problem. The 

freedom of the schools had not been at all circumscribed. 

On the contrary, ikhtilaf, far from withering away on the 

provision of a single text, appears to be only beginning. 

The most likely explanation of this clear contradiction is 

precisely that, for the schools, the 'Uthmanic and the non

'Uthmanic Qur'an traditions were regarded as parallel and 

equally sovereign. The one interacted upon the other, as 

they developed to play out their fUnction as the Tradition

based documentation from the Qur'an source, to which this or 

that madhab appealed for support on this or that topic of the 

local Figh. 

We have seen examples of just such appeals to the 

'Abdullah or Ubayy readings. Those were not of course 

variant Qur'an readings. They were attempted additions to 

the text. That is what the disputes were really about. 

The use of non-'Uthmlnic roadinga at prayer wae 
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banned since they were not universally recognised. The 

validity of the prayer was conditional upon use of the 

mutawatir Qur'an document. The appeals we mention were to 

the 'Abdullah or Ubayy Qur'an sources, for they concerned the 

Figh of the Qur'an. This is the area in which we find 

appeals to the Companion mushafs, as we noted above in 

Sarakhsi's appeal (p. 171). 

In response to the fundamentalist challenge, based on 

the view that only the Qur'an was adequate to serve as source, 

the Qur'an entered the methodological debate. This was at 

that stage in the discussion when the appeal to the sunna of 

the Companions was on the point of being replaced by appeal 

to the Sunna of the Prophet. The Companion mu~Q8fs failed 

to make a complete transition. 

Although they now began to speak of and to adduce the 

texts of the Sunna of the Prophet, the legal scholars did not 

advance to the point of adducing in addition the mu~~af of 

the Prophet. Qur•an variants, in other words, concern only 

Companions - variant readings vary from the text now attri

buted to 'Uthman. 

The difference between the Qur'an source and the 

Sunna source is quite simply that behind the appeal to either 

lay the tacit assumption that the text derived from the 

Prophet. In the case of the Sunna alone, the claim had to 

become explicit and had to be set out explicitly in the isnad 

prefaced to each hadtth. 

That the variant readings appealed to continued to be 

associated with individuals among the Companions suggests 

that they had alwaye bean recognised aa varyina !rom the 
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generally accepted Qur•an texts. 

The suggestion by Bergstrasser that the 'Uthmanic and 

the non-'Uthmanic Qur'an traditions were independently and 

directly drawing upon an underlying store of oral tradition 

is complicated by the fact that, so far as they have been 

examined to date, all Qur'an MSS exhibit throughout the 

'Uthm~nic text. 

One might have expected, as so often happens in 

literary history, that some evidence of the existence of non

'Uthm~nic, not to speak of pre-'Uthmanic codices would have 

survived in some remote corner of the Islamic world, 

especially since ibn Mas'ud ordered his followers to lay up 

their Qur'an's in hiding and withhold them from the govern

ment agents charged with their destruction. 

A solution to these problems is to be sought in dis

tinguishing those variants which are •too trivial and insig

nificant to be regarded as deliberate alterations' from those 

whose motivation in the projection back to the revealed Book 

of the disputed details of the Figh is unmistakable. In 

other words, we too must learn to distinguish between the 

Qur'an text and the Qur•an source. 

We argued that it was irrelevant to the revealed 

status of the Qur•an document whether one read: a2wabu, 

agwamu or ahya'u (Q 73.6); saiha or~ (Q 36.29). 
~ 

On the other hand, it was of the highest significance 

for the history of the development of Islamic Law and to the 

attendant school polemic whether one read fa ma stamta'tum 

b1hi minhunna (Q 4.24) with or without the attempted inter-
21~ 

poletion ill ajalin muummen. 'l'h• aole purpose of the 
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attempt was to provide a Qur'anic basis (a~l) for the doctrine 

of temporary marriage, mut'a, whose rejection by other 

scholars was currently based upon evidence circulating in the 

Sunna. 

As one element in the Tradition, the Qur•an was here 

being used in the role of counter-sunna, less open to ready 

rejection because •stronger' than a hadith. 

It was this role of the Qur'an that gave rise to the 

extensive disputes on the reading in which variants are never 

either trivial or insignificant. 

The subtlety of ascribing variant readings to Ubayy 

lies in the existence of a series of hadiths of an originally 

exegetical origin in which we are informed that Ubayy stoutly 

refused to abandon any part of the Qur'an wording he had 

received direct from the Prophet. Ubayy, we are told, would 

have none of the doctrine of the withdrawal of any part of 

the Qur'an text. 25 'umar, on the other hand, who is 

credited in the Hadith with the prohibition of the very usage 

not merely adumbrated but specifically documented in the 

supposed Ubayy text, figures in the hadiths attempting to 

convince. Ubayy from the Qur'an itself (Q 2.106) of the 

reality of all the~ phenomena. 26 

This representation of Ubayy's insistence on the 

quranicity of the words for the sake of establishing the 

quranicity of the practice, is the reverse of the classical 

Uf0l's insistence on the quranicity of the ruling on account 

of the quranicity of the wording. This betrays the very 

raison d'ltre ot Ubayy's 'reading'. 

The ~ doctrine had been embraced by an 
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insufficient number of Sunni Muslims to acquire probative 

roots in all the recognised sources. In view of the 

contents of certain 98diths, temporary marriage was admitted 

by some to have once been permitted; it was however alleged 

to have been suppressed by statements in both Qur'an and 

Sunna. 

Other doctrines, more widely acquiesced in, had had 

no difficulty in acquiring satisfactory bases in both Qur'§n 

and Sunna. Nowhere explicitly mentioned in the 'Uthmanic 

text of the Qur'an, mut'a rested solely on the evidence of 

the Sunna. When challenged, it advanced its documentation 

to the Qur•an, appealing to the reported, and, for some, 

convenient refusal of Ubayy's to abandon once revealed matter. 

Rejection techniques available to the usiilis thus 

included, for both Qur'§n and Sunna, ~ critique (i.e. 

acceptance of both conflicting documents accompanied by the 

assertion that one chanced to be later than the other). In 

the case of the Qur'an only, abrogation might have affected 

the wording alone, or both wording and ruling. This last 

was to be the ground for the rejection of mut'a, Ubayy's 

reading notwithstanding. Designed as a Qur'an evidence, the 

Ubayy reading might have been expected to overcome the weaker 

hadith evidence, but it was seen to be at odds with the 

universal text of Q 4.24. 

A reading promoted by the proponents of a particular 

practice, urging a particular exegesis of Q 4.24, was ignored 

or rejected by those who did not care for the practice. The 

reading was attributed to a Companion. 

The variations in the information provided by the 
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Companions for the Qur•an thus correspond exactly to the 

variations in the information they provide for the Sunna for 

which, as for the Qur'an, they are the common eponyms. 

Yet there is a degree of difference between the Sunna-

variations and the Qur'an-variations, reflected in their 

respective developments. From the quarrels over the 9Bdiths 

of 'Abdullah and the 9Bdiths of another, there had emerged 

the hadiths of the Prophet conveying the Sunna of the Prophet. 

That development provided one solution to the problem of the 

conflict of hadiths. The Sunna of the Prophet never again 

yielded after ~afi'I to hadiths from the Companions. 

The same development had also provoked improvement in 

the isnads which in turn raised the fresh problem of the 

evident conflict between 9Bdiths now reported as coming from 

the Prophet. A hadith from the Prophet reported by a later 

Companion, it was decided, indicated the abrogation of the 

conflicting hadith from the Prophet transmitted by the earlier 

Companion. In this procedure, we witness the birth of the 

theories of naskh. 

Individual variant readings reported from the senior 

Companions developed into the mushafs of those Companions, 

there being no better rationalisation of the reported 

variants. From the codex of 'Abdullah, Ubayy, Abu MUsa, 

'l'isa, Umm Salama, ~af~a and others, there did not, however, 

evolve the codex of the Prophet. 

That there are inauthentic hadiths from the 

Companions, and hence from the Prophet, designed to document 

aome particular element of local Figh, is not difficult to 

demonstrate. That there are inauthentic elements in the 
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Qur'an information reported from the Companions is no more 

difficult to demonstrate. Indeed, more than one learned 

Muslim has been seen in the foregoing to be perfectly aware 

that the variants reported were in fact nothing more than 

exegetical comments, as opposed to actual 'readings'. 

What is certain is that such variants never gained 

acceptance into the text. At best, they were obliged to 

remain the variant of the Companion sponsor. 

Certain of these variants, in this case undisguised 

attempted interpolations, were reported collectively from 

several senior Companions. They too were forced to remain 

qur'an's outside the Qur•an since again they failed to 

achieve admittance into the text between the two covers. It 

is because they adumbrated (documented) legal doctrines of 

more than merely local interest that they were attributed to 

a collective, and not simply described as the variant of some 

individual Companion and entrusted to his personal codex. 

This adds for the Qur•an an element additional to the 

suggestion that the 'Uthmanic and the non-'Uthmanic Qur'an 

texts were drawing upon an underlying common Qur'an tradition, 

whether oral or otherwise. 

That suggestion in itself tends to direct one's 

thinking towards an ancient Qur'~n tradition, flowing upwards 

since the days of M~mmad and ultimately breaking surface 

(as the hadith had earlier done) at a point in time when some 

imperious necessity was being felt to call upon the Qur•~n to 

provide documentary evidence to buttress specific positions 

in the intense competition between the regional practices and 

legal viewpoints. When this occurred, it occurred in 
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separate phases. 

In the case of the rivalry between the local legal 

views, certain developments occurring in the Sunna field 

failed to occur in the Qur'an field. In the light of the 

u~ul doctrine on the Sunna source, the Sunna documents proved 

extremely malleable in the hands of the schools. With the 

Qur'an, on the contrary, any departure from the transmitted 

text universally acknowledged and traditionally employed at 

prayer is never referred to as 'Qur'an' in that loose fashion 

in which the word Sunna is bandied about. Qur'~n variants 

have always been identified as the 'reading' of some 

individual Companion. 

Even more striking is the case of those items of 

Qur'an information which are referred neither to the 'Uthm~nic 

nor to the individual Companion Qur'an texts. These are the 

'readings' of the Qur'an intended to document legal views up

held over a large part of the Muslim world, and not merely 

advanced and defended by the scholars of a particular regional 

grouping. These were 'readings' held to date from the time 

of the Prophet, but from before the time of the collection 

of the Qur•an texts (i.e. naskh al tilawa dOna al hukm). 

A Qur'an text, in other words, associated with a Head 

of State and Church, 'Uthman, is always set apart from the 

variant Qur'an readings or even texts attributed to 

individual Companions, while itself always being likewise 

distinguished from another Qur'~n text associated with 

another Head o! State and Church, the Prophet. 

A Qur'ln text, the 'UthmAnic, distinguishable from 

varianL Cumpanion texts, has always retained an objective 
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historical identity, and there is no sign in the literature 

of any ambiguity as to precisely what that text was. It is 

the text that looks in two opposite directions. It differs 

from the texts ascribed to the other Companions; and it 

differs from the text revealed to Mu~ammad. Relative to the 

Companion texts, 'Uthman is the text without interpolations. 

Relative to the revealed Qur'!n, 'Uthm~n is incomplete. Its 

collection could not but be placed in the period after 

Mu~mmad. 

The Companion readings and the Companion-mushafs 

played a role parallel to that played by the Companion

hadiths. They were therefore the creation of the regional 

rivalries. 

The concept of the total original Qur'~n revelation 

is met with only in the documentation of legal attitudes 

shared by all or by the majority of the regions. Appeal to 

the Qur•an in cases such as the stoning penalty had been 

forced upon the scholars by one of two compelling factors: 

either by the challenge thrown down by the fundamentalist 

groups who did not admit that the Sunna had a role to play as 

a source for the Law, or who insisted that the Qur'an be seen 

to be the primary source; or by the belief of the scholars 

that stoning did in fact derive from the Qur'an. 

We attempted earlier to enquire into the origins of 

that belief and, if the analysis offered in our discussion of 

the Q 5 passages were thought to have merit, several con

clusions follow. It is possible that the older generation 

of Muslim scholars stoutly maintaining that the Figh's 

aton1n, penalty had been derived from the Qur'ln were 
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justified in their claims if, that is, by assigning the 

stoning penalty to the Qur•an they meant the Our•an in the 

general sense, that is, the mu?~f plus its exegesis. 

It is not difficult to see how stoning could have 

come to be mentioned in the course of wide-ranging gossip 

about the meanings and implications of the Q 5 verses. One 

must bear in mind the essentially narrative (haggada) nature 

of tafslr and asbab al nuzul and the tafsir nature (halakha) 

of much of the ~. or biography of the Prophet. 

The entry of stoning in some such manner into the 

discussions could also very easily and early become obscured 

for the succeeding generation. One may perhaps be justified 

in pointing again to the unanimity of the schools on this 

question in the widely separated regions. This unanimity 

might tend to indicate the antiquity of the belief that 

stoning is indeed the Islamic penalty. 

The irony of the suggestion increases when we recall 

the anguish felt by some u~ulis who had been taught never to 

concede that the Sunna had ever abrogated a Qur•an ruling. 

It was their participation in this discussion that had rein

forced the allegation that the stoning penalty had derived 

from the Qur'an. 

If stoning did commend itself to the ancient fugaha' 

in the manner suggested, by passing over from the exegesis 

into the Figh, the standpoint of those who argued that 

atoning had originated in the Sunna becomes even more ironic. 

What paaaea for the Sunna of the Companions contains 

a considerable de1ree of material of undoubted exegetical 

oriain. Viewed in thia light, the tension between the Qu~!n 
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and the Sunna can be almost totally eliminated, and the 

necessity to formulate a special theory of abrogation to 

solve the problem shown to be illusory. 

Once the demand for Islamic documentation had arisen 

in the atmosphere of incessant school rivalry, the fUnction 

of the hadith in documenting the Sunna was significant. It 

has been amply demonstrated that this had important effects 

for the flexibility of the individual hadith document. 

Indeed, it was this very flexibility that provided-Goldziher 

with his clue to the inauthenticity of much of the Hadith in 

general. 

We have seen that the Qur•an, on the contrary, in 

taking its place alongside the Hadith for the purposes of 

documentation, proved considerably more intractable material. 

The Qur' an was flexible only within very exiguous limits. 

Local variation was possible solely within the range demon

strated by readings based on the consonantal framework of the 

universally agreed text. 

The scholars were in consequence driven to seek the 

liberties they craved in varying the vocalic data (arjulakum/ 

arjulikum), or the diacritical pointing (yathurna/ya¥¥ahirna), 

or by questioning the punctuation of the individual verses, 

that is, the syntax of the individual utterances. Otherwise 

they could only resort to attempted interpolation. 

All readings and variants required to be documented 

by reference to one or more of the Prophet's generation. 

Beyond this, linguistic considerations could be urged in 

favour of certain views the Muslims aousht to establish, not 

on the basis of the inherited text, but in despite of the 
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text, in the ingenious ta'wil to which on occasion they had 

recourse. 

These determined, if obvious, efforts reflected the 

need they felt to circumvent a basically unyielding Book. 

Both the very unhelpfulness of the Qur'an document when 

called upon to behave as the Qur'~n source, and the frequent 

embarrassment it caused the Muslim scholars speak very 

strongly for its authenticity as a document, in the sense 

that it does not have any of the appearance of having been 

concocted after the evolution of the legal doctrine with the 

aim of supplying its documentation. Indeed, the Qur'!n 

texts frequently contradict the Figh, 'und da ist es Sache 

der spitzfindigen Theologen und Harmonistiker sich zurecht 

zu finden' • 27 

We encoUntered in the Hadith materials treating of 

the earliest collection of the Qur•an indications of the 

concern of the Companions for the extent of the Qur•an 

heritage. Hadiths of that kind can be detached from another 

type of hadiths, which reflected awareness of the sense of 

acandal which must result if the community of the faithful 

were seen not to be united on the reading of their sacred 

Book. 

The reading variants that were identified had been 

rationalised by attribution to the several Companions, an 

attribution sustainable solely on the premise that the 

Qur'§n had not been given definitive form by the Prophet to 

Whom it had been revealed. The attribution did nothing to 

ltasen the sonsft of scandal. Hence the further assertion 

waa made thuL tho Prophet had for reasonl!l of policy 
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sanctioned recitation in the various Arab dialects. 

This explanation broke down on the consideration that 

'Umar and a fellow Meccan had disputed the reading. The 

further explanation was provided that the differing readings 

had involved synonyms drawn from one and the same dialect. 

The paramount factor was apparently the common meaning which 

all codices or readings shared. 

None of these successive rationalisations suffices to 

elucidate the problem of the class of variants which consist 

in interpolations relative to the 'Uthman text. None of 

them takes account either of yet another Muslim doctrine 

which, in its implications, is hostile to any suggestion that 

the Qur'an at any stage in its history had ever been trans

mitted according to the sense alone. 

The doctrine of the i'Jaz of the Qur'an (its 

miraculous nature) - a central element in dala'il al nubuwwa, 

a central element in the 'proofs' of Mu9ammad's claims and 

now advanced on its own behalf as a 'proof' of the claims of 

Islam - developed in the course of the external polemic and 

was directed at non-Muslims. It could not, however, be left 

out of account in the internal polemics among the Muslims. 

The report that 'umar had quarrelled with a fellow 

Meccan, inexplicable on the ground of dialect difference, and 

therefore explained on the grounds of choice of synonyms, 

sins in its turn against the i'jaz doctrine in the eyes of 

those who interpreted the term, erroneously, to mean the 

inimitability of the Qur'!n in strict literary terms. That 

which is verbally inimitable can scarcely have passed through 

a phaae of multiple wordin1a when the individual Companiona 
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had the Prophet's permission to substitute whichever word 

chanced to correspond with the meaning revealed by God. ibn 

al Jazari exclaims, 'Whoever alleges that any of the 

Companions thought it legitimate to transmit the Qur•an 

according to the sense alone is a liart' 28 

The scholars therefore had to supply a further 

rationalisation of 'Umar's reported quarrel with a fellow 

Meccan. The function of the report had been merely to make 

the point that the different readings had been countenanced 

by the Prophet, and were thus still legitimate. But we have 

seen the difficulties that ambush so many of the had!th 

reports, leading to ever more subtle interpretations and 

harmonisations. 

The origin of the reported difference was simply that 

'Umar had memorised the sura at an early date. Hi~am had 

learned it in its later form. Hi~am became a Muslim only at 

the time of the conquest of Mecca. 

later additions to the ~.29 

'umar was unaware of the 

This explanation shows neatly the application of the 

theory of the~ to the Qur'an information reaching us 

from the Companions of the Prophet. 

We now arrive at the core of the vast corpus of 

traditions on all aspects of the reading and of the collect-

ing of the Qur'an texts. The principal considerations were 

the isn!d and the relating of all available reports, from 

Whatever quarter, to the yardstick of the theories of 

abrogation. The later supersedes the earlier if they dis-
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9 The isnad of the Qur'an 

Statements which assert that the Qur'an already existed in 
collected form in the days of the Prophet confront not the 
question: when precisely was the Qur'an first collected in 
the form we now know as the mushaf? but the quite different 
question: is the mushaf a complete record of the divine 

revelations to Mu~mmad? 

The 'Uthm~n collection tradition corresponds to 

another question: which Qur'an tradition is the more 

authentic, the ~ijazi tradition represented in the 
universally acknowledged text; or the Kufan tradition 

t f 'b M '-d or the Basran stemming claiming descen rom ~ n as u ; 
from Abu Musa; or the Syrian from Ubayy (or from Miqdad/? 

Mu'ag)? 

The Abu Bakr- 'umar tradition could very well be, as 

Schwally suggested, an attempt to project the credit and 
priority of merit to the first and most revered of Mu~ammad's 

1 successors. 

It could as well represent for the Medinese tradition 

the conscious effort to pre-date the rival non-Arabian 
traditions by projecting 'Uthman's initiative further back 
into the pre-diaspora Islam of Medina, and thus nearer to the 

· ~d Zaid b. Thabit - 'umar Prophet under the aegis of the ~: 

- AbO Bakr. 
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Tayalisi draws our attention to an interesting rule
of-thumb: 'He shall be ~ [at prayer) whose knowledge of 
the Book of God is most extensive and whose acquaintance with 
it is most ancient. If two men be alike in this respect, he 
shall be~ whose adherence to Islam was the earlier.• 2 

This recalls the dispute as to which of Mu9Bmmad 1 s 
followers had been converted to Islam earliest and thus 
enjoyed the longest association with the Prophet. His 
acquaintance with the Prophet's views and conduct would 
presumably have been the most extensive. We might now 
relate this to the disputes about the first to collect the 
Qur'an: Abu Bakr, or 'umar, or 'Uthman, or 'Ali. 

In the legal sciences, where ~dlth reports clash, a 
brilliant and elegantly simple technique was deployed to 
resolve the problem. This involved employment of ~ 
theory in terms of ta'akhkhur, the later abrogates the 
earlier if they differ.3 

This resulted, however, in earliness of conversion 
being driven out in favour of lateness of conversion. The 
change occurred in the time of Safi'I, much of whose work was 
directed at the systematisation of the appeals to abrogation. 
For traces of the older rule appear to have affected his 
reasoning on the question of the prayer in times of peril. .. . Faced with conflict of hadiths, Safi i's preference for the 
report from Khawwat b. Jubair is explicitly determined by his 
awareness that Khawwat was older than ibn 'umar and had 
associated longer with the Prophet. 4 

lncltHHl tho very frequency with which ~llfi 'I must 

ln hta puhm.io with representatives of the other 
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schools that, in the event of a clash of hadiths, it is the 

later that invariably is to be adopted, suggests that that 

principle was in his day something novel. 

In the light of this technical development, the 

traditions on 'Uthman's collection of the Qur'~n would, since 

they clash with traditions reporting earlier collections, be 

seen to post-date the collections attributed both to Abu Bakr 

and to 'Umar, but also, much more importantly, they report 

events later than the formation of the codices of the other 

contemporaries of Mu~mmad. 

Confirmation that the Qur'an collection hadlths were 

influenced by the theories of ~ is provided by a study of 

the isnad attributed to the mushaf, that is, of the prominent 

role assigned at each stage in the history of its collection 

and promulgation to the figure of Zaid b. Thabit. 

It might now be more profitable, therefore, to begin 

to think in terms of the Zaid b. Thabit codex of the Qur'an 

being placed in conscious and polemic opposition to the 

codices of 'Abdullah, Ubayy, Abii Musa and any other first 

generation Muslim. 

The attachment of Zaid's name to the 'Uthman mu~Jtaf, 

to the 'umar recension and to the Abu Bakr recension undoubt-

edly occurred later than the attribution of variant readings 

or variant recensions to the other adherents of the Prophet. 

It is extremely interesting to note in addition that, 

apart from allegedly having collected the Qur'an, neither 

'Umar nor Abii Bakr was credited with a personal codex, that 

is, with a variant reading analogous to that attributed to 

the othere. 'Uthmln ie ooca•ionally mentioned in connection 
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with variants, but to a very much lesser extent than 'AbdullAh 

or Ubayy. 

When 'Abdullah was made to assert that he had learned 

his Qur'an from the Prophet before Zaid had reached puberty; 

or that he had become a Muslim before Zaid was even conceived, 

this had without doubt been intended, under the older rule 

10verning isnads, to pre-empt the primacy in codex matters in 

favour of 'Abdullah's readings. That was also the aim of 

the following utterances placed in the mouth of the Prophet: 

'Whoever wishes to recite the Qur•an in the purest form, that 

1n which it was revealed, let him recite the reading of ibn 

Umm 'Abd ['Abdullah].• 5 'Whatsoever 'Abdullah teaches you 

to recite, follow it.• 6 

That there was rivalry on the question of the ~ 

Of the Qur'§.n, and that the question was to be solved by 

reference to the principle of abrogation, is clear from a 

1 r ies of Jtadlths, the first of which endorses incidentally 

our suggestion of attributing a codex to Zaid b. Thabit. 

A man complained to the Prophet, ''Abdullah taught 
me to recite a sura of the Qur'an. Zaid taught me 
the same sura and so too did Ubayy. The readings 
of all three differ. Whose reading ought I to 
adopt?' The Prophet remained silent. 'All who 
was at his side replied, 'Every man should recite 
as he was taught. Each of the readings is 
acceptable, valid.• 7 

ukh§ri quotes from Mu)tammad's daughter, Fa~ima, a report to 

the effect that the Prophet one day informed her that Gabriel 

wa• in the habit of checking the revelations with him 

On this occasion, Gabriel had just checked them 

which the Prophet •urmiaed that hia death wee 
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imminent. 8 

Since the Qur'an had been revealed in seven forms, 

had Gabriel checked all seven, or only one, and, if so, which 

A~ad, ibn abi Da'ud and Tabar! are all credited with 

the view that the 'Uthman text was based on the reading 

reviewed by Gabriel in his final meeting with Mu9Bmmad. In 

an ibn Sirin version of the hadlth, it is reported that 'the 

Muslims are of the view that our present text is the latest 

of all the texts, having been reviewed on the occasion of the 

final check•. 10 

Muj~hid reports ibn 'Abbas as asking, 'Which of the 

two texts do you consider the later?' They replied that 

the Zaid text was the later, which ibn 'Abbas repudiated. 

'The Prophet,' he argued, •reviewed the Qur'an annually with 

Gabriel and twice in the year he died. The reading of 

'Abdullah represents the later of the two final reviews.• 11 

By Zaid's text is meant the 'Uthman mushaf. 

Ibrahim reports that ibn 'Abbas heard some man 
refer to 'the former Qur'an text•. He asked him 
what he meant. The man explained, •'umar sent 
'Abdullah to Kufa as instructor and the people there 
adopted his reading. 'Uthman altered the text, and 
so they refer to 'Abdullah's reading as "the former 
text".' ibn 'Abbas rejected this. ''Abdullah's 
is the later, based on the final review.' 

ibn 'Abbas also reports that 'Abdullah attended 
the final review and learned what had been withdrawn 
and what had been abrogated. 12 

Zaid is also said to have attended the final review and 

to have learned what was withdrawn and what remained. 13 
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, 
al Ba~awi in Sarh al Sunna, concluded, 'The mu9Q8f 
which has been traditionally accepted represents the 
final review text. 'Uthman ordered it to be copied 
into the mushafs he despatched throughout the empire, 
simultaneously making away with all other Qur'an 
materials with the aim of preventing differences. 
Whatever is at variance with the written text is now 
to be regarded in the same light as that which has 
been abrogated and withdrawn. It is no longer 
competent for any man to go beyond the text.• 14 

tabari taught that the Companions agreed to write out that 

which they were certain represented the text as checked on 

the occasion of the final review. They were unanimous that 

11 other Qur•an materials must be abandoned. 15 

The Qagi Abu Bakr holds 'that the entirety of the 
Qur'an, as God revealed it, and as He commanded that 
it be recorded, such as He did not abrogate, nor 
withdraw in respect of the wording alone, is repre
sented in the mu~Q8f of 'Uthman.• 16 

rn Baqillani's view, therefore, the 'Uthman mushaf, as 

ollected by Zaid, equals the Qur'en minus two classes of 

v rses: naskh al hukm wa al tilawa and naskh al tilawa dOna 

1 hukm. 

ibn ?ibyan reports that ibn 'Abbas asked him which 

the two texts he recited. He replied the former reading, 

hat of ibn Umm 'Abd (i.e. 'Abdullah's). 

' Abbas, 'it is the later of the two.• 17 

'But,• said ibn 

'Abdullah is himself reported as declaring, 'Did I 

IUlow of anyone whom camels could reach who had later infor-

M tion on the final review than I have, I should go to him.• 

The 'annual review' and especially the 'final review' 

transparently a motif deliberately framed to overcome the 
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recognised difficulty that everyone knew that Zaid was much 

younger than 'Abdullah and a much later adherent of the 

Prophet. Zaid thus represented a threat to the 'Abdullah 

text of the Qur•an. 

Zaid's youth and late conversion had, under the aegis 

of~. become precisely Zaid's strength. His selection 

as the guarantor of what was now known as the 'Uthman mushaf, 

must have represented the conscious implication that Zaid's 

reading was younger than and therefore superseded all other 

older codices of the text. 

One thrills to the elegance of the reasoning by which 

the Muslims extricate themselves from problems of their own 

creation, nothing lost, and nothing even risked. 'Slilim 

died at Yemama; Mu 1 8Q in 'Umar's reign; both Ubayy and 

'Abdullah in 'Uthman's reign. Zaid died much later than 

them all and thus attained to leadership in respect of the 

Qur•an reading.• 18 

The attempts noted earlier to make 'Abdullah's earli

ness of conversion pre-empt the primacy in codex matters in 

his favour, rebounded in the later isnad theory to the dis-

advantage of 'Abdullah and in favour of Zaid. Considerably 

younger than 'Abdullah, and surviving all the major 

Companions who had an interest in Qur'an affairs, Zaid serves 

as the guarantor of the latest Qur•an Tradition, and that 

recension to which his name was attached was seen to have 

abrogated all earlier recensions, codices and readings. 

The 'Uthman collection tradition thus stands opposed 

not to the Abu Bakr- 'Umar collection t.r·ar11tlon, but to the 

variant reading, variant codex trndJt!on1. Theu could be 
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used to counter the Sunna in disputes where the Sunna was seen 

to be at variance with the 'Qur•an'. They might also be seen 

in that stage of the development of the legal sciences in 

which the Qur•an had come to be seen as a stronger source, 

superior to the Sunna, to be used to counter some view making 

appeal to the 'Qur'an'. 

Borrowing the techniques of the Sunna, the 'Qur'an' 

now counter-attacked as the 'Uthman mushaf, co-opting Zaid 

precisely on account of his youth and the lateness of his 

conversion in combination with the lateness of the caliphate 

of 'uthman. The isnad Zaid- 'Uthman is doubly late, repre-

senting Islam's last link with the city of the Prophet of God. 

The masses of hadith materials which surround the 

various differing versions of the collection of the Qur•an 

texts, only some of which we have reviewed, are but the con

sequence of the central and really significant assertion 

which all the reports share in common. 

The hadiths agree in holding that Mu~mmad had not 

left an edited Qur'an text to his followers. 

The assertion is, of course, contradictory, since, 

liven all the work that had gone into the principle that God 

would cause His Prophet to forget only what it suited God to 

have him forget, it not being part of the divine plan that it 

ahould form part of the mushaf and on that account operate 

upon the post-Muhammadan legal praxis, God could still have 

permitted Mu~ammad in the final stages of his life to 

promulgate a complete record of the divine revelations in 

their divinely intended final form. This could have 

reflected thD !inal review text and would have reconciled 
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that ~dith motif with the exegetically derived 'forgetting' 

motif. 

The contradiction was, however, inescapable. The 

reports had been designed to account for two incompatible 

principles of faith. The agreed Figh opinions were derived 

from the Qur'an and from the Prophet to whom the Qur'an had 

been revealed. There was, however, a demonstrable break 

between the Islamic legal doctrines on the one hand and the 

historical Mu9Bmmad and the contents of the Qur'an on the 

other. Neither of the two articles of faith could be 

abandoned. 

The final review text would have sufficed to explain 

the absence from our Qur'an texts of once revealed matter in 

conformity with the divine author's intention that all such 

matter should not form part of the final promulgated text. 

The absent matter was a number of verses of type: naskh al 

tlukm wa al tilawa. 

The final review text would, however, fail to explain, 

indeed it would render impossible, the omission from the 

officially promulgated mushaf of Qur•an matter which it was 

not part of the divine intention to omit. Yet such omission 

had, it is alleged, occurred. For certain elements of the 

Figh doctrine, for example, for all the legal schools, the 

stoning 'verse', and for some of the schools only, the five 

sucklings 'verse', both verified by reference to the 

1 Qur•an' as having been revealed, are quite unmentioned in 

the mushaf. These are verses of the type: naskh al 

tilAwa dOna al hukm. The justification of this class of 

Qur'ln omission• is quite impoasible lave on the hypothoais 
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that our Qur' an texts are post-Muhammadan. 

Where legal views of a type not referred to in the 

'Qur•an' are agreed in the Figh, one might have expected 

appeal to the Companion mus~fs. That should have served 

the lawyers' purpose, on the analogy of their regular appeal 

to the Companions for information on the Sunna. That that 

was not, however, the technique adopted, suggests that such 

appeal would not have served. That in turn suggests that 

appeal to the Companion mushafs served a more specialised 

need. 

On the question of omission from Qur'an records, 

'Abdullah reported that the Prophet had taught him an aya or 

I~· He got it by heart and copied it into his mu~haf. 

When night came, 'Abdullah attempted to recite the passage in 

hi s prayers, but could not recall a single syllable. In the 

morning he checked his mustlaf, only to find the page blank! 

He reported immediately to the Prophet who told him that 

that passage had been withdrawn overnight. 

Noldeke exploited this story to conclude that it 

rovided evidence that Mutlammad had struck out Qur'an 

1sages with his own hand. 19 The story is certainly no 

more than exegetically inspired pseudo-~ adduced to rein

t r ce one side of the disputed tafsir of the Qur'an 

rences to~ and nunsi (insa'). 20 

It is surely a curious circumstance that the personal

Ities called upon in the Tradition to testify to historical 

ourrences of the phenomena of Qur'an omissions, whether by 

the normal procnooes of human forgetting or by the super

rmrmal intervontinn ot the deity, coincide with those 
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personalities engaged in one or other of the various stages 

in the history of the formation of the Qur'An texts. 

It is the self-same personalities that reappear in 

the guise of the eponyms of the rival local legal opinions. 

Furthermore, the local statements of the Law were held to have 

been derived either from their respective sponsors' store of 

Sunna materials, or from their variant Qur'an readings. 

It is likewise a curious fact that none of the great 

first generation Readers is a representative of the Prophet's 

tribe of Qurais, although there has been an effort to insist 

that the Qur'an had been revealed in the dialect of Mecca. 

It is doubtless this consideration which lies behind the 

various suggestions of Qur'~ commissions appointed by 

'Uthman and comprising a majority of Qura~I members. It un-

doubtedly also accounts for the appearance of the Qurasi 

caliphs, Abu Bakr, 'umar, 'Uthman or 'Ali, in the various 

stages of the preparation of the Qur'an texts. The task of 

the commissioners had been to control the text arrived at by 

the Medinese Zaid. But, as the caliphs are all of Qurai!, 

the commissioners are redundant. Besides, as we have seen, 

the dialect hypothesis survived even the 'Uthman collection. 

When the completed mus~f was delivered, 'Uthman, observing 

certain irregular usages, said, 'Had it been dictated by a 

man from Hugail and recorded by a man from Thaqif, this would 

not have happened.• 21 

'umar is reported to have insisted, 'Let none dictate 

the texts of our mu?tafs save men or Quraia and Thaqit. 22 

The reference to Hugail remlndA un that 'AbdullAh was 

a Hu~ali. 
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him to instruct the people in Qurasi, not in Hugali readings, 

tor the Qur'an had been revealed in the dialect of Mecca. 23 

This dialect theory had presumably arisen from and 

thriven upon the heterogeneous tribal affiliations of the 

prominent Readers. 'Abdullah was of Hugail, Ubayy and Zaid 

were both Medinese and Abu MUsa was Yemeni. 

Zaid, however, alone of all these personalities, 

appears consistently in all phases of Qur•an text development, 

!rom the Medina period of the revelation to the Prophet whom 

he served as scribe, through each of the reported Abu Bakr, 

'Umar and 'Uthman initiatives on behalf of the Book of God. 

In the light provided by such a striking series of 

coincidences, a coherent pattern underlying all the traditions 

on Qur•an codices and Qur'~n collections begins finally to 

emerge. 

The variant mushafs of the senior Companions represent 

the Qur'anic pole of the symbolic part they play in the Sunna. 

Qur•anic evidences are adduced in their names by the rival 

lehools in their disputes. Their variant codices correspond 

exactly to their variant hadiths. Readings and codices, as 

Will as ~diths were ascribed to them in the same way and to 

the same end. Both Qur'an and Sunna ascriptions were the 

device to furnish the documents from the Tradition that would 

lpeak in favour of the local school view. 

That the readings adduced in the course of disputes 

~etween the lawyers are not to be found in our texts of the 

Qur'§n is an objection most easily dealt with by assigning 

to the personal mu~qafs prepared for their own use and 

of their fol l ower• by the several Companion school-
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patrons. 

That their personal mushafs are not available for 

scientific scrutiny is best answered by alleging their 

destruction at the hands of 'Uthman on the occasion of his 

'uniting the Muslims on the basis of a single text'. 'Uthman 

can be portrayed as prudent or highhanded, depending on the 

point of view. 

The major difficulty in the way of our accepting this 

presentation of the matter is that for some reason this act 

of 'Uthman's has never prevented those readings from being 

adduced in abundance in inter-school quarrels, for centuries 

after they were supposed to have been rooted out. Not that 

this objection has been overlooked. 'Abdullah allegedly 

bade his pupils and followers to lay up their Qur'an's in 

hiding and to withhold them from 'Uthman's agents charged 

with their destruction. Unfortunately for the hadith, this 

report can easily be shown to be derived from an indifferent 

exegesis of Q 3.161, a verse quite unrelated to the issue. 

Besides, 'Abdullah's words are reported as addressed, not to 

his faithful followers, but to the government agents sent to 

confiscate 'Abdullah's text of the Qur'an. 

The Companions furnished evidence for the Qur'an as 

they furnished evidence for the Sunna. In the latter sphere, 

technical improvements in methodology were reflected in the 

evolution of Companion-~adiths into Prophet-hadiths, as the 

madahib learned how to advance their evidence in step with 

the theoretical developments which hod I'IHIUl ted in the 

emergence of the Sunna of the Pruph l'! l., 

thereby to preserve the local budy ot ltsal materials intact, 
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in the face of the threat posed by this novel insistence on 

appeal to the Prophet, rather than to the Companions. Their 

legal differences continued to be exposed by the still visible 

conflicts in a body of materials all of which was now 

attributed to the Prophet. But their temporary dismay was 

dealt with by considering the isnads of this body of hadiths. 

Reports could be preserved if they could be shown to come 

down from the Prophet via Companions of later and later date 

of conversion. These later reports could be proclaimed to 

have abrogated reports coming down from the Prophet via 

Companions of earlier conversion or death-dates. 

In the Qur'an sphere, on the other hand, we noted a 

very striking difference. The information from the Companion 

generation similarly carries its~. yet here there had 

been no necessity to improve the isnads to the same degree 

required in the Sunna. Attributions did not pass beyond the 

Companion generation to seek out the Prophet himself. 

Developments in the ~ science in the field of 

Qur'an studies lagged far behind parallel developments in the 

Sunna science. The reason for this comparative backwardness 

is not far to seek. Quite simply, the situation in the 

Qur'an field was the reverse of that obtaining in the Sunna. 

As a document, the Qur'an had existed and was universally 

known, having been universally employed for ritual purposes 

for ages before it became the Qur'an source of the usulis. 

Thus, three principal factors worked on the Muslim 

discussion of the Qur'an: 

1. The exegesis of certain verses indicating that as the 

Prophet had !ursotten/been caused to forget, the Qur'an was 
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not fully represented in the mushaf. 

2. Conflict between the Figh and the contents of the mushaf. 

The u~ulis who rejected the principle of the abrogation of 

the Qur•an by the Sunna argued that certain legal rulings of 

Islam had derived from the Qur•an, even if no corresponding 

wording could be shown to be present in the mutQ8f. For 

these scholars also the Qur'an was not fully represented in 

the mushaf. 

Theological and exegetical arguments operated against 

any suggestion that the wording of, for example, the stoning 

verse had been merely lost or mislaid, or just forgotten by 

the Prophet or by his Companions. Besides, the stoning verse 

had always remained valid for legal purposes, since stoning 

had remained the Islamic penalty. The ruling had been in 

force during the Prophet's lifetime, remained in force until 

the Prophet's death, was in force during the reigns of his 

successors and remained in force until the age of the fugaha', 

since when it has been handed down from generation to 

generation of the Muslims. 

No Islamic legal provision could conceivably have been 

based on something that had been abrogated during the 

Prophet's lifetime, and there certainly can be no abrogation 

after the Prophet's death. 

No Qur'anic revelation continuing without interruption 

to apply to the Figh could conceivably have been omitted from 

the mushaf, if the mushaf had been prepared and promulgated 

by the Prophet. The Prophet for that reaaon could not 

conceivably have been reaponft1ble lor th• formation of the 

mutl(at. 
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Like the Muslims, the non-Muslim scholar must recog

nise and respect this difference introduced between the 

Qur'an as text and the Qur'an as source. ,, The third and final factor was the isnad of the Qur'an 

text, the mushaf. 

Zaid's youth and the lateness of his conversion to

lether imply the lateness of his information for both the 

Sunna and the Qur'an, in each of which fields he is a 

prominent and distinguished personality. 

As in the Sunna, so also in the Qur'an field, Zaid is 

the hallmark of the last-period information from the Prophet. 

His mushaf, that is, the mushaf placed under the aegis of his 

name, is the nasikh of all other known mushafs and any 

readings they may contain. 

Two quite disparate attitudes to reported Qur'an 

variants were reflected in the Islamic literature. There is 

firstly an expression of reprobation and reprehension. This 

was instanced in the hadiths featuring ~u£aifa and his 

quarrels with 'Abdullah and Abu Musa, leading to the advice 

h offered to 'Uthman. 

Secondly, however, there is a preference for harmony 

ohieved by rationalising and justifying the reported 

v r iants, representative of the later catholicity of the 

Mu lim attitudes. 

The Muslims never developed a technique for judging 

h truth of the contents of their hadiths. Except in the 

ae of the most blatant forgeries, offensive to faith and to 

reason alike, the utmost their concentration upon the isnad 

t the Q8diths enabled them to do was to pass judgment on the 
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likelihood of whether A had met B and could therefore have 

received information from him. No hadith of sound isnad 

could be ignored, far less set aside, without even more com

pelling evidence to indicate a greater probability (r j h). 

The analytical approach failing to evolve, subtle 

minds, in thrall to traditional Islamic knowledge, had to be 

content with ever more ingenious interpretation and harmoni-

sation. Some examples of this we have already met, and 

others we shall shortly meet in detail. 

The attitude to the hadiths on the history of the 

Qur•an texts was expressed variously. The reported Qur'an 

variants led to the postulation of an ancient indifference to 

the details of the reading of the texts, providing only that 

the meaning remained unaffected. A matured explanation of 

the reported variants was to assume an ancient indifference 

to the dialect employed to convey the meaning. That view 

derived from and rationalised the first explanation. 

Thirdly, since the dialect hypothesis broke down 

under scrutiny, there next emerged the 'seven acceptable 

readings' theory which postulated that the number of accept

able readings represented the number of parallel revelations 

made to the Prophet. Among some forty varying interpre-

tations of that hadith canvassed, one view was that the 

reference is to the seven Qur'an codices compiled by Abu Bakr, 

'umar, 'Uthman, 'Ali, 'Abdullah, Ubayy and ibn 'Abbas. 24 

The suggestion is irregular, since we have already noted that 

we nowhere else meet with the attribution to several of these 

personalities of a privuto Uur'ln uud@X, The Qadith is note-

worthy ineofar u it mnku 'Uthmln tmt •mon, other mut{lafs. 
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?u£aifa and 'Uthman were projected as alarmed at the 

reading disputes which threatened the Muslims of Iraq and 

Syria (and of Medina) with the sort of squabbles and divisions 

which had afflicted Jews and Christians, and in which each of 

these communi t.ies had squandered the social and political 

advantages which flow from the possession of a divine 

revelation. The solution urged by the party lurking behind 

this attitude was that the Muslims be seen to be united on 

the basis of a single mushaf before the unity of Islam was 

limilarly shattered. 

Others took a much less alarmist view. Abu 

Huraira's authority was borrowed for the report that the 

Prophet himself had stated that the Qur'an had been revealed 

in seven versions and that only contention over the Qur'an 

was unbelief. 25 This view would license school ikhtilaf 

While prohibiting only public contention. Such dangers as 

might be apprehended for Islam lay not in the fact of local 

differences, but in making these differences the occasion of 

quarrels and exaggerated mutual accusations of error, or of 

attributing to one's opponents the possession and use of in-

.orrect texts. This is the plea of minorities against 

•ajorities. The Muslims must respect one another's right 

to differ even on such sensitive matters as Qur'an text. The 

r imary consideration in the recitation of the Qur'an was 

that it should always faithfully reflect the meaning of the 

revealed texts. Provided there was no distortion of the 

divine intention the vocabulary used to clothe God's meaning 

was quite immaterial. 'All the readings are correct and 

valid, ou lon, as you do not terminate a mercy verse 
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with a reference to punishment or vice versa.• 26 

This view was intended to be confirmed by a concil

iatory remark reported from Zuhri, 'I have heard that these 

are the seven forms, and that they express but one meaning 

with no disagreement as to what is permitted and what for

bidden.•27 The remark refers only to consonantal/vocalic 

variations from 'Uthman and quite ignores the most signifi

cant feature of reported variants, namely, the attempt to 

document differing local approaches to certain legal 

questions. In all cases of that kind, what was in view was 

the use of the Qur'an source to which the Qur•an document 

was being made to conform. 

The synonyms/dialects and other rationalisations are 

in this area of Qur'an use totally irrelevant. 

Kiifa. 

'Alqama al Nakha'i reports 'Abdullah's departure from 

He took leave, saying, 'Do not contend about the 
Qur'an. It contains no contradictory statements, 
nor such as cancel each other out. Nor does it 
materially alter statements, even frequently repeated 
statements. The §ari'a, with its penalties and 
obligations, is a single consistent system.• 28 

The readings disputes concerned the use of the Qur•an source. 

The use that the scholars then making appeal to the 'Abdullah 

reading had made of the 'Abdullah Qur'an source had attracted 

criticism for making it appear that the Qur'an contained 

contradictions. 

'We used,' continues 'Abdull!h, 'to refer our dis
putes to the Prophet and ho would order us to recite 
in his presence and inform u• that tach wae in the 
right. Did l know o! any man mort learned than 
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myself in respect of what God has revealed, I would 
seek him out and add his store of knowledge to mine. 
I learned the recitation of seventy~ of the 
Qur'an from the very mouth of the Prophet and I was 
aware that the Qur'an was reviewed annually, every 
RamadAn, and twice in the year he died. When he had 
completed the review, I would recite to him and he 
would inform me that I was right. 

'Let therefore whoever recites after my reading 
not abandon it nor lose taste for it. Whoever 
recites according to any of these other forms, let 
him not abandon his reading either. But whoever 
denies a single verse of the Qur•an denies the 
entire Book.• 29 

It is a somewhat confused hadlth which conflates the 'seven 

forms' remark attributed to the Prophet with the varying 

results achieved in the interpretation of another, the 'seven 

~·, had!th. 30 The report insists in a defensive tone 

upon the correctness of the legal doctrine documented from 

the Qur'an on the basis of the 'Abdullah codex, which it 

aimultaneously strives to vindicate by reference to the 

Prophet's late-period endorsement. The hadith alludes to 

disagreements on legal conclusions, but denies that these can 

bt urged to argue inconsistency in the Qur'an itself. 

Disagreements are the perfectly natural outcome of 

the appeal by the different lawyer groups to different Qur'an 

recensions. 

Although the claim is obviously enough made that the 

oodex of 'Abdullah carried the Prophet's repeated and, more 

important, his late-period approval, the report somewhat in

oonsistently shrinks back from insisting that the disagree

mente should bt limited by the imposition of textual 
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uniformity. 

No serious harm need be anticipated from the multipli

city of Qur'an codices, providing only that all recensions are 

treated as equally valid. Division in the ranks of the 

Muslims would result only from a narrow-minded insistence 

that there can be only one authentic Qur•an tradition which 

its proponents would seek to enforce upon the whole community. 

Public contention about the reading of a single verse is 

unbelief. 

This is how one group of Muslims sought to defend and 

vindicate their right to employ Qur'§n variants. 

In view of the reported complacency of the Prophet, 

'Abdullah can be projected as undoubtedly correct. 

Equally, 'UthmAn, if the squabbles over the readings 

bid to destroy the very unity of Islam, had acted from 

motives of the highest expediency in insisting upon a single 

uniform text, to achieve which he set his mind upon the 

destruction of every other documentary record of the 

revelations. 

The Prophet had not irrevocably commanded the pre-

servation of the variant readings. He had merely 

count.enanced them as a gracious concession. Were it other-

wise, and were the 'seven readings' understood to have repre

sented an obligatory injunction laid by the Prophet upon his 

community, knowledge of each and every one of them would 

have come to be regarded by the Muslims as an integral and 

indispensable element in the tranemiaeion of the entire 

corpus of the divine revelationn, to b• p111ed on undiminished 

to the successor 1enerationa. That th~l had not occurred, 
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however, was for !abari the clearest evidence that the 'seven 

~· had been alternative texts. 'Uthman could therefore, 

in no sense, be accused of having derelicted from his duty 

either to the Qur'§n or to the community.3l 

The Muslims abandoned recitation after six of the 
forms which their just leader insisted they abandon, 
until they lost all knowledge of them and all trace 
of them became quite obliterated. There is today no 
possibility of reciting them on account of their 
having quite vanished, and on account of the agree
ment among the Muslims to reject their recitation 
without, however, any reflection upon their 
individual correctness or that of any fraction of any 
one of them. No recitation today is possible for 
the Muslims other than on the basis of that one 
consonantal text which their solicitous leader 
selected for them. 

The connection through ~u£aifa to the variant pre-'Uthm§n 

Qur'an traditions, associated in the Hadith with the names 

of 'Abdullah, Ubayy, Miqdad/?Mu'ad, Abu Mus§, 'l'isa, ~f~a, 

Umm Salama and others, is not, in Tabari's way of seeing 

things , so much broken as suddenly duplicated. What has 

en abandoned, what has vanished and become quite obliter

ted so that its recitation is no longer in fact possible, 

n be quite ignored for all but antiquarian purposes. 

It was now inevitable that, where they continued to 

alleged, variant readings, even variant codices, were seen 

hy the scholars to be mere variants of the 'Uthman text. 

ldziher was right after all. 

The alleged pre-'Uthmanic Companion mushafs had no 

hlatorical, merely a theoretical identity, partly explicable 

nocesaity to provide a rational explanation for 
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'Uthman's having had to act at all. 

Abu Bakr or 'umar had already collected the texts, 

but neither had taken steps to disseminate the text 

universally. Thus were the Companion readings/mu~9afs 

explained. The reports settled upon 'Uthman as the caliph 

who had despatched a unique text throughout the empire. Two 

collections having been reported, two motivations had to be 

assumed, with all the implications that strictly logical 

thinking would cause to follow. 

The error of the Noldeke-Schwally conclusions lay in 

their looking for only a single collection. As between Abu 

Bakr and 'umar and 'Uthman, their preference fell on the 

'Uthman ~adith series and the Abu Bakr/'Umar series had to 

be explained away. 

Admittedly, we too have seen that there existed a 

single hadith strain which attributed to 'Othman the merit of 

having been the first to complete a collection of the Qur'an 

ab initio. That view had not, however, prevailed among the 

Muslims. Harmony and rationalisation was their way with 

conflicting ~adiths. The Muslims looked therefore for at 

least two collections in the period following the death of 

the Prophet, and to each they allotted a separate motivation. 

The two occurred, successively, under Abu Bakr-'Umar 

and then under 'Uthman. The aim of the first was the 

earliest collection of the scattered fragments of the 

individual revelations into one central place. The aim of 

'Uthm§n was the collection of the Muslims, that is, uniting 

the Muslims of every region throu1hout the empire on the 

basis of a single text. To do th11 ht mtrtly needed to 
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arrange for the despatch of copies of the assembled Abu Bakr-

'Umar text to the provinces. 

matter are the following: 

Typical of this view of the 

The reading of Abu Bakr, 'umar, Uthman, Zaid, of the 
Muhajirs and the ~ was one and the same. All 
used a common reading that had been employed by the 
Prophet before them. This text Mu~ammad had read 
over twice with Gabriel in his final year, on the 
occasion of the last check-reading of the Qur'an 
texts. Zaid attended the final review and taught 
the reading endorsed on that occasion to the Muslims 
until he died. That is why Abu Bakr commissioned 
Zaid to assemble the corpus of the revelations and 
why 'Uthman engaged him to copy out the mushafs that 
were despatched to the regions.32 

Zaid b. Thabit attended the final review and in the 
course of it what had been removed from the Qur•an 
and what remained was explained to the Prophet. Zaid 
wrote out this final review text for the Prophet and 
read it over to him to check it once again. Zaid 
thereafter taught this text to the Muslims. That is 
why Abu Bakr and 'Umar relied upon Zaid in the 
assembly of the Qur'an texts and why 'Uthman 
appointed him to produce the copies.33 

fhese hadiths go even further than rabari, in that they fail 

to take any account of the existence at any time of variant 

rtadings/mushafs attributed to 'Uthm~n's contemporaries. In 

tact, they are more concerned with explaining Zaid's prominent 

role in the history of the Qur'an texts than with 'Uthman's 

motive for his collection. From what we have seen in the 

foregoing analysis of the collection ~adiths, 'Uthman had to 

have rival Companion codices to suppress in order to make 

the effort to unite the Muslims on the basis of a unique text. 
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But even the most na1ve ~diths, which fail to assign to 

'Uthman a specific technical motive, nevertheless report his 

as the second collection. 

Indeed, the Muslims believe that the Qur•an had been 

collected on three separate occasions. The first had 

occurred in the lifetime and indeed in the presence of the 

Prophet. 'We organised the Qur'an,' reports Zaid, 'in the 

presence of the Prophet.•34 

Certain commentators suggested that this report is 

to be interpreted in the sense that by organisation is meant 

the internal arrangement of each of the ~· 

The question of the internal organisation of the 

mushaf also gave rise to much speculation. What here con-

cerned them was when and by whom the present arrangement of 

the contents had been determined. As two collections had 

been reported, two issues are involved. The order of the 

verses within the~ was considered so intimately 

connected with the processes of the actual revelation, that 

it was concluded that this aspect of the organisation of the 

text must have been the work of the Prophet. 

'Uthman reports that when lengthy suras were being 

revealed the Prophet would summon one of the scribes and say, 

'Place these verses in the sura in which such-and-such a 

topic is mentioned.' When a single verse was revealed in 

isolation the Prophet would say, 'Put it in the sura where 

so-and-so is mentioned.'35 

Generally, thereforo, tha Mul'lllmn wora agreed that 

the ~ were di stingu 1 nhft1l oru• frnm a no thor ancl that tho 

ordering of their varnaa hnct beon llxfd by tho Prophet, 
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although even here adventurous claims are occasionally met 

with. On the discovery of the two closing verses of Q 9, 

'Umar is said to have remarked, 'Had they been three verses, 

I would have made them a separate snra•,36 a report which 

disturbed some scholars. 

The statement in the Mabani, that 'in the mushafs 

attributed to 'Ali and 'Abdull~h there is discoverable no 

difference whatsoever relative to our mushaf, apart from the 

order of the~ and verses•,37 is apologetic in tone. 

The reference to the order of the verses goes too far, but 

that to the order of the suras is a characteristic acknowledg

ment of the feeling among the scholars that if, as opposed to 

speaking of Companion readings, one is ready to accept that 

there had once existed whole Companion mushafs, then pre

sumably one of their hallmarks would have been a different 

ordering of the suras. 

The order of the verses in each sura was generally 

conceded to have been the work of the Prophet. Only the 

order of the~ therefore presented any possibility of 

idiosyncrasy by the individual Companion.38 

In fact, several views have been expressed on this 

question. Baqillani reflects that 'it is possible that it 

was the Prophet who ordained the present arrangement. It is 

equally possible that we may owe the present order to the 

decision of the Companions.' As between the two 

possibilities, the~ finally decided that the order of the 

mutQaf has come down from the Prophet.39 This was suggested 

by the reports on MuQammad's having checked the Qur•an with 

Prenumably they had reviewed the texts in their 
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present order. That was also the view of ibn al Anb!ri. 

However, the review was said to have occurred annually. ibn 

~ajar was inclined to think it more probable that they had 

checked them in the chronological order of their revelation. 

That need apply only to the yearly reviews however. In the 

mushaf, the ~ order bears no relation to the chronological 

This order of the revelation of the verses and chapters. 

observation may perhaps have been one of the factors 

encouraging the appearance of hadiths on the final review. 

'Ali is id t ha sa o ve arranged his mushaf in the 

chronological order of the revelation and to have included 

his notes on the n!sikh and the mansukh. 40 The importance 

of this work would have been immense, but all Mu9Bmmad b. 

Sirin's efforts to locate this work in Med1na came to nothing. 

In any case, the story merely underlines the rule that the 

theories of ~ set no store whatever by the present 

arrangement. 

Scholars who long assented to the view that the text 

we have in our hands today and the detailed arrangement of 

its contents were the work of Zaid and 'Uthman, naturally 

asserted that the arrangement of the contents in the variant 

mushafs ascribed to some of the Companions had been different. 

The Qa9I 'Iyya9 reports that in the night prayer the 

Prophet recited Q 4 before Q 3 and that that was the order of 

the two chapters in the mushaf of Ubayy. This led the Qadi __..._ 
to conclude that the ~ order had not been fixed by the 

Prophet, but had been left to the diacretion of the 

Companions. 41 

Blqilllni, notinc that the or .. r ot tht JA£11 11 not 
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insisted upon for the purposes of prayer, private study or 

public instruction, supposed that this explained the different 

ordering reported to have occurred in the Companion codices. 

We find, therefore, in various studies on the subject, 

varying versions of the order of the suras occurring in the 

Companion codices. The difficulty arises here that arises 

elsewhere in Muslim literature, namely, that the reports are 

leldom in agreement. 'I have seen,' reports the author of 

the Fihrist, 'a number of codices alleged by those who had 

copied them to be the mushaf of 'Abdullah. No two of them, 

however, agreed with each other.• 42 

The most recent scholar to attend to the reports on 

the Companion codices was Professor Jeffery who, with 

admirable perseverance, collected an impressive body of 

material for a projected history of the text of the Qur'an. 

The most striking feature of this work is the regularity with 

Which the reader encounters expressions of Jeffery's 

lcepticism concerning this or that aspect of the reports he 

b considering. For example, he thought it 'unfortunate 

hat not sufficient has survived to enable us to get a real 

picture of the text of any one of the pre-'Uthmanic 

odices'. 43 

He recognises that, 

The older variants, even though they were known to be 
represented in some of the older codices, for the 
most part survived only in the works of two classes 
of savants: firstly, certain exegetes interested 
in the theological implications of such variants; and 
secondly, the philologers who quoted them as 
grammatical or lexical examples. 44 
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Jeffery admits that 

the question arises, of course, as to the authenticity 

of the readings ascribed to these old codices. In 

some cases, it must be confessed, there is a suspicion 

of readings later invented by the grammarians and the 

theologians being fathered on these early authorities, 

in order to gain the prestige of their name. This 

suspicion is perhaps strongest in the case of dis

tinctly SI'a readings that are attributed to ibn 

Mas'ud and to the wives of the Prophet. It is felt 

also in regard to the readings attributed to ibn 

'Abbas, who as Ubermensch des Tafsir, tended to get 

his authority quoted for any and every matter 

connected with Qur'anic studies. On the whole, how

ever, one may feel confident that the majority of 

readings quoted from any reader really go back to 
early authority. 45 

It is not clear from anything that Jeffery, Schwally or 

Bergstrasser has said in any of their specialist works on the 

Qur•~n why anyone should feel this degree of confidence. 

'The traditions as to the ~-order in 'Abdull~h and other 

of the old codices come, argues Jeffery, 'from persons who 

were familiar with the 'Uthm~nic ~-order, but knew that 

the material was differently disposed in the others.'46 

First 'feel' and now 'knew'! Alas for his use of 

this 'knew' • Surely what is meant is just 'alleged'. 

'It is evident that we cannot place any reliance on 

the Ubayy sura-order which, as in the case of the lists for 

ibn Mas'ud's codex, must be regarded as later formations, not 

based on the original codex.• 47 It is remarkable to 

Jeffery how often Ubayy's 'variants •1r1e with ibn Mas'Od's 

against the 'Uthm!nic codex•. 48 

On ibn 'Abbie' codex, Jetter~ rtmarka, 
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From the exalted position which ibn 'Abb§s holds in 

Muslim exegesis, where he figures as 'tarjum!n al 

Qur'§n', 'al bahr' and 'heber al 
have expected his codex to be as 
literature as that of 'Abdullah. 

umma', one would 
famous in Qur'nnic 

The rarity of its 

mention in his case serves as an argument for its 
genuineness, for, had it been an invention, we should 

have found it running as wildly through the 
Commentaries as his supposed school of exegesis. 

His fame in exegesis, however, belongs to a 

later stage in his career, when he was interested 

in utilising Jewish and Christian material for the 

elucidation of the Qur•an, but, as his exegesis is 

obviously based on the text of the official 
'Uthmanic edition, we must place his collection of 

the material for his codex in the days of his youth.49 

It is very much to be regretted that Jeffery did not place 

all these observations side by side and thus co-ordinate his 

individual acts of scepticism. 

One is appalled at the results for European scholars 

of their too ready acceptance of all that they read in the 

Muslim reports on this or that aspect of the discussions on 

the Qur'an. Remembering that all such reports are, after 

all, merely hadiths which must therefore be treated no 

differently from the other 9Bdiths we daily have to deal 

With, we can confidently conclude that it was only because 

the Muslims had alleged that 'Abdull~h and Ubayy had prepared 

personal codices which differed from the 'Uthm~ic text, that 

it next became necessary for them to report the different 

JQ[!-order in those different codices. To do this they had, 

ot course, to depart more or less from the order of the 

mutQ!! they had in their hands, the mushaf they had attri

buted to 'Uthmln. There was no need to depart too radically, 
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merely enough to implant the idea of differentness. It can-

not be any wonder that no two lists agree. To do that, they 

would have had to be describing something that really 

existed. 

THE TAWATUR OF THE MUSHAF 

If the Companions had possessed mushafs privately prepared 

for their personal use which differed from the universally 

acknowledged text, now attributed to a Companion, 'Uthman, 

in respect of the ~ order, was there any other respect in 

which they might have varied from 'Uthm~n? A reasonable 

suggestion would be that perhaps they had differed also in 

length, both from 'Uthman and from each other. 

Some were longer and some were shorter. Despite the 

statement attributed to 'Abdullah that he who denies a single 

verse of the Qur'~n denies the entire revelation, 'Abdullah 

is depicted in the literature as having denied three whole 

chapters of the Qur'!n! 

The codex ascribed to 'Abdullah is said to lack three 

of the suras present in our (the 'Uthmanic) text. The 

codices ascribed to ibn 'Abbas, Ubayy and Abu Musa are said 

to contain two suras which the 'Uthmanic text lacks. 50 

The Mu'tazili scholar al Nattam is reported to have 

impugned 'Abdullah's memory on the ground that he had denied 

two suras (sic) which are part of the Book of God. 51 This 

is a reference, says ibn Qutaiba, to Q 113 and Q 114, and 

for his attitude 'Abdu1U.h had juutlf1cntion. Men may opine 

and opine wrongly. '!'hie i t1 pntstsl b I"' f or prop hot a and for 

ordinary mortals muro pollll'ilJ!D et!ll. What. induced 
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'Abdullah to refrain from recording the two sQras in his 

mushaf was that he observed that the Prophet used the 
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chapters as charms to invoke the divine protection upon his 

grandsons, al ~san and al ~usain. 

A similar cause led Ubayy, on the contrary, to copy 

into his mu~~f the two gunut prayers which he noted the 

Prophet reciting at the ritual service. 'Abdullah, taking 

two chapters to be prayers, thought them to be no part of the 

Qur•an, while Ubayy, taking two prayers to be ~. thought 

that they were part of the Qur•an. 

Of the two reports, it was that concerning 'Abdullah's 

supposed omission of Q 113 and Q 114, but more especially his 

refusal to record the first~. the Fatiha (to which, 

curiously, there is no reference in ibn Qutaiba's comment) 

which provoked the more serious discussion among the scholars. 

The trouble with the reports is that they clash with 

a fundamental doctrine - the taw§tur of the Qur'an. The 

universally acknowledged mushaf of 'Uthman had been the 

unanimous bequest of the entire generation of the Prophet's 

contemporaries. In this connection, one might refer to the 

observations of Fakhr al Dln al Razi, 

The reports transmitted in certain ancient books to 
the effect that ibn Mas'ud denied that the Fatiha 
and the two charm~ are part of the Qur•an are 
troublesome. If we accept that a mutawatir 
tradition had been achieved in the days of the 
Companions, then the three chapters are part of the 
Qur•an and 'Abdullah's denial amounts to disbelief 

[~]. If, on the other hand, we hold that tawatur 
had not been achieved in the days of the Companions, 
it followa that the Qur'l!n is not mutawl!tir. What 
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springs most readily to mind is that the reports from 
'Abdullah are quite unfounded. This cuts the knot 
of that dilemma. The Q§gi AbO Bakr said, 'It is not 
soundly reported from 'Abdullah that these three 
chapters are not part of the Qur'~n. Such a state
ment has not been reported from him. What he did 
was merely to erase these chapters and omit them from 
his text since he did not approve of their being 
written. This does not imply that he denied that 
they were part of the Qur'an. The Sunna in his view 

was that they should record only what the Prophet had 
commanded to be recorded and 'Abdullah did not have 
information that the Prophet had himself recorded 
these~ or commanded that they be recorded.' 

al Nawawi says in his commentary on the 
Muhaddab, 'The Muslims are unanimously of the opinion 
that the three~ are part of the Qur•an and that 
anyone who denies one of them is an unbeliever. 
What has been reported about 'Abdullah is groundless 
and thoroughly unsound.' 

ibn ~azm said in the Muhalla, 'The thing is a 
lie fathered upon 'Abdullah. Only the reading from 
'Abdull~h as transmitted from 'A~im from Zirr from 
ibn Mas'ud is authentic and in that reading, the 
three~ are present.•52 

But ibn ~jar in the ~ accepts the reports 
about 'Abdull!h as sound. He states that both ~ad 
and ibn ~ibban report that 'Abdullah would not write 
these chapters in his mushaf. ~ad's son, in the 
supplement to the Musnad, al Tabarani and ibn 
Mardawaih all report from al A'mas from Abu Is~aq 
from 'Abdul Ra~an b. Yazid al Nakha'I that he said, 
''Abdullah used to erase the two charm~ from his 
records saying, "They are not part of the Book of 
God."' Similar reports are related by al Bazzar and 
al Tabarani with the addition that, ua he erased 
them, 'AbdullAh said, 'The Pruphr~t morely commanded 
that they be ueed ae ch11rm pr•y•r••' 'Abdullllh 
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never recited them in his ritual prayers. 
al Bazzar adds, 'None of the Companions con

curred with this view of 'Abdullah's. Further, it 
is ascertained that the Prophet recited them at his 
ritual prayers.' ibn ~ajar concludes that the 
allegation that the whole thing is a lie fathered on 
'Abdullah must be dismissed. Attacks upon hadiths 
of unexceptionable ~ are quite unacceptable in 
the absence of further evidence. Since the isnads 
of these reports about 'Abdullah are sound, they must 
be accepted without further ado. A means ought to 
be sought whereby they might be interpreted. The 
Qadi and others took the reports to show 'Abdullah's 
~ 

reluctance to write these~ into the mushaf. 
Here is an interpretation which commends itself, 
excepting that the sound report states that 'Abdullah 

said, 'The charm prayers are not part of the Book of 
God.' Now, if one construes the words, 'Book of 
God' as a reference to the mushaf, this complements 
the interpretation. 

Some who have reviewed the drift of the reports 
felt this harmonisation to be somewhat far-fetched. 
ibn al $abba~ added that 'Abdullah was not quite 
certain as to the status of the three chapters at 
the time when he first made his remarks. The 
consensus of the Companions as to the contents of 
the mushaf was first reached after that time. The 
three ~ were first declared mutawatira during 
'Abdullah's lifetime. It was simply that they had 
not at first been mutawatira in his private opinion. 

ibn Qutaiba, resuming his comment on 'Abdull§h's 
view of the matter, refrained from expressing any 
opinion as to whether 'Abdullah or the Companions 
were right or wrong. As for the reports that he had 
omitted the Fatiha from his mushaf on the grounds that 
that chapter was not part of the Qur'an God forbid! 
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'Abdullah took the view that the Qur•an was to be 
recorded and to be assembled between the two covers 
to preclude any doubt and to obviate any forgetting, 
any addition or any loss. 'Abdullah could see that 
all these things were quite inconceivable in respect 
of the Fatiha, on account of its brevity and given 
the fact that every Muslim is required to memorise 
it for the purposes of prayer. 53 

10 General conclusions 

It must now have become abundantly clear how little 

assistance is to be hoped for from the Muslim accounts of the 

history of the collection of the Qur•an texts. 

The reports are a mass of confusions, contradictions 

and inconsistencies. By their nature, they represent the 

product of a lengthy process of evolution, accretion and 

'improvement'. They were framed in response to a wide 

variety of progressing needs. 

Noldeke-Schwally isolated reports of several incom

patible contentions: that the Qur'an had first been 

collected by Abu Bakr; that it had first been collected by 

'Umar; that the collection had been begun by Abu Bakr and 

completed by 'umar; that it had been begun by 'umar and 

completed by 'Uthman; that it had been solely the work of 

'Uthman. 

They failed to detect the distinction between jam' al 

Qur'an and jam' al masahif. They thus took all these 

ports to be competitive attributions through the maze of 

which they hoped to find safe passage in clinging fast to 

the detail of the 2uQuf of ~af~a. 1 

Schwally, and since his day all his imitators, 

decided that thia Wll the one sure fact in a morass of 

on r d otion1. The ltcurity derived from the frequency of 
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the mention of these ~ has led to an unfortunate tendency 

to exaggerate their significance to the Muslims. 

Schwally may well have been correct in his surmise 

that the unpopularity of the figure of 'Othman had induced 

the Muslims to reduce his stock by attributing the first 

collection of the sacred texts to his more revered predeces

sors, Abu Bakr and 'Umar, who had been erected by Muslim 

sentiment into models of semi-legendary piety and energy 

respectively. 2 

Nor was he wrong in detecting in the ~u~uf of ~af~a 

a motif for linking the 'Uthmanic with the 'Umar collection. 

His error consisted simply in the oversimplification of the 

nature of that link, and hence the exaggeration of the role 

played in the Muslim reports by ~af~a's ~· This he did, 

not merely by regarding the work ascribed to 'Othman as 

limited to simply copying out the ~u~uf of ~af~a, but, in 

addition, by treating the pre-'Uthm§nic codices attributed to 

the several Companions as no more than merely copies 

similarly derived from those suhuf.3 -·-·-
Relying solely upon one single series of hadiths, to 

be subjected to an exclusively literary analysis in the light 

of his personal intuition, Schwally achieved a conclusion 

which effectively is no more than an endorsement of certain 

fourth-century Muslim attitudes. This resulted from his 

procedure of treating the Qur•an as a literary monument. The 

Qur'an, we have seen more than once, is and was much more to 

the Muslims than simply a document, Much more significant 

in its history has been thn r·tdP It waa uallod on to play as 

the primary source !or the du1vat1cm ot tht L.aw. 
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It follows that the reports on its collection must 

logically be submitted to a test of precisely the same canons 

that were applied by the Muslims to their second source, the 

Sunna. We cannot, therefore, avoid applying to all state-

ments on the Qur'an the test of the use to which the Qur'an 

has traditionally been put in the Islamic sciences, and 

especially, since it has been treated as a primary source, 

the use to which it has been put in the Islamic source theory. 

In this light, it soon becomes apparent that, far 

from being identical with the so-called 'Uthmanic text, the 

fU~uf of ~af~a, like the ~u?uf of 'A'isa or the ~u~uf of a 

third widow of the Prophet, Umm Salama, played a role 

analogous to that conferred upon the mushaf of 'Abdullah, of 

AbU Musa, of Ubayy, of Miqdad (or Mu'a£). Like all of 

these, ~af~a's codex had occasional exegetic value in the 

scholars' attempts to decide issues left 'unclear' in the 

'Uthm§n text. Use has also been made of the ~ of ~af~a 

1n the interest of attempted interpolation relative to the 

universally acknowledged Qur'an text of the ('Othman) mushaf. 

In the Qur•an sphere, as in the Sunna sphere, appeal 

was still allegedly possible to information provided in the 

names of prominent contemporaries of the Prophet. 

Again in the Qur'an sphere, as in the Sunna sphere, 

attempts had early been set in train to regularise the 

position created by the apparent conflict of sources. This 

waa done by the application to the Qur'an of the principles 

Of abrogation which had been applied to the Sunna and which, 

definition, involved consideration of isnads. For the 

'settling' exegetical disputes, certain circles, 
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it would appear, were not above attributing unambiguous 

Qur'an readings to senior Companions. The opposing position 

could always be restored by appeal to the authentic Qur'an 

texts and attributing them to equally eminent Companions of 

later date of conversion. That was the mechanism by which 

Zaid b. Th8bit achieved his central role in all versions of 

the ~diths on the various aspects of the recording and the 

collecting of the Qur•an revelations. 

In this connection, it should be noted that Zaid's 

name is more prominent and more consistently used than that 

of ~f~a. It also perhaps should be noted that Zaid and 

~f~a shared roughly the same late death-date. The fact of 

their both having survived the major Companions mentioned in 

connection with Qur'an matters doubtless accounts for the 

frequency with which both names occur. They both occur, as 

has been seen, as links connecting the alleged •uthm~n 

collection with the alleged AbU Bakr-'Umar collection. 

In order to provide this 'Uthman collection with a 

rationale, the Muslims argued that it had become necessary to 

avoid the dangers of sectionalism and faction tearing asunder 

the unity of Islam, as the different regions and localities 

proclaimed their allegiance to this or that Companion codex. 

But if, as has now been argued, appeal to the 

Companion codices is a common exegetical and especially an 

u90li device, aimed at countering, elucidating, or even 

evading the 'Uthm~n text, the so-called Companion codices 

could only have been posterior, not prior, to the 'Uthm~n 

text. That would rob the 'Uthmln codex ot its entire raison 

d'ttrt and indicate• that, 11 1 metter ot hiatorical taot, it 
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need never have occurred. 

The Abu Bakr-'Umar collection likewise had its 

distinct motive, succinctly differentiated in the literature 

from 'Uthm~n's: Abu Bakr was the first to collect the Qur•an 

texts into a single volume on the occasion of the deaths of 

the remembrancers at Yemama; 'Uthman was the first to 

collate the mus.ha. fs and to produce t xt a e us receptus ne 

varietur. Abu Bakr collected the texts; 'Uthman collated 

the texts. 

The Muslim sources are thus quite clear that Abu Bak~ 

and 'Umar were responsible for the first collection of the 

Qur•~n texts following the death of the Prophet. Discordant 

Voices were nonetheless heard, 'Abu Bakr died and the Qur•~n 

had not been collected; 'Umar was killed and the Qur'An had 

not been collected.' 

The existence of such reports makes it clear that the 

Muslims were confused. The earliest stage of the traditions 

on the collection of the Qur'an did consist in incompatible 

attributions of the first collection·. t ' 
o AbO Bakr, to Umar, 

to 'Uthman. 

Only when the belief that the unpopular 'Uthman had 

been responsible for the first collection became general 

m1sht it have been felt desirable to lessen his merits by 

t~ansferring the piety attaching to this sacred undertaking 

to his predecessors, the representatives of the ideal 

Olliphate. When this happened, it was consequentially 

ntoessary to introduce linking motifs, perhaps even to dis

tinguish the objectives underlying wh t a was coming to be 

lttn as a two-told oollection. 
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Yet, if, perhaps owing to prevailing anti-Umayyad 

feeling, 'Uthm~n's credit were deliberately minimised in this 

fashion, why, one may ask, had a caliph so closely identified 

with the unpopular dynasty ever been given the merit of any 

association with the collection of the Qur•an? Schwally 

thought it was because the first to have collected the Qur'an 

had been 'Uthman and that it was impossible ever to suppress 

the fact. 

My suggestion is that that attribution had resulted 

from even more interesting technical considerations. To 

guarantee an ancient and a mutaw!tir transmission, the 

collection of the Qur'an must necessarily be attached to the 

name of one of Mu9ammad's immediate successors. We have 

seen the varying results of the attempts to identify that 

successor in the attribution of a Qur'iin collection to each 

of MUQammad's four immediate successors- the khulafa' al 

rii~idOn. 

This led to the attempts to harmonise these con

flicting attributions: AbQ Bakr had initiated the sacred 

undertaking, 'Umar acquiring the merit of having completed 

it; 'Umar is credited with initiating the undertaking, 

'Uthman is grudgingly allowed the lesser merit of completing 

the work of his pious and energetic predecessor. 

The circumstances in which the task was first taken 

up were such in which loss of Qur•iin materials is very easily 

conceivable, yet the task is presented as having been 

executed with such supererogatory care that the promulgated 

text was projected as havin1 been beyond doubt complete. 

The two motif• ounoreti11 the toroe• pulling in 
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opposite directions in the minds of the Muslims on the 

question of the completeness/incompleteness of the Qur•~n 
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' 
according as they were engaging in external or in internal 

polemic. Further, the question arises internally from the 

implications of the exegesis of certain verses apparently 

referring to the Prophet's forgetting/being caused to forget 

certain unspecified parts of the revelation. 

When framing the reports on the collection of the 

Qur'an, there was the further need to take into account the 

still circulating hadiths relating the loss, withdrawal, or 

forgetting of this or that 'verse' said to have been revealed 

to the Prophet but not now figuring in the mushaf. The 

had!ths had been the weapons with which the ancient exegetical 

dispute about precisely those 'forgetting' verses had been 

won. 

The traditions on the collection of the Qur'an are 

not, in fact, as Noldeke-Schwally supposed, contradictory. 

They form a perfect harmony, for the most striking feature of 

all the Muslim discussions on the collection of the Qur•an 

texts is the deliberate exclusion of the figure of the 

Prophet. This exclusion was both stressed and repeated in 

the principal hadith on the supposed Abu Bakr collection. 

Indeed, the one common motif shared by every single Muslim 

account of the collection of the Qur•an, uniting all the 

b&diths, whatever the details of their other conflicts, is 

precisely this allegation that, whoever it may have been who 

tor the first time in the history of Islam had brought to

lither the Our•an texts, it was certainly not the Prophet. 

Thft ~xolu•ion ot the Prophet from the task of 
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collecting and promulgating the revelations has even been 

rationalised into the very impossibility of his doing so, on 

the ground that as long as he remained alive, a safe and 

certain recension of the valid revelations was unthinkable. 

With~ (withdrawal) a daily possibility, the extent to 

which the Qur'an would continue to have valid applicability 

for the Law could confidently be recognised only with the 

Prophet dead and silent. 

Having considered the Muslim theories of ~. we 

have learned that two such theories referred exclusively to 

the Qur•an texts and necessarily implied omissions from the 

Qur•~n: 1. the suppression of both the wording and the 

ruling, and 2. the suppression of the wording, but not of 

the ruling. The mushaf is thus not co-extensive either with 

the fullness of the revelation made to Mu~ammad or with the 

Qur•an as this bears upon the Islamic Figh. 

In view of the implications for their view of the 

history of the Qur'an texts of this second theory of naskh 

especially, the Muslims simply could not afford to be found 

or to find themselves in possession of a Qur•an document that 

had been edited, checked and promulgated by its Prophet-

recipient. That was because they argued that certain 

elements of Islamic Law, derived from revealed and still-

surviving Qur'an revelations, were nowhere referred to in the 

mushaf. 

This motive induced the Muslims to exclude their 

Prophet from the history of Um cu l'lection of their Qur' an 

It was a compniJln,; rn•d .. lvrt. lt was their only 

mutl V6. 
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Noldeke-Schwally, although fully informed on the 

three-fold modality of~ and arguing that amidst the con

fusion of details in the Muslim accounts of the collection of 

the Qur•an - those that are in agreement as much as those 

that are in clear conflict - we must throughout be on our 

guard against tendentious colouring of reports, given the 

central significance of the Qur'an to the religious system 

now developing on the basis of the Book's claims and contents, 

nevertheless concentrated their considerable intellectual 

powers on the various aspects of the reports in total 

isolation one from another. The Qur'an source and the 

Qur•an document was a distinction they failed to exploit. 

They therefore recognised in the discussion of the 

The Qur'an only two of the alleged three modes of~· 

significance of the third mode, the suppression of the 

wording alone, to the framing of the reports on the 

collection they quite overlooked, despite their realisation 

that in all our analyses of the Muslim reports, the sole un

reservedly certain point of departure must be the present 

condition of the Qur'~n texts. 4 Th ~ eir analysis, in short, 

was exclusively literary. 

Far too much weight has been given in European 

atudies to alleged omissions from the Qur'an texts owing to 

the tendency of European scholars to accept with uncritical 

neYvety the Muslim allegation that such omissions are already 

rationalised in the Qur'an, and thus presumably by the 

Prophet.5 

We must learn this simple wisdom: one must either 

accept al J t•n11T l.h111 impartially with uncritical trust, or one 
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must regard each and every hadith as at least potentially 

guilty of a greater or lesser degree of inherent bias, 

whether or not this is immediately visible to Western eyes. 

We cannot in our arrogance continue to presume that 

guided by mere literary intuition we can safely pick our way, 

selecting or rejecting hadiths on the excuse that where no 

motive for any particular statement is discernible by us, 

none was therefore intended. 6 Schwally, for example, could 

detect no motive for the selection of Zaid as the redactor of 

the 'Uthman mushaf. 

The need for circumspection applies with particular 

force to the Muslim exegetical tradition, more especially to 

statements bearing upon any aspect of our present concern, 

the condition of the Qur'~n texts at the moment of Mu9Bmmad's 

death. Noldeke held the view that a complete recension of 

all the revealed texts even in the lifetime of the Prophet 

was already scarcely possible.7 In the earliest days of 

his mission when the number of his following was insignifi

cant, Muhammad might not have troubled to write down his 

revelations. 8 As the numbers of his adherents increased, 

the revelations would continue to be preserved solely in the 

memories of the faithful. Amid his manifold state respon-

sibilities Muhammad could not always himself remember the 

precise wording in which he had given out certain revelations. 

This is how different Companions received their slightly 

differing versions, although all wore received direct from 

the Prophet himself. Cortu1 n VM'tltlll Mut;mmmad forgot out-

'l 
rlght, uthers he Bummrtr•ll y R ll.rtr•eu1, 

Ill 
had conce11od ynl othr~r• ver'llltll, 

Wtth his own hand he 
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How far the reader will concur with these views will 

depend on how far he agrees with Noldeke's model of Mu~ammad 

as the author of the Qur'an. Noldeke also relied upon 

Hadith and tafsir. But the traditions in question here are 

devices all too transparently designed, in apparently 

innocent references to incidents in the Prophet's life, to 

document a Muslim contention that to the 'replacement' 

definition of the term ~. adopted from Q 2.106 by the 

usulis to lend the appearance of Qur'~nic support to their 

theories that certain verses or certain sunnas had super

seded other verses, must now be added a second meaning, 

'omission', derived from Q 22.52. 

To this end, the scholars made subsidiary references 

to Q 87.6-7 and to other verses. Noldeke's references to 

the Qur•an are to the self-same verses, Q 2.106 and Q 87.6-7. 

Hence his reasoning is circular. 

What is ironic in these Muslim procedures is that 

the term~ in both its occurrences in the Qur•an, but 

especially in the verse from which they derived their 

technical term ~. Q 2.106, where it is coupled with the 

term~. 'we cause to forget or abandon' (taraka) can 

mean only 'suppression'. The irony is even clearer in the 

awkwardness of the three ~ formulae: 

1. 

2. 

naskh al hukm wa al tilawa, the suppression of both 

wording and ruling; 

naskh al hukm dOna al tilawa, the suppression of the 

ruling but not of the wording; 

naskh al til§wa dOna al ~ukm, the suppression of the 

wordi n~ hut. not of the ruling. 
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These formulae were forced upon the scholars by their 

own realisation that the term ~. the technical term 

adopted into the science devoted to the study of the super-

session of Qur'anic or Sunna provisions, in fact actually 

meant suppression. 

~ nevertheless proved the more popular term 

since the only possible Qur'anic alternative, tabdil (Q 16. 

101) raised even more awkward theological problems. 11 

The apodosis of Q 2.106, 'We shall bring one better 

than it or one like it', in association with Q 16.101, 'When 

We substitute one aya for another', provided an apparently 

impregnable basis in the divine revelation, the Word of God, 

for medieval Islam's assertion that its doctrines on 

abrogation could claim Qur'anic and Prophetic sanction. 

The connection between the lawyers' theories and the 

Qur'an rests, however, solely upon the assertion that in 

both these contexts the term aya refers to a verse of the 

Qur'an. Reflection upon both~ may, however, suggest 

that this is by no means certain. 

Q 2.106 occurs immediately before a series of 

sweeping changes, rather modifications, introduced by 

Mu~ammad in both the ritual and the legal spheres. The 

verse thus precedes a change in the gibla (verses 115,177, 

124-151); in the pilgrimage rites (verse 158); in the 

dietary laws (verses 168-74); in the law relating to the 

talio (verses 178-9); in bequests (verses 180-2); in the 

fast (verses 183-7); und nguln In thn pilgrimage (verses 

191-203). 

:Jim!larly, (J I(•. W! h (ulluwel1 by alJ.ueions to 
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modifications in the dietary laws (verses 114-19), and in 

the Sabbath laws (verse 124). 
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What seems more likely, in view of the contexts in 

which each of these key verses occurs, is that, in each 

instance, the notoriously difficult term aya refers to an 

individual ritual or legal regulation established and 

hallowed in one religious tradition, the Jewish, and now 

modified in a later tradition, the Islamic. 

Q 2.106 would now read, 'Whatsoever legal or ritual 

regulation We suppress or cause you to forget [or abandon] 

We shall bring in its stead another superior to the first, 

or at least its equal.' 

Whatever may be thought of this suggestion, at least 

its possibility must work against the kind of dogmatic 

certainty with which the Muslims insist on this verse as the 

Qur•anic legitimation of their theories, and that with which 

Noldeke and others confidently pronounced on the incomplete

ness of our Qur'an texts. 

The proof that would establish rationally that the 

Qur'an in actual historical fact is incomplete must be 

sought elsewhere than in a science which teaches the 

incompleteness of the Qur•an texts that have reached us, 12 

and which pretends that 'supersession' is the same as 

1 suppression' • 

Moreover, although ~oldeke-Schwally were aware of 

the three modes of ~. they argued that when we consider 

the present contents of the Qur•an, we find that we have to 

~eal with only two modes: either with cases where, on a 

topic, both nbrugated and abrogating texts are present, 
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or only the one or the other.
1

3 

They fUrther recognised that there are two classes of 

abrogated verses: those whose wording remains in our texts, 

only their rulings having been set aside; and those verses 

whose wording does not appear in our texts, having been 

omitted at the instance of the Prophet himself. 

This also is oversimplification, for, as already 

pointed out, verses once revealed, but 'omitted' from our 

texts fall likewise into two classes: verses whose rulings 

have lapsed on account of the suppression of their wording; 

and verses whose rulings have not lapsed, despite the 

suppression of their wording. 

The principal representative of the last class of 

verses is the so-called stoning 'verse'. The conclusions 

of Schwally on its reliability mark a considerably more 

matured and reasoned judgment than that expressed originally 
.. 14 by Noldeke. 

What above all is regrettable is that these two 

scholars, who rendered outstanding services to our study of 

all aspects of the Qur'anic sciences, never once brought 

this second type of supposed Qur'an omission into close 

comparison with the central overall contention inspiring all 

versions of the Muslim accounts of the history of the 

collection of the Qur'an texts, namely that the collector 

had been anybody but Mu~mmad. 

If we now reject both classes of alleged Qur'an 

omissions, we become capable of ntnpplng over the one barrier 
Umt the Muslims thomoo L vnM hr111 nr•nc l.cH1 which alone prevented 

thorn !rom conceiving or n <.lur·' au L1ut oullectod, odl tod und 
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promulgated by their Prophet. 

The motives underlying the 'Uthman collection of the 

Qur•an have been shown to derive from the schools' attempts 

to smuggle into the Qur'an texts unwarranted interpolations 

designed to support local opinion on certain debated topics 

and calculated to swing the argument in their favour. With

out this motive (i.e. without Companion codices to suppress) 

'Uthman's collection collapses. With it, Abu Bakr-'Umar•s 

collection collapses. The implications are momentous. 

The single vigorous Qur•an text that throughout the 

ages has successfully withstood the assaults of both the 

exegetes and the usulis, stoutly retaining its textual 

identity in the face of countless attempts to insinuate 

interpolations through exploitation of the alleged codex of 
this or that Companion, is none other than the unique text 

of the revelations whose existence all their tricks betoken, 
the text which has come down to us in the form in which it 

was organised and approved by the Prophet. 

So far as they have been examined to date, all Qur'an 
MSS exhibit throughout the ''Uthmanic text'.l5 But, if the 

'Uthmanic collection collapses, as never having occurred, 

this means that only one text of the Qur'an has ever existed. 

This is the universally acknowledged text on the basis of 

which alone the prayer of the Muslim can be valid. A 

single text has thus already always united the Muslims. 

We have isolated and neutralised the only motive for 
excluding Mu~ammad from the editing and promulgating of the 

Qur'lin texts. In those processes, Mu~ammad at last must 
now be onco m<~r'c:~ re-instated. What we have today in our 
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hands is the mu~l}af of Mul]ammad. 
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